


(REMINGTON 58 CAL.)

* One of the man>fiit>:e,}!r,pduc ~
from the Factories of'Navy Jtrtns .
-Presenting the only complete

line of Muzzle Loading Arms &
Accessories

z

J
. 1

a'he()i-if~n:~enci~1:,~;:~!~~:aa~k:~~I~dged I
to be the most accurate military rifle

of its day. In the hands of mll,ny a
Civil War veteran the 1863 model Remington helped

open the West by furnishing necessary food and
¥~t:otec . itsheautiful\yalnut stock,blued,. i

barlt~, lkan<lcase hardenedlock it ik the most I
colorful 1'1 e 0 1 S day. PRICE $125.00

MODEL 1863 CARBINE-the handsome 58 Cal.
Remington rifle is also available with a 20" barrel.

. PRICE $125.00
,., .' _"" ~i
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*SEND FOR OUR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE SHOWING ALL NAVY ARMS CO. PRODUCTS

• "Reb" Army Revolver
• Remington 36 Cal. Belt

Revolver
• "Reb" Sheriffs Model

• Engraved Models

POWDER FLASKS

HOLSTER"

-......~BULLET MOULDS

BUCKLES

SNIPER SIGHTS

DISPLAY CASES

CAPPERS

PERCUSSION CAPS

/ ACCESSORIES

"Yank" Navy Revolver
Remington 44 Cal.

Army Revolver
• "Yank" Sheriffs Model

• Leech & Rigdon
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New C·H handbook
tells you the basic
things every hand·
loader should know
Attach coupon
to postcard and
mail today.

ONLY $1350

C-H CHROME·

PLATED DIES ARE

AVAILABLE IN

,OVER 500 CALIBERS

I
I C·H DIE COMPANY, Dept. G-2
I P. O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex
I Los Angeles 54, Calif.
I' Name.e _

I Addresc5. _I City Zone__State _

I Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith
I is; _L ~

3

C·H Magnum "H"
Press enables you
to reload all three
- rifle, pistol &
shotgun shells.

C·H Super "C"
Press is available
in either a down
stroke or an up

I~ stroke model. Only
$12.00 (Dies, shell
holder priming
arm extra)

C·H SHEllMASTER
reloads complete

. ~ shotgun shell in •
seconds without
any adjustments
or die changes.

C·M DIE COMPANY. Dept. G·2, P.O. Box 3284; Termina' Annex•. Los Angeles.54. Calif.

ONLY C·H MAKES A COMPLETE LINE
Whether you want to reload rifle, pistol or shotgun shells, C-H
has the tools for you ••• and at prices anyone can easily afford.

DESIGNED BY HANDLOADERS FOR HANDLOADERS
For accuracy, dependability and economy you can't beat C-H
Reloading Equipment. Its simple, rugged design is in keeping
with what critical handloaders have long sought in reloading
equipment. Guaranteed to give you a lifetime of trouble-free
operation, consistently perfect ammo every time.

C-H MAKES LOW COST AMMO POSSIBLE!
With C-H Reloading Equipment, you can reload 30-06 brass for
as little as .04¢ a round as compared to factory ammo retailing
for .22¢ and more. This means a saving of .18¢ on every round
or about $3.60 per box.
It's for these reasons that C-H is first choice of handloaders
from coast to coast. Insist on C-H, the finest costs no more.

See your leading sporting goods dealer or gunsmith.



Strong statement but we mean it.
You won't find another bullet •••
anywhere • • • that compares with
this one for match accuracyl Here
are four reasons why the Norma .38
Sp. Match Wadcutter can make the
V-ring your second home:

UNIQUE SRAPE-Specially de
signed for perfed balance and sta'
bility. "Hollow-Tail" construction al.
lows expansion that custom-fits all
bores • . . even oversize onest-

FULLY SWAGED-Die formed un·
der tremendous pressures to previ·
ously unknown target bullet uni·
formity. No internal ridges, voids or
air pockets mean no keyholing, yaw
ing or wobbling.

SPECIALLY LUBRICATED - exclu.
sive Norma smokeless formula abso·
lutely eliminates barrel wear and
leading ... helps maintain gun accu·
racy even after thousands of rounds.

PROPER WEIGHT-148 grains.
Proved by years af actual match
shooting as the weight for super
wadcutting accuracy.

Set your sights on super-accurate
match shooting. Ask for the Norma
.38 SP. Match Wadcutter at your
favorite gun dealer.

Want more handloading info?
Send 10¢ for the NEW

"Gl,/nbug's Guide/'
Box GM·2

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

In Canada: Globe Firearms Ltd., Ottawa
George L. McNicol Ltd., Vancouver

Han. F. Ray Keyser, Jr.
Governor of Vermont

WE IN VERMONT have always been jealous of our right to bear arms. I have no
reason to expect that this philosophy will be marred by legislation.

Han. Terry Sanford
Governor of North Carolina

As one of the thirteen original colonies, North Carolina maintains the moral and legal
concept that the right to keep and bear sporting arms is one of the fundamental privileges
granted by our American Democracy.

This privilege should be infringed upon only when deemed necessary, through the
will of the people in a democratic action, to insure public safety or to prescribe the
manner of taking game. We do not anticipate any legislation abrogating these premises.

Han. Elmer L. Andersen
Governor of Minnesota

Legislation impinging on the right to bear arms has from time to time been intro
duced in our legislature. To my knowledge these bills have met with little or no success.

No legislation of this character has yet been introduced in the present session of the
legislature, nor do I have any knowledge of any likelihood of this happening. In the
event of the introduction of any bill of this nature, I have every confidence that the legis
lators will recognize it if it is to be of a nuisance character, and dispose of it accordingly.

I do not propose to change the traditional stand of the State of Minnesota on this
type of legislation.

Han. Farris Bryant
Governor of Florida

I feel that the freedom of the public to keep and bear arms should never be infringed,
but that every effort should be made consistent with that freedom to prevent the free
access to arms of hoodlums. In Florida, the Governor has no authority to issue permits
to carry weapons. This power is vested by Fla. Stat. Sec. 790.06 in the Boards of County
Commissioners of the various counties of the State. I refer you to Chapter 790 of the
Florida Statutes which deals with weapons and firearms. I know that your publication
is read by many Floridians who enjoy the firearms sports and I take this opportunity
to send my best wishes to you and GUNS Magazine.

Mitchell Tendler, Executive Secretary
Office of the Governor, State of Michigan

Please be advised that Art. II, Sec. 5, Michigan Constitution of 1908 is a reenactment
of the Federal provision. The Michigan Supreme Court has stated that the question
of bearing arms is one which is within the purview of the police power of the state,
and, therefore, the legislature has the authority to prescribe the rules within which
the constitutional right to bear arms must be exercised.

The only restriction upon the legislature's exercise of the public power is that same
must be reasonable, and the Governor believes that generally speaking the test of
reasonableness is met in our laws presently governing the use and possession of firearms.

Han. Matthew E. Welsh
Governor of Indiana

The right of citizens of Indiana to keep and bear arms is not infringed upon except
to the degree necessary to guard the general public interest and safety. It is my per
sonal belief that a people familiar with firearms and able to use them effectiveJy are
stronger and can more quickly rally to a national emergency.

But quite apart from the military aspects of firearms, the State of Indiana encourages
good sportsmanship and the careful use of firearms through an extensive conservation
program including liberal laws and excellent hunting areas.

"Know Your Lawmakers" has been a featured department in all but a few issues
of GUNS since November, 1959. No department has brought us more favorable com
ment from readers, and many Lawmakers have commented (sometimes ruefully) upon
the effect these published statements have had on their mail. We have covered
the field; the only Lawmakers not quoted are those who failed to answer our
inquiries. Lawmakers ends with this issue. It may be brought to life again, later.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. c." Address all
Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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TNAIL
AND

TANGET

Major Trap Shoot
Plans are underway for one of the

nation's largest trap shoot. to be held
in the Los Angeles Coliseum over a
10-day period next March 2-11 in
conjunction with the Third Ann~al
International Sports. Vacation and
Travel Show.

Trap shooting played an important
part in the first two shows. with some
of the west's top shooters giving
exhibitions on the special range put
in for the event in the Olympic Swim
Stadium.

In addition to shooting. there will
be exhibits by leading manufacturers
of guns and gun products. and such
institutional displays as those of the
National Rifle Association and Ducks
Unlimited.

well we were actually holding on a given day.
With seven notches in the H&R's rib, we did
this on seven separate days: 350 shots each
with the test pistol, or a total of 700 shots.

The results have caused us a lot of amuse
ment. We "proved" (to our own satisfaction
at least) that the "longer sight radius, better
accuracy" axiom is, shall we say, open to a
lot of question. We both shot better average
scores with the pistol to which we were
accustomed, but this we had expected. The
widest margin in favor of the rule-restricted
guns was, in both cases, on the days when
the sight radius on the test pistol was longe~t.

My best score with the test pistol occurred
when its sight radius was at four inches-less
than half that of my match auto. His best
score with the test pistol occurred when the
sights were five inches apart-on the day he
got his lowest score with his match auto!

Our scores with the test pistol during the
days when its sights were furthest apart were
held low by "fliers." Quite often, four-shot
groups with the test pistol would be smaller
than any group fired that day with the match
gun; but the group from the test gun would
be wrecked by one wide one. This tendency
to throw one shot wide in each otherwise
well-held group continued until the sights on
the test pistol came back to seven inches.

Our deductions? Well, we deduced that
you can always shoot best with the gun
you've shot most; and we deduced that we,
at least, might hold closer part of the time
with longer sight radius but that we threw
the wide ones much wider with "long" sights
than with "short" ones.

A waste of ammunition? Well, maybe. But
it convinced us, at least, that what you're told
as gospel, and what looks logical, or even
what can be "proved" in theory, "ain't neces
sarily so" in practice; leastways, not with a
pistol, which is a cantankerous piece at
machinery at best.

H&R single shot customized gun was
chosen for sight radius experiment.

There'll be differences of opinions in this
column, and about it. But they'll be honest
opinions, based on experience, and I hope
they'll be reasonably argued.

Speaking of arguments, one of the older
ones has to do with the benefits to be gained
by long sight radius on a pistol. "Longer
sight radius, better accuracy" is an axiom,
the general acceptance of which is proved by
the fact that NRA rules of target competition
place limits on the distance allowable be
tween sights: 7" for the .45 caliber automatic
in Service matches, "as issued" on the Service
revolver, 10" on all guns in non-service
matches. The acceptance of the axiom is
further proved by the general use of the
longest possible sight radius on Free pistols,
where no rule restricts it. Here, in some cases,
tang sights carry the rear sight well back
over the shooter's wrist.

Years ago, a friend and I decided to put
this axiom to proof. I was then shooting high
Expert in competition; he was a Master. We
chose a Harrington & Richardson .22 single
shot U.S.R.A. model for the experiment be
cause its high solid rib permitted us to mill
a groove in which the front sight could be
shifted back in notches set an inch apart,
reducing the sight radius. (See photo.)

We set up the shooting as follows. Each of
us would fire 50 shots from this pistol at a
given sight radius on a given day, plus at
least 20 shots the same day from our respec
tive .22 caliber competition pistols. The
groups from our own match guns were to
serve as "control" yardsticks, to show how

SOMEONE ONCE said that "more misin
formation, damn' foolishness, and damn'

lies have been written, told, and generally
believed about guns than about any other
subject on earth---except sex." Some of it
has been born of ignorance; some of it is
preached by people who should know better;
some of it, sadly, is broadcast by people who
do know better but say what will sell best.
And some of it comes from just good, honest
differences of opinion. These last are fine.
Differences of opinion never hurt anyone.
Oh, they may have caused some black eyes
and bloody noses and fat lips, but if they're
honest opinions, based on experien.ce, and
reasonably argued, we can all learn from
them.

(}uAJ/octJ
Thr~u,h the better ,unsmiths,

hsrdwlre ond IPortin, ,oads dell·
ers or order direct. He lIsa hIS
your copy of BISHOP's new clio·
10'-lIk him for it. FREEl

E. C. BISHOP & Son. Inc.
Dept. J8B, WARSAW, MO., U.S.A.

'1~(l}~'
q~~W
~~~swdt

qo% l' AMERICA~U:~:~~RW~~~~~
$850

MONTE CARLO BUTTSTOCK

$750
FOREND

Plus Poslog.
from Warsaw. Mo.

Ready for barrell.d action to b.
balled in. Sand lightly, apply the
finilh and you have a beautiful
Itock with features not obtainable
on factory finilhed rif/el.

AVAILABLE FOR:
BRITISH LEE
ENFIELD

No.1 Mk III
No.4 Mk 1
No.4 Mk I"
No.5 Mk 1

°REMINGTON, M740
°REMINGTON, M742
REM INGTON, M760
REMINGTON, M762
SAVAGE, M99
WINCHESTER, M94

°Additional charge
of $5.00 for metal
forend liner. Not
Included unless
ordered.
ALSO AVAILABLE
COMPLETELY
FINISHED

:JOl' :lIme
FJ(}·A.I'alionJ
VWo,./J'J

modi

INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target. Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Compact, lightweight. Deluxe set inCluding
Rangefinder, Leather Holster Case, and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-$29.95 com
plete, or you may order the Rangefinder only for
$19.95. (Also available 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:

FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-2
92·60 QUEENS BLVD., REGO PARK 74, N. Y.
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Our finest
Colt-type

flask $15.00

At Mossberg dealers.

Or write factory for
FREE catalog.
o. F. Mossberg & Sons. Inc..

28102 St. John Street,
New Haven 5.

Conn.

Low cost
Trapshooting
great fun ... with
"22" shot shells
and 2%" clays

Model 340TR 22
cal. 7·shot shot
gun with hand
trap, target car
rier and smooth
bore and rifled
adapters. $39.95

Model 320TR
.same except sin
gle shot. $29.95

Both convert in seconds to
rifles for solid 22 ammo..

MadellA Targo Trap Unlt
Spring operated. Can be
used on fixed platform or as
hand trap. Also clamps to
gun barrel. Sl4.9~

Iron bowlegged
.44 bullet mould

best made $10.

Dealers and jobbers, attention! Still
a few choice areas open on exclusive
franchise basis for Centennial Arms.

PRICES!

"American Materials
American Made"

LOW

Regular NMA .44 copy of M1860 Colt $ 89.95
Civilian New Model Army, silver-plated

handle straps, engraved cyl. $ 89.95
Fluted Cylinder copy of first model 1860

with n~" barrel, 4-screw frame $ 89.95
Fluted with detachable stock $139.95
Stock for our NMA & fluted, only $ 59.95
Special order Percussion Sheriffs,

our NMA Civilian, fluted, 4" bbl. $ 89.95
Genuine Colt's Sheriffs Model .45 pocket

revolver made for us on Frontier frame,
now slightly reduced while 68 last .... ,.......$129.95

Free Flask First 100 orders
accompanied by this advertisement

Special
percussion
Sheriffs
.44 cal.
$89.9S

ARMS CORPORATION

3318 W. Devon Avenue
Chicago 45. Illinois

WITH QUALITY AND

PRODUCTION WE CAN

OFFER NEW PRICES

Deluxe silver-plated grip
straps on Civilian Model, not
for stock but with engraved
cylinder, $89.95

Regular New Model cut
for stock and now with Navy
Engraved cylinder, finest blue
.44, $89.95

Colt's make
for us, Sheriffs
Model .45, $129.95

CENTENNIAL

you a better sight picture with the target
gun; and only a .smooth, crisp trigger permits
perfect trigger control.

But the point I make is, don't waste time
on unproven theories. Given a good, well
balanced gun with a clean trigger, shoot it.
Don't fret because the distance between
sights is a shade less than it might be, or
because the trigger weight is a couple of
ounces above the legal limit. (A good half
pound above the legal limit is better; the
trigger that barely pulls the weight today
may not pull it tomorrow, and can thus spoil
a match for you.) Concentrate on the mecha
nism behind the grip, not on the mechanism
in front of it. There's far more room for

.improvement in any shooter than there is in
any reasonably good gun!

And don't take anybody's word as "gospel"
-not even mine.

I'm reminded of an article recently pub
lished by a handgun expert (and he is an
expert). He stressed perfect stance as an
essential to handgun accuracy. There was a
picture of a man with his body tilted back of
the vertical, and the caption said, "No man
can shoot well with his body bent backward."
I think the writer forgot a man we both
know, who beat us all on many occasions,
whose stance was bent so much further back
ward than that of the man in the picture that
comparison would be laughable. That man
had such a big belly that he had to lean back
to balance it's weight. His stance was far
from classic, but nobody laughed at his
targets!

That's where the story is written-on the
targets. And what is written there is ~
fact, not theory. ~

High solid rib allowed milling of
groove with sight notches I" apart.
the H&R trigger. It had pulled just over two
pounds in our previous tests, the same as our
match pistols. Now we cut it to one pound
and then by gradual reductions to 12, 10,8,6,
and finally 4 ounces. At that point, our gun·
smith refused to play.

So-what are the advantages of a set or
hair trigger? We set the same shooting pro
gram: 50 shots each with the test gun at each
trigger setting, and 20 shots each on the same
day with the "control" .pistol.

Again, our scores with our match guns
were higher throughout the test than our
scores with the test pistol. Our scores with
the test pistol were best while the trigger
weight was highest and mo'st nearly approxi
mating the pull to which we were accustomed.
This bore out our first previous deduction,
that you shoot best with the gun you shoot
most.

But-our scores with the test pistol showed
the same factor shown in the sight test: a
tendency to be wrecked by fliers. This grew
worse as the trigger got lighter. We would
both shoot lovely three- or four-shot groups,
ruined by one or two wide ones. The wide
ones were not necessarily the last shots fired;
if so, they might have been due to pressure
induced by seeing a tight group form. In
stead, they might occur anywhere in the
string. And we both admitted that the tend·
ency to "freeze on the trigger"-that strange
mental paralysis of being unable to add that
last wee pressure needed to touch off the
shot-became greater and greater as the trig.
ger weigh t grew I igh ter.

Negative proofs? Yes. But negatives can
be positive if they take your mind off what
"ain't" and turn your effort on what "is."
Sight and trigger are the two most important
factors in handgun accuracy. But it is sight
picture that is important, not sight radius;
and it is trigger control that produces tight
groups, not trigger weight.

This doesn't mean that you can shoot
equally well with a snub·nosed revolver as
with a long barrelled target special, or that
you can shoot equally well with a rough
trigger as well as a finely honed one. Extra
barrel weight produces steadier hold, gives

"Free" pistols were getting a lot of atten
tion at that time, and a lot of people were
talking also about the lack of restriction on
weight of trigger pull. NRA rules require a
two-pound trigger on match .22 pistols, where
as the "Free" pistol for International competi
tion has no trigger restriction. It can be so
light that you can blow it off with your
breath, if that's the way you like it. A lot of
the pistolmen were quoting the old Schuetzen
riflemen about the advantages of the set hair
trigger, so we decided to test that also.

We set the sights on the test pistol back to
ten inches, to match our more familiar auto
matics, and we set a gunsmith to work on
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Multi-ball loads are old hat. Past efforts
to make good ones were mediocre. S.S. has
new "Buck-O" loads that are the most
efficient I've used. Breaking down one I
found a 82 gr. Prot-X-bore wadcutter ahead
of two 00 buckshot. The 5 grs. of powder in
a .38 Special case looked like Unique.
(Powder can not be identified by looks.)
Designed for police, they give a 3-slug pat
tern to aid making hits under unfavorable
conditions.

Fired in moist sand at close range, the
"Triple Jeopardy" slugs fuse together, ex
panding to caliber .60. Imagine the punch
of 193 grains of soft, expanding lead! At 25
feet they stay in a 14" circle, and at 25
yards in 24". They can inflict a severe
wound beyond 50 yards, but velocity falls
off rapidly at longer range. This makes
them safer for street or alley shooting. A
dinky .38 revolver packs as many slugs as a
12 gauge double barrel shotgun loaded with
00 Buck! You have 18 chances to make a
hit. Buck-O's work well in all barrels from
2" up. I believe the secret of efficiency is
the potent Prot-X-bore. Makes a neat load
for walking up jacks, and trying running
shots.

Revolver shot cartridges are the safest
loads in settled areas, teaching fast, efficient
gun handling quickly. It's easy to blast tin
cans iu the air, then graduate to bullet loads.
You'll learn to bag small running or flying
game. Factories used to supply these in
several calibers. S.S. went to work, deter
mined to develop better loads for rifled guns.
They succeeded very well indeed.

For .38 Specials they use 5.6 grains Unique,
with gas checks skirt up, for over powder
wads. A bit of powdered wax, the type used
in chocolate candy, is added for lube,
followed by 100 grains No. 7V2 shot, topped
with a zinc base, and well crimpled. Use 117
grains shot in .357 hulls with" the same
cbarge.

Gas checks are not so good in big bores.
Use about :14" lubed felt wads with the
same technique. A .45 ACP or AR takes 5.6
grains Cnique with 101 grains shot. A .44
Special 7.5 grain Unique and 103 grains shot.
A .44 Magnum with the same charge takes
165 grains shot. A .45 (Long) Colt, most
efficient of all, uses 7.5 grains Unique a';d
92 grains shot. You many need to adj ust the
loads a bit with your components and tech
nique. Loads are practical at longer range
tha n you think. The secret is the zinc base
ol'er shot wad.

The .45 ACP-AR load patterns better at
21 feet than some .\115 (survival) ammo
headstampcd RA 4 (Remington, 1944) that
I have. They use lis" over powder wads, and
150 grains shot in a long 1.250" case, and a
thin over shot card wad. The 4.5 grains
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By KENT BELLAH

Shooters Sert,ice, Inc.

M ASON WILLIAMS, of Shooters Serv
ice, Clinton Corners, N. Y., has

played with guns since he was small fry.
As a banker, he put some zing in an other
wise dull occupation by testing arms, ammo
and load development for fun and profit as
a sideline. He decided banking was for the
birds, or birds who liked banking, and
decided to stay with more interesting work.
Thus was Shooters Service born. James
Schulhoff, a good friend, had similar views.
Jim came into the firm, that is' now a going
concern.

Mace, a friend of Jim Harvey, had made
and played with Harvey bullets since they
made a major break-through in using pure,
unalloyed lead to deliver more shocking
power. Mace and I worked with Harvey's
Prot-X-bore and Jugular Jacketed bullets
while they were in the experimental stage.
Our lab and field tests were identical.

Prot-X-bore wadcuHer and two 00
buckshots fuse to form one slug.

Jugulars, "The Most Deadly Bullets," have
hecome justly popular since they hit the
market in 1956. GUNS had the first national
news on these deadly pills in my article in
the May, 1956 issue. It swamped Harvey's
Lakeville Arms with orders, starting the
business with a bang. Jugulars are now the
most widely imitated modern handgun bull
ets, and so are swaging dies of this type.

To improve distribution, Harvey licensed
Shooters Service to make both designs. They,
along with Lakeville Arms, sell to consumers,
police and dealers. S.S. sells their ".\1an
stopperr" cartridge to police departments
with a comparison demonstration. Mace
shoots a grapefruit with a service load and
another with a Manstopperr. The fruit salad
the latter makes is far more impressive than
paper ballistics. Other tests are shooting
truck tires, steel plates, or anything the
police suggest. The deadly Jugulars always
win, of course. The Hi-V S.S. "Game
stopperr" loads are popular with hunters.

66 bullets for hand loading
send for list •..

Hornady 45 caliber 300 grain S-Js in popular
45 caliber rifles-test-proved in our ballistics
laboratory. Velocities instrumental at15 feet.

in the 45/70 Springfield rifle
22 grains 4759 Velocity 1308 f.p.s.
40 HiVel 1634 f.p.s.

in the M1886 Winchester rifle
25 grains 4759 Velocity 1344 f.p.s.
30 2400 1513 f.p.s.
20 Unique 1644f.p.s.

in the M70 Winchester Magnum
*30 grains 4759 Velocity 1338 f.p.s.
34 2400 1585 f.p.s.

TESTE D LOADS

New Hornady short jacket bullets give
outstanding performance in 45/70s and
other 45 caliber rifles. Proved remark
ably accurate and efficient in all test
loads shown. Give best results with
easy-ignition powders. Not intended to
replace our high velocity jacketed bul
lets, but very satisfactory and economi
cal at about half the usual cost.

5 shots
at

100 yards
with a 300-grain

Hornady S-J
fired from a

458 Winchester*

OI-::a13,d.y
B~LLETS

HOR'NADY MFG. CO•• DEPT. G• GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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CO.RUBBER

You'll have warm dry com
fortable feet when you

wear Servus Northerner In,
sulated Hunting Boots ancl
Pacs. They are made or
rubber for finest water·
proof protection, and insu1

fated with cellular foam;
the best insulation against
coldest weather.

Write for a free brochure
showing the complete line
of hunting, fishing and
work footwear.

Insist on Northerners, the

boots and paes with the
green trademark. There is
a pair to fit every member
of your family - at your:
favorite dealers.

General Office and Factory, Rock Island, III.
Branch Office and Warehouse, 330 Broadway N. Y., N. Y.

Any gun worth powder
is worth HeBS
reloading equipment!

ReBS 3 DIE PISTOL SET
Sizer die, hand polished to give years
of trouble-free service. No decorative
chrome plating to crack and peel •
Quick decapping and expanding in
separate expander die. Perfect seating
and crimping with minimum lead
shaving. Standard 'J'8"·14 thread for
al~ popular presses. $13 50
Pnce per set •

CATALOG

/
Felt Insulated

and Steel Shonk

THE PERFECT
HUNTING BOOTS FOR

WARM DRY FEET

INC.
DEPT E-14, P.O. BOX 729 OROVILLE, CALIF

ZIP PAC
in Olive Drab

or Block

Felt Insulated
and Steel Shonk

LACE PAC
in Olive Drab

or Yellow

3-EYELET GOER
in Olive Drab

or Scarlet

Buy American Footwear - Made in America • by American Craftsmen(Continued on page 63)

W·W Ball Powders
As everyone knows, the great firm of Win

chester·Western recently brought out some
of their excellent ball powders for the can·
ister trade. Ball powders are not new, of
course; the factory has used it by the train
load since they developed it in 1933. It
proved excellent for nearly everything from
pip-squeak small arms ammo to huge artil
lery rounds. "Ball" doesn't mean anything,
except to indicate a type of powder made by
a different process.

It can be made in more varieties than
Heinz makes soup, and to meet specific re
quirements of any metallic or shotshell
ammo. You can't identify the different types
by inspection. Some that look alike have a
different burning rate. Some types are tiny
balls, and some are flattened like "flake"
powders. Most types contain nitroglycerin,
but both single and double base types are
made.

powder is Bullseye. Patterns are quite erratic,
with less than half the charge in a 28" circle
at 21 feet.

5.5. designed excellent new targets for
glassed rifles. They have 5 heavy black
diamonds with white centers on non-glare
paper. You can neatly section the diamonds
with crosshairs at 100 or 200 yards, for uni
form aim from shot to shot. We like these
very much. Retail prices are $3.75 per 100,
or 12 for $1.00.

Mace designed a short bearing surface 270
grain Jugular for .44 Magnums. It shoots
beautifully with 21.5 .grains 2400 and CCI
primers, for 1260 fps and 950 ft. lbs. muzzle
energy. If recoil is too severe, you lose only
100 fps with 19.2 grains, and still have a
potent big game load. You can use the
latter with CCI Magnum primers, and get
more complete burning.

A 220 grain 11 H.P. is my choice for
"everything" in the Big Maggie. Dr. J.
Leonidas Arguello, of San Salvador, says it's
"just the medicine" for very large crocodiles,
when loaded with 26 grains 2400. He says
huge crocs require the maximum punch from
a revolver, and this is it. A gent in East
Africa uses a .44 Magnum caliber carbine
with custom 5.5. loads. Mace loads heavy
.429 Maglaska wildcat rifle bullets for maxi·
mum penetration on large game. They work
beautifully in the light, fast-handling, fast
shooting carbine. Bullets an'd custom loads
are shipped to many foreign countries, and
all 50 states.

Mace favors a 156 grain 11 with 16.5 to 18
grains 2400 and CCI primers in .357 Mag
nums. For greater tissue destruction I prefer
a 127 grain 11 H.P. with 17.5 grains 2400
and CCI Magnum primers. Up to 19.3 grains
of 2400 can be used with standard primers,
but the Magnums give better ignition. With
a 220 grain 11 H.P. in a .44 Magnum I've
settled on 23 grains 2400 with CCI Magnum
No. 350 primers as adequate, but the charge
is not quite full throttle.

Mace designed a 127 grain 11 for the
Luger and similar 9mm pistols. The 5.5
grains Unique give 1061 fps in a 4" barrel.
Velocity is slightly faster than Remington
factory loads, plus the tremendous advantage
of soft, expanding bullets. The actual shock
is far more than factory service .38 Specials,
and nearly equal to 11 reloads. Shooters
Service will long be loved by 9mm pistol fans.
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• 3, 4 or 5 gun models
• Choice of colors & finishes
• Adjustable Lok·Grip Tray avail.
Now you can keep your side arms always safe and
secure. Designed by Frank A. Pachmayr, these
handsome Match Shooters Cases have rack for
guns, space for ammo, accessories & spotting scope:
compact, lignt, easy to carry. Guaranteed to be of
the finest materials. workmanship and
design or your money back. From $27'50"1& up. New exclusive Pachmayr Lok-
Grip Handgun Tray is optional at small ~

additional cost with purchase of a
Pachmayr Handgun Case.

"L&.I~'i.I.lL.: •••. :

FREE! Send for beautiful 16-page
brochure about Pachmayr's
products and services.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC.
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. G·2
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE brochure.

Name ._ hn • .. _. __ _

Address •.....•...•..•...•.•..•._.•. _•.. ..•.. __

City and State __ .

~--------------------------1

Dear Senator
The following is a letter which has been

mailed to Senator Pell of Rhode Island:
I have read your statement to a national

gun magazine concerning the right to keep
and bear arms. After considering the matter
carefully, I am offering my wholehearted
support. Admittedly guns are dangerous, be
cause they might fall into the hands of
children or criminals. Following this line of
thought, I feel we should advocate the
abolishment of axes, drain-cleaners, and auto
mobiles.

Axes are deadly weapons. Drain-cleaners
should be banned because their caustic ac
tion can do terrible things to human flesh.
And the automobile, Senator, it is an instru
ment of death which has no equal. There is
a strong possibility, too, that the cars you
and I drive might be stolen and used in the
commission of a crime.

Since the abolishment of all potentially
dangerous or criminal things is our goal, I
am having my automobile destroyed and sold
for scrap. I would suggest that you, sir, as
a leader of the abolishment movement, should
set an example by doing the same.

Ralland Fortier
Flint, Michigan

Bouquet
I like to give credit where credit is due,

and yours is long overdue. GUNS is the best
straight guns magazine I've seen. The wide
range of articles which appear each month
shows great versatility. Of course some don't
interest me, bnt I always seem to read them
anyway. I've been most pleased with your
stories of military weapons and home de
fense, and also your fight against anti-gun
laws.

I particularly like Bert Popowski's articles,
and the new gun tests, with hand loading
and all. This is a great magazine, and more
power to you in the future. Keep up the good
standards you've achieved.

Dan Burkhardt
Richmond, Indiana

Brickbat
My subscription to your magazine started

about the time the magazine came out. I
expect it to end when my present subscription
expires. The ca use for tbis is your editorial
in the December issue.

As you well know, or should if you don't,
various arms of the Government have tried
for years to take the citizen's firearms away
from him, and failing this, to nibble away at
his rights to own, use, buy, and sell arms.
When they couldn't make them illegal they
have tried and are trying to make their pos
session and use more and more difficult, little

by little, in any way they can and under any
pretext however absurd and mendacious. This
last effort is just such another enterprise.

This time it is made upon the spacious and
spurious grounds that it will help prevent
juvenile delinquency. You ,,,ell know, or
should if you don't, that this is simon pure
hog-wash. It is the ostensible reason, not the
real reason. The real reason is thl'l same old
sinister purpose of the anti-gun people. Is
this all too complicated for you? The shooters
are your bread and butter, and you should
owe whatever fealty you have to them. (In·
stead) you not only seem to give the effort
your blessing, even though slightly qualified
or "weaseled," but you seem to even grovel in
abject subservience.... How sycophantic
and abject can you get?

George W. Courtney
Saratoga, Calif.

Not very sycophantic, Mr. Courtney, and
not very abject----a.s readers who have fol
lowed our fight against gun legislation well
know. The men who gathered to discuss this
Bill represented most of the major gun in·
terests of America, directly or indirectly.
They thought the procedure of discussing the
matter with them first was commendable.
They thought the results were relatively
harmless, even possibly beneficial, though cer·
tainly not curative. But perhaps they la.cked
your wisdom.-Editor.

A Gun Could Save Your Life
It was certainly refreshing to read such an

honest and factual article, as "A Gun Could
Save Your Life," by Mr. Tom Newburgh. I
bought and distributed six copies. Mr. New
burgh is the type of man I would like to have
as a neighbor.

Mr. Newburgh might be interested in learn
ing that the Richmond papers in 1960 re
ported 118 brutal killings; the pistol was
used in only six. There were 416 cases of
vicious assault, all requiring hospitalization
-some victims maimed for life, and the pistol
was not used in any of these.

Thank you for the article and for a gen·
erally fine magazine.

Herbert S. Cheatham
Richmond, Virginia

Congratulations on the article, "Today, A
Gun Could Save Your Life!" I think this is
one of the best articles you have had in a
long time. This is one of the few articles of
its type which the ordinary guy can under
stand without any trouble. Many of these
articles, while aimed at the ordinary guy,
can only be figured out by a real gunbug.
This feature tells the man with the war
souvenir how to use it, but it leaves out the
fancy parts about magnums and the like.
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KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

Popularly Priced

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White. Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachma;yr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, HI-Standard. S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ing value ever for $1.00. MailedImmediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COpy TODAY!

GIL HEBARD GUNS

1OOOl Shaped- 1000l Inlelted
10 Ready • 10 (To our

for Sanding Shop Rifle)

FAJEN'S

BLACK TENITE FITTINGS
(Supreme Grade with White Spacers)

FOR BRITISH SMLE
Available for SMLE Models
No.1, MIll, No. 4 MI and No. 5
supr.me$1995 Utility $1645Grade • Grade I

Order from this ad. Add post
age for 4 Ibs. from your Zone.
Send $1.00 for new 36-page
brilliantly illustrated gunstock
catalog.
West Coos, Distributors

GUNSTOCK SALES, INC.
20 Lama Linda Court

Orinda, California

FOR OTHER RIFLES
'03 and A3 Sprin.gfield-Russian
7.62-1891 Argentine Mauser
Jap 6.5-Jap 7.7-ltalian Car
cano 6.5 and Terni M38-M-94
Swedish Mauser Carbine.
supreme$14 95 Utilily$ 11 45Grade • Grade •

REINHART FAJEN INC.,
Dept. 32, Box 338, Warsaw. Missouri

"Tom Newburgh"
Chicago, Illinois

Not a Hickok Gun
The article in November GUNS by Lilian

Brooks about her Smith & Wesson No.2 re
volver reminded me that I have one of these
guns. I traded Indian gear for it many years
ago.

You can buy a hand gun without a permit
within five minutes drive of Chicago. Accord·
ing to Illinois law, the dealer must report
every hand gun sale to police. The avowed
purpose of this law is to keep a record of
guns lost or stolen and to locate guns which
have been used in crimes.

There is no law in Illinois which requires
the owner of a hand gun to register it with
police. Many persons own hand guns which
are not registered. The decision to register or
not to register is strictly up to the owner.

Transporting a gun in your car is not too
much of a problem. The law states that "No
person shall carry in a motor vehicle any
firearm with the intent (note the word "in
tent") to use the same in the commission of
a ·crime." The law also states that "No person
shall carry on or about his person a pistol,
revolver, or other firearm." The courts have
construed this to mean that a hand gun car
ried in a car should be unloaded, in the
locked glove compartment or trunk, and in a
case. (This does not make it very useful for
defense, but that's the law. It does permit
transport of the gun to a range or place of
practice.)

As for a place to practice with a hand gun,
there are many ranges and clubs in' the
Chicago area; the National Rifle Association
can put you in touch with them. If you
prefer to practice out in the open, you need
only follow the same procedure you would
follow in seeking a place to hunt: get per
mission from the land-owner, and be careful.
Fail to do this and you may find that thc
hillside or gravel pit you have selected is
inside a town limit or that the owner has
instructed local police to prevent trespass.

Finally, the closing section of the Illinois
criminal code relating to deadly weapons
reads: "The provisions of this act shall never
be construed as depriving any citizen of the
right to keep in his home or place of business
any firearm reasonably necessary for the
protection thereof."

Marine Corps Comment
In William B. Edwards' article on "Guns

That Wait Around Berlin" there is a picture
of an army PFC behind a Browning A6 ma
chine gun with the flash hider full of snow!
Just because I'm in the Marine Corps doesn't
mean I'm prej udiced toward the 9th Infantry
Division, but somebody should inform the
"combat ready" 9th that their flash hider is
full of snow. I've always heard the army had
M-l thnmbs but I didn't know they wanted
A6 faces. Is this how they spend our tax
dollars or are they camouflaging the gun?

Could also donate a button for the PFC's
field jacket which is unserviceable in its
present condition.

The men in the barracks are willing to bet
you don't have enough nerve to print this
letter. But since I am a constant reader and
supporter of your magazine I know you will.

Combat-ready weapons Platoon
Fox Company, 2 Bn., 8th Marines

Camp Lejuene, N. C.

Name and Address Withheld
By writer's request

And, Finally
That was a very fine article in your Sep

tember '61 issue, by Tom Newburgh, Chi
cago Detective. Short, concise, to the point,
and oh! so true. But-

Assuming that we Chicago cItlzens could
buy a hand gun legally, which we cannot,
Mr. Newburgh certainly knows that it is
absolutely impossible for the ordinary citizen
to obtain a permit to carry one. Even keep
it in our home or place of business requires
the gun be registered with the police. Since
it is illegal to buy a hand gun or have one in
Chicago, this means questions and more ques
tions. You are finger printed and your police
record checked, and you better not have
more than a minor traffic violation against
you, or your gun is confiscated.

Let's say we get a gun and register it but
can't get a permit to carry it. Will Mr. New
burgh please tell us how to legally transport
that gun to a gravel pit or range as he
advises? You commit a minor traffic violation
on the way and the arresting officer decides
to search you and your car, and brother, you
are in trouble. Twenty-four hours in the
pokey at least, while they investigate you and
the gun; a very good possibility of a stiff fine
in court, which gives you a police record,
which bars you from ever legally owning a
gun in Chicago.

Will Mr. Newburgh please straighten us
out on some of these points?

I belong to two gun clubs and own three
shotguns and seven rifles and five hand guns,
but I keep the hand guns at a relative's house
outside of Chicago and make sure I go
through no part of the city in getting to and
from the ranges.

As for taking the gun to a gravel pit to
shoot, better not or you will have the State
police or County police or Sheriff's' police on
your neck, which means about the same
amount of trouble as jf you were caught with
a hand gun in the city.

Please tell Mr. Newburgh I know there
are lots of unregistered hand guns in Chi
cago. I also know lots of them are trans
ported from place to place without a permit
to carry. But it is illegal. Tell us how to do
it legally.

The Writer Replies
First, you do not need a permit to purchase

a hand gun in most parts of Illinois; you
must have a permit to purchase one within
Chicago's city limits. It is admittedly difficult
(if not impossible) for anyone other than a
law enforcement officer to obtain a permit to
buy a hand gun in Chicago. Permits to carry
are not issued at all.

Then to sum it all up, author Newburgh tells
a few of his experiences with guns and
combat.

While on this subject, I would like to add
that the follow-up feature, "The Gun You
Hope You Never Need," was even better than
Newburgh's. I have always liked Bill Toney,
and I think this is one of his best works.

Keep up the good work. I have been read
ing your magazine for a good number of
years, and I feel it is one of the best ones
going. I hope you will contin ue to fight the
anti-gun movement just as strongly as ever.

Wesley F. Tree
Freeport, N.Y.
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1. Dec~p spent primer

Viva the .44 Auto Rim!
Although the major ammunition manufac·

turers have already decided to discontinue
the .45 auto rim cartridge, I'd still like to
put in a word for what I consider the best
all-around pistol load available.

For my money, the .45 auto rim is the most
accurate, easiest shooting p.ackage that can
be put into a revolver, far superior to the
highly touted .44 Special. The .45 auto rim
produces less recoil and therefore less dis·
turbance of aim for the next shot, and with
its greater muzzle energy and larger bore
it is more effective for police use or self
protection than the .44 Special. In fact, it
is the best of the normal-velocity factory
loads; and its longer case allows more
latitude in concocting new loads.

More shooters should try out the .45 auto
rim. Given half a chance, it can sell itself.
Perhaps some one should design a couple of
new revolvers for this load. What about a
short-barrelled, 5-shot cylinder model~for per·
sonal protection, a sort of Super-Chief's Spe·
cial? Or possibly the Sheriff's Model or
Storekeeper would be a little less out of pro
portion if the cylinder were shortened.

Don May
Tiburon, Cali£.

Letters Wanted
Thank you for a great magazine. I would

like very much if any of your American
readers would care to correspond with me
and swop yarns on various gun subjects. i
am especially interested in military anns of
all nations, handguns in general, and early
Colt revolvers. I am looking forward to many
more copies of your magazine.

Bob Wonders
4 King George St., McMahons Point,

Sydney, N.S.W.o Australia

P. A. Krieble
San Francisco, Calif.

Those .30-30s
My hearty thanks to you for your long

overdue article on that old standby, the .30
30, in your November issue.

I have at present two of the "Great thutty
thutty's," which have served me long, hard,
and faithfully on my. home hunting range
near Lander, Wyoming. My saddle gun is a
Model 94 Winchester with iron sights while
the other is an ancient take-down suitcase
model Winchester of questionable ancestry.
Our collection also includes several fine high
power sporters which often collect dust be
cause I just can't seem to put down that old
"thutty-thutty."

centers where we civilians, men and women,
could go and train, to defend our country if
needed, and to survive if our section was
flattened and we had to live on what nature
could give us? After training us, then give
us the guns, either free or at the price the
government would get for them as scrap. I
think Khrushchev wouldn't think then that
we were a soft nation.

I am a woman, not interested in hunting,
but I would like to know how to shoot, to
defend myself and my country, and to survive
if there were no more stores to buy from.
Personally, I'd like to have a hand gun and a
rifle for such an emergency.

Orvetta L. Lewis
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Suggestion For Survival
I just read your article in the December

issue, "Your Guns Are Being Destroyed."
Instead of smashing guns, why doesn't our

government make use of them by setting up

Anthony J. Muratore
N. Tonawanda, N.Y.

"Your Guns Are Being Destroyed" gave me
a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach. Such
waste and foolishness! I keep asking myself
why.

I don't know why, so I mailed your maga
zine to my representative in Washington. By
reading the article, he will be able to under
stand it much better than I could explain it
to him.

F. E. Rowe
Endicott, New York

Guns Destroyed
The article, "Your Guns Are Being De

stroyed," should be brought to the attention
of every Senator and Representative in Wash
ington, and also to the desk of President
Kennedy.

I have only a few cheap guns because I
can afford no others, being only a worker
with low take·home pay. The kind of waste
described in the article leaves me sick. If
guns of Armed Forces surplus were released
for sale to civilians like myself, who would
be only too glad to buy them, we would all
benefit. I would like to have one or two good
handguns for home defense and hunting, but
can't afford to buy what I want.

I am a cartridge collector and, in a little
over four years, have built up a collection of
1400 specimens. But I will stop collecting
soon, as I am expecting a new "tax deduc
tion" in February and won't have even the
small change I have occasionally paid for
cartridges.

Thanks to you and to William B. Edwards
for the expose of the shameful destruction of
United States Property, and the waste of the
taxpayers money. This article will, I pray,
arouse the ire of the citizens that appreciate
the value of firearms; but I have another
'question to ask: Who gave the orders that
these weapons be destroyed?

It has been well known for years that
Communists and Communist sympathizers
want America disarmed. Could it be that the
next step is the registration of all firearms,
so th'at it will be easier for the eventual
usurpers to disarm the citizens?

Howard L. Chapman, D.S.C.
Shreveport, La.

Mine is a beautiful gun, perfectly balanced
and, like all S&W guns, well made. Mine is
definitely not a Hickok gun; it is in perfect
condition and surely has never been sub·
jected to any hard use-or much use of any
kind, judging by the look of it. It's serial
number is 25388 on butt plate and inside the
rosewood grips. "S&W Springfield, Mass." is
stamped on top of the barrel, and on the
cylinder is "Pat. Apr. 3, 1855-July 5, 1859
Dec. 8, 1860." The number 76 appears on the
end of the cylinder and also on the breech.
Overall length is 10 inches. .

I look forward each month to my copy of
GUNS, to which I have subscribed for a long
time. I wish you continued success.

R. Horace Grigg'
Philadelphia, Pa.

If your reloading press is
not equipped for recenter
ing the battery cup anvil,
this han d y anvil reseater
is available at your shoot
ing goods dealer or send
7Sc to CCI. Reseating tool
will be sent you postpaid
by return mail.

SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL

Explaino .he 5 e.oy olepo for reloading your
own Rifl., Pistol And Shotgun ilmmunition.

. [II]

Write for

New Free Brochure
HOW TO START RELOADING

Now you can cut your reprim
ing costs nearly in half with
CCI shotshell caps. Easy to
load, the CCI 2098 cap is the
same as used to prime CCI
battery cup primers.
Stop in at your dealer's today.
He has CCI shotshell caps and
free instruction phamplet.

per thousand

2. Recent., .nd illign .anvil

II. Inoer' new CCI cop.

Just follow these three easy steps:

Reprime your Winchester,
Federal and Western cases
with CCI SHOTSHELL CAPS!

CANADA: 1310 W. 6th Avo., Vancouver 9. B.C.

cascade cartridge. Inc
BOX 282 LEWISTON. IDAHO

SHOTSHELL
RELOADERS

$650
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DEMING RANCHETTES DEPT. l-57
112 West Pine Street, Deming, New Mexico

Gentlemen: I wish to reserve the following site in Deming Ranchettes:
o Ifz acre for $199. I enclose $5 as adeposit.
o 1acre for $395. I enclose $10 as adeposit.
o Ilfz acres for $590. I enclose $15 as adeposit.
o 2lfz acres for $975. I enclose $25 as adeposit.
o 5acres for $1925. I enclose $50 as adeposit.
Please rush complete details, including my Purchaser's Agreement,
Property Owner's Kit, Maps, Photographs and all data. It is strictly
understood that I may change my mind within 30 days for any reason
and that my deposit will be fully and instantly refunded if I do.

$5 DOWN $5 PER MONTH
DEMING RANCHETTES is blessed with water which is called "America's

finest drinking water, 99.99% pure." (Almost every shop in Deming displays
this proud claim in its window.) Home building has already begun. in
DEMING RANCHETTES and electric lines and telephone connections await
you. Schools, hospitals, churches, shops, theaters, golf course, tennis courts
-these are close by in the charmi,ng growing city of Deming. Fertile soil is
yours for the planting, and wait until you see the stunning landscape of
cotton fields in bloom. Fruit trees ••• apple, peach, pear and plum ••• do
not grow better anywhere.

And the price of .your Ranchette? Just $199 complete for a half-acre, $5
down and $5 monthly. That's the complete price-no extras, no interest, no
taxes! At this moment you may reserve as many half·acre sites as you wish
but please bear this in mind: DEMING RANCHETTES is not an enormous
development and land such as this goes fast. At these prices you may want
your Ranchette to be larger-one, two-even five acres. An immediate
deposit will guarantee that your half-acres will adjoin each other (this may
not be so in the near futurel. And you take no risk in sending your
deposit. Your $5 per half-acre will definitely reserve your land but does not
obligate you. You have the unqualified right to change your mind 30 days
after we send you your Purchaser's Agreement, Property Owner's Kit, Maps
and Photographs-30 full days to go through the portfolio, check our
references, talk it over with the family. If, during that time, you should
indeed change your mind your reservation deposit will be instantly
refunded. (Deming and Albuquerque Bank references.l

Ten years ago, in' nearby Las Cruces, a comparable fertile half-acre such
as we offer in DEMING RANCHETTES could have been bought for $199. Today
it's up to $2ooo! Experienced realtors predict the same future for Deming
in a much shorter time! If this makes sense to you your next act is mailing'
the coupon below. And one more thing: we promise that no salesman will
annoy you. Thanks, sincerely, for your attention. ,
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$199 PER HALF ACRE
There is a broad ribbon of highway that begins in the heart of Savannah,
Georgia and winds for 3000 miles to its terminus in exciting Los Angeles;
This ribbon is mighty Route 80-the most travelled all-weather highway in
the U.S. Millions of Americans have followed it to the West, coursing through
the rich hills of Georgia and Alabama, passing through the heart of Missis
sippi and Louisiana and entering into the plains of Texas. Gradually the
scenery begins to change. Texas begins to roll; distant hills become higher.
Then suddenly one emerges into "The Land of Enchantment." New Mexico's
wonders erupt in a blaze of color,and majesty. The mighty mountains thrust
themselves, tree-topped, into the unimaginable blue of the sky. Dust and
smoke have vanished from the air and the lungs drink in great delicious
draughts in heady delight. If it is wintertime snow may cap the lofty moun
tains. If it is spring or summer or fall the unspoiled air touches the skin
softly and the feeling of well-being is nowhere :else equalled. But winter or
summer, it is almost certain the sun will be shining in New Mexico-the
sunniest, healthiest state of all 50. Yet great 80 is just beginning to take
you through the sunshine wonderland of America. In the tropical south
western pocket of our country you glide through towns like Las Cruces and
Deming. Ashort while westward and you are in Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona,
and from there the West Coast beckons. But nowhere in this enchanting
Southwest is there a more beautiful area than the mountain-rimmed, pure
aired New Mexico region of Las Cruces and Deming.

To live anywhere in New Mexico is to live better. The superb climate"
naturally air-conditioned in the summer and brilliantly sunny in the winter
':"the breathtaking beauty of a lavish Nature-the young vigor of astate that
is causing an unprecedented business and investment boom-the record
which shows that one lives longer, that health improvement is almost
miraculous-these are the reasons that tens of thousands of Americans
al ready have come here to live, and hundreds of thousands of others will
be following in the immediate years ahead. .

Consider then: Here in the center of this miraculous climate and beauty
are towns which have grown amazingly in the last 10 years. Las Cruces, for
example: In 1950 it had 12,000 people. By 1960, 37,000 ••• a rise of 300%
in 10 years!(How about your town? Has it grown 3 times its size in 10 years?l
Like Tucson and Phoenix, this area is a beautiful semi-tropical paradise
where palm trees and long staple cotton-fields flower the landscape.
Statistics show the same 85% of possible sunshine, summer and winter;
these same figu'res reveal even purer, drier air than in Phoenix or Tucson.

A few minutes from the flavorful town of Deming (population 8,OOOl is a
5,000 acre Ranch, picture-framed by the breathtaking Florida Mountains. So
real, so beautiful, so typically the romance of the Southwest is this valley
Ranch that it has been photographed for the covers of many magazines
including the official publication of the State of New Mexico. What better
way to describe its Southwestern flavor than to tell you that when the
producers of the movie THE TALL TEXAN sought an authentic locale for their
picture, they chose the very land we are now sub-dividing into the DEMING
RANCHETTES. THE TALL TEXAN was filmed on our ranch, the same place
where you may have aRanchette of your very own!

This is the lovely basin of land where heavy equipment is now at work
constructing wide roads facing every DEMING RANCHETTE. Every Ranchette
will have direct access to avenues leading to three major highways sur
rounding our property-:U.S. Highways 80, 70 and State Highway 11.
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muzzle jump or recoil, which should make
this newest of the Hammerli guns ex
tremely helpful to budding target shooters
who are trying to learn trigger control or
to those who are inclined to flinch.

The balls furnished with the gun are the
German RWS brand pellets, and the gas
cartridges are of British make. A word of
warning should be added here about the
backstop. First firing was done at our port
able target carrier that has pressed fiber
insulation board for mounting the targets.
The lead pellets at a distance of 33 feet do
not penetrate, but do bounce back almost
the full 33 feet. In subsequent tests, a cor·
rugated cardboard box containing some news
papers held the pellets without ricochets,
the papers serving to hold the box in place.
This is a high-grade C02 target gun that
should be a boon to all target shooters for
home practice, and could well serve as the
first handgun for the tyro.

Winchester Model.S2-D
Small bore shooters rejoice! Winchester

has taken the much-beloved Model 52 and
improved it. That the gun could stand im
proving is somewhat newsworthy, hut Win
chester has done it. The 52, as it is known
on small bore ranges throughout the coun
try, is one of the most accurate small bore
rifles in the world, and we confirmed helly
shooters would rather part with a trophy
than with our 52's.

The Model 52-D is a single shot bolt-action
rifle and, by doing away with the cut for a
magazine in the stock, the rifle achieves
greater rigidity in the receiver area. The
stock has been somewhat re-designed, and
a two point bedding system at the fore-end
tip is used. This is accomplished by two
bedding serews which are placed at a '60°
angle in the fore-end tip.

The barrel of the 52-D is free-floating and
the two precisely placed screws make it pos
sible to adjust bedding pressure of the bar
rel. This means that effects of temperature
and humidity changes are virtually elimi
nated. Winchester suggests that a rifle be
range t.ested with the ammunition to be used
to get maximal benefit from this new bed
ding feature. The customary thin paper test.s
can be used readily by anyone, and our
rifle required only 15 clicks on the bedding
screws' for the gun to hold in the 10 ring
at 25 yards.

Another feature that is most welcome,
especially when the gun is used by several
shooters, as in junior clubs or when several
members of the family use the same gun, is
the adjustable fore-end hand stop. A full
length accessory channel on the fore-end

countered with a match gun, and trigger
pull is clean and crisp. The trigger, as with
other target guns of the Swiss manufacturer,
is fully adjustable and the trigger of our test
gun, Number 04667, broke cleanly at exactly
2 pounds.

This gu·n was designed for target shooting
at 10 meters or 33 feet, and will produce
groups that will gladden the heart of any
competitive shooter. The plastic grips are
comfortable to hold, the thumb rest is ade
quate. The frame is a crackle-finish light
weight alloy, and the sights are the custom
ary square front ramp and fully adj ustable
Patridge rear. Adjustment of the rear sight
is by clicks, each click representing % of
an inch at 33 feet.

An interesting facet of this gun lies in
the fact that three different trigger springs
are furnished so that the shooter can not
only adjust the trigger pull of the gun as it
reaches him, but can also choose from a wide
variety of trigger pulls.

To charge the gun, the cocking handle is
moved forward until it engages and the
loading chamber pops out of its housing.
The pellet is then inserted, the loading
chamber pushed back into the housing, and
the gun is ready fOJ;" firing. There is no

Hammerli CO';! Single
To match shooters, the name Hammerli

means accuracy. The Hammerli Single, using
a C02 cartridge as its power source, falls
into the same classification with other guns
bearing the famous name. Shooting either
balls or waisted pellets single-shot, the gun
is a target tool of superb accuracy. Handling
qualities are almost identical to those en-

•Rifle Slings
More and more hunters are beginning to

realize that the conventional rifle sling is not
all it could be, either for carrying a rifle or
using the sling as shooting support. Tom
Hayes, 925 Cunningham St., Corpus Christi,
Texas, has several designs of slings that have
seen extensive field tests. They are easily at
tached to the gun, make carrying the arm
simple and easy, yet afford very good and
instant shooting support. The Hayes slings
are made of top quality leather and ours has
seen a lot of hard wear to our complete
satisfaction.

Deluxe Slip
On Recoil
Absorber

Easily slips on to any
shotgun or rifle.
"Progressive Action"
absorbs shocI". WiI I
gi va years of service.
Only $2.00.

Mershon
Custom
Walnut Grips
Designed for target shooters. In
this grip you will not experience
"Rocking" with recoil or ugly
gaps. Of finest imported wain ut, e.xpertly
("he~l{ererl with a hand-rubbed oil finish.
Only $8.50.

MERSHON "10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W Revolvers
and pistols. Easily installed. Improves shoot
ing accuracy. Prevents gun from slipping if
hands are moist Or wet. Can be cut or shaped
to fit your hand. Only $5.75.

See your Mersholl Dealer or write for FREE
literature

MERSHON
Sure Grip Shell Packs

Will safely and conveniently carry your
r.al'tridges without dalnage or loss. A m.odel
(or lllost cartridges. Shells won't stick
when removed. Fits on any belt up to 2"
wide. Only $2.50.

Mershon Deluxe Handgun Cases
4 and 5 gun capacity

Compact and light, these
beautiful sturdy cases
ha ve rack for 4 or 5 guns,
space for accessories and
sporting scope. Available
in two models - with or
without back door. The
exterior is finished in
your choice of 8 attrac
tive colors and materials
and is fully lined to
match. 4 g'un capacity
without back door only
$29.50.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil, instead of "mushy" cushioning OT
abrupt "bottoming'" There is a model fot
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe· (shown) $3.75.
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These Experienced Outdoorsrnen Show You the Way to
AN EXCITING CAREER IN CONSERVATION!

L. to R. are the conservation experts who will guide you on your road to a career in the great
outdoors. George R. Hill, Forestry Consultant; Freeman Pluff, Fish Management Consultant;
William R. Chamberlain, President of North American School of Conservation; Chester A.
Leichhardt, Game Management Consultant; Jeffrey D. Clark, Educational Director.

ADDRESS _

I want to find out how I can prepare for an exciting career
of adventure in the great outdoors. I am interested in the
information you offer and understand that I will be under no

. obligation. Please send me free facts! No Salesman will call.

Send·for Booklet and Self-analysis chart.

These are the outstanding men in conservation who
will guide you toward a successful career. They will
help you prepare now, in spare time at home, for an
outdoor man's dream job in Forestry and Wildlife Con
servation.

If you are interested in protecting forests and wildlife,
becoming a Game \-Varden, Ranger, Government""
Hunter or one of the other exciting careers in Con
servation, send for the free 16 page conservation fact
book. You will also receive details of opportunities,
qualifications. salaries, advancement and other facts on
conservation. We will also send you a self-scoring·ques
tionnaire that can help you decide how well fitted yOIl
are for a career in conservation. We will also reserve
for you a Select-A-]ob Chart and "vacation opportuni
ties" -facts to help students locate vacation job oppor
tunities. Tells where and when to apply. There is nG
cost or obligation-just mail coupon below.

Member Association of Home Study Schools

'-;;;;;H~M-;-R~A-;;-~H~;:-O;-C~;;R~;;-O~-;;:;;;;6-;---1
810 Dodsworth, Covina, California I
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Learn from expert conservationists

If you want a lifetime of thrills and adventure and a
good paying job in the exciting field of conservation,
this may be the greatest opportunity of your lifetime.
Now you can follow in the footsteps of men who may
reveal to you the secrets of conservation that can give
you the inside track to success.

Each of the men shown above are specialists in their
field. Their combined experience, together with North
American's Master Course in Conservation, may launch
you on a successful career in conservation. You are in
a olass by yourself.

Your progress toward completion of the North Amer.
ican Master Course in Conservation is carefully super
vised by one of the expert conservationists on the staff.
Your assignments are individually graded. When you
need special help, you get it - detailed letters with spe
cific suggestions to help you toward your successful
completion of the course.

Three complete courses in one!
Upon completion of the North American Master

Course in Conservation, you are ready to take the ex
aminations for jobs in any of the three major fields of
conservation. Heading up OUf Forestry Division is
former U.S. National Park Ranger George R. Hill.
SUPervising the Game Management Division is Chester
A. Leichhardt who has worked in 44 states as Federal
Game Warden and wrote the U.S. Civil Service ex
amination for Game Agents. Freeman Pluff, supervises
the Fish Management Division of our Master Conserva
tion Course. He holds a Civil Service Certificate as
biologist with the U.S. Department of the Interior.

810 Dodsworth Ave., Covina, California

makes it possible to adapt the rifle for In
ternational type shooting, and the channel
will readily accept the palm rest favored by
many shooters.

The 52-D comes equipped with scope
blocks 7.2 inches apart, center to center,
and the side of the receiver as weIl as the
top of the barrel are tapped and drilled for
iron sights. The heavy-barrel version weighs
in at 11 pounds, the standard barrel at 9%
pounds. The trigger puIl was free of creep
or backlash, and the trigger broke at ex
actly three pounds. Barrel length is 28
inches, and the gun is chambered for the
.22 Long Rifle exclusively.

Our test rifle was graced with a Balvar
24 for test purposes. After cleaning the lib
eral amounts of grease from barrel and ac
tion, a number of fouling shots were fired
to determine the feel of the rifle and get an
idea of the trigger pull. Once the bedding
screws were set and the hand stop was ad
justed for maximum comfort, shooting al
most consistent 10's was no problem. The
gun was not tested on the conventional bench
rest, but it did very weIl in a local smaIl
bore competition, making due aIlowances for
the man behind it! The fact that no new
hardware was collected was most certainly
not the fault of this highly accurate, preci
sion-built rifle.

Break-throughs in target guns are always
news. The several new features on the 52-D
proves that the beIly shooter is not a for
gotten man, and some of the features of the
52-D could, conceivably, find their way into
big bore guns. On the whole, the outlook
for the target shooter looks much rosier since
the arrival of the Winchester Model 52-D.

Colt Centennial
An almost exact replica' in % the original

size is the newest of the Colt creations-the
Centennial, a copy of the 1860 Army. This
new gun is a single shot .22, designed for
the Short cartridge only. The· gun will also
accept the .22 BB and CB caps. The Civil
War Centennial Model comes in a fitted
presentation case, and the over-aIl impression
of the package is very pleasing.

Not being used to sighting over the
notched hammer spur, our gun shot about '.
seven inches high, but this was readily cor
rected by changing the holding of the gun.
From a rest, groups at 30 yards averaged
slightly more than 3lh inches.

This Centennial model is a show piece
and plinker. Barrel length is 6 inches, sight
radius is slightly under 8 inches. Weight of
the unloaded gun is Ilh pounds, and the
barrel has a left twist, six groove boring.

The loading lever, by the way, is strictly
decorative. Loading is accomplished by re
moving the barrel key to the left, sliding

(Continued on page 61)
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How far is it to the tall tree? Fire
lookouts become experts in estimating
distances, but average hunter is not
expert, gets worse as range lengthens.

Good range estimation by Lee Hancock
(left) and Jim Wellman -resulted in a
clean kill on huge Dall ram for this
record sized "trophy of a lifetime."

Better get close for maximum shocking
power and exact bullet placement when
you tackle a big Alaska brownie. This
one Askins shot with .338 at 65 yards.
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DONIT LET TALL TALES OF LONG RANGE

KILLS BY EXPERTS MISLEAD YOU INTO

ATTEMPTING SHOTS BEYOND YOUR SKILL

DURING WORLD WAR 2, we set Ul? an Officer's Can
didate School in England. The bright lads sifted

through this mill had to do some shooting, and it fell to
my lot to teach 'em. A part of the course was range
estimation. A lieutenant as platoon leader has got to be
able to adjust mortar fire, and if you aren't pretty savvy
on range distances your first round can be 'way over and
alert the enemy as to what is coming. Too, you are called
upon to adjust BAR and machine gun fire and, on occa
sion, call down artillery and tank cannon support. Range
estimation can make or break you.

We set up at Shrivenham a series of targets which varied
from 75 yards to 2250 yards, with a dozen intermediate
marks. The distances' were all chained, and my sergeant
instructors and I knew the yardages down to the last 36
inches. The targets were big and plain, since it wasn't our
intention to combine in this particular course the art of
target detection. All we were trying to do was to teach our
laddy-o how to guestimate his gun-to-enemy ranges.

We found out a lot of things during that OCS interlude.
Mostly we found that the average American doesn't have
the foggiest idea how many inches there are in a foot, nor
how many feet constitute a yard; and when distance starts
stretching out in front of him, he can't come within a fur
long at a half-mile of telling you the correct range. And
just !n case you, like a lot of other people, don't know
how far a furlong is-it is one-eighth of a mile, or 220
yards. We had young buckos who wanted to lead troops
to battle who would look at the 1000-yd target and guess
it was a mile. We had others who looked at the silhouette
of a tank at 2250 yards-good tank-target range-and
calculate it was anywhere from two miles to 2V2 miles.

We had one chappie who measured everything in blocks.
The nearest mark, the silhouette of an enemy, at a meas
ured 75 yards he decided was two blocks distant. When he
got out to those many targets which we had positioned from
200 to 350 yards, extremely important distances for the
combat rifleman, his city-block estimates got a mite crude.

As might be expected, those fellows who had been raised
in the country showed a great deal more skill and accu
racy than the city raised chap when it came to range esti
mation. Eveh so, their estimates .Jeft a lot to be desired.
Up to 350 yards, the average of the country-boy candidates
showed an error of 20 per cent; and out to 2250 yards,
this error increased to 35 per cent. At 600 yards, there was
an average error of 22 per cent. This means a poor guess
of 132 yards, either over or under.

We ran 362 city-raised candidates through the OCS
before I quit the school to go on the African invasion. My
records show that up to 350 yards, these young soldiers
averaged errors of 28 per cent (Continued on page 39)

Veteran hunter Jim Converse says, "Stalking, not
shooting, is the test of the real hunter." He is
proud of stalking within 80 yards of this trophy
desert sheep for a one-shot kill with a flintlock.
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This M 1863 Remington Zouave rifle is an exact replica of the original,
has one piece walnut stock, brass barrel bands, bayonet lug, steel ramrod.

THESE GUNS REFUSED

Modern replicas are made with exacting care to resemble original gun as much as possible, yet are marked clearly
enough to prevent fraudulent deals. Gun on top is original Kentuck.y pistol, while gun at bottom is a fine copy.
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GUNS OF THE BLUE AND GRAY

AND GUNS OF THE WILD WEST

LIVE AGAIN IN NEW SPITTIN'

IMAGES OF FAVORITE MODELS

TO DIE
By GEORGE N. HEBERT

All of the guns pictured here are based on
famed Colt Peacemaker. From top to bottom:
Sherriff's Special .45, Crosman's "Hahn 45"
pell gun, Ruger's Single Six, and Colt .22
MRF Buntline. Other copies of old guns,
shooting modern ammunition, are made by
Great Western, High Standard, and others.

Hunter Berdon Lawrence uses a M 1860 New Model
Army replica gun to stop the clock of a large
'gator. Hunting with replicas is very popular.

D URING 1961, the first year of Civil War Centennial,
hundreds or perhaps thousands of cheaply made "com

memorative" do-dads flooded the gadget market. Most of
these had little if any significance or value. But one group
of manufacturers used this period of reminiscent observation
as an honest reason for making a real, lasting, and practical
contribution to Americans who have long cherished and
respected our original mementoes of the 1860s-our Civil
War guns.

Gun manufacturers, some new in the business, others with
company records dating back well beyond the firing upon
Fort Sumter, have offered the nation's sportsmen and col·
lectors an assortment of nearly-exact duplicates of the arms
of that period and the period immediately following in
which our western frontiers were expanded. The muzzle,
loading percussion and early cartridge guns of these periods,

GUNS FEBRUARY 1962 19



ABRAHAM LINea

" 1{ F '.' 11 ",

HANNIBAL HAM(

Old as the Lincoln-Davis election tickets, the Griswold & Grier original (tor-) and the Colt's 1851 Old Model Navy
(bottom) are reproduced today by, respectively, the Navy Arms Co. "Reb" (3rd from top), and "Yank" (2nd from top).

Hahn 45, pellet gun copy of Colt's Frontier,
gives "Deadeye" Steve Brown, stylishly hip
shooting, some inexpensive target practice.

20

Four Remingtons pictured include a drawing by the famous artist,
an original Remington New Model .44 Army (top), a Navy Arms Co.
replica of same (center), and a replica also by Navy Arms of the
Remington .36 New Model Belt gun popular with western cavalnymen.



Centennial Arm's replica of Samuel Colt' New Army
.44 caliber six shooter (topl compares favorably
with original gun shown below. Replica shoots well.

Centennial's copy of M 1860 .44 caliber Army cap-and-ball
gun shoots fine but requires old-style loading methods. Colt
Centennial, Va-sized copy, is single shot, fires .22 Shorts.

REPLICAS
rifles and revolvers, 'have been repro
duced in modern replicas by Colt's,
Navy Arms, Centennial Arms, Dixie
Gun Works, and other companies; re
produced with a fidelity and in a qual
ity to delight both shooter and collector
-the collector who has always wanted
originals of those guns but could not
afford them, and the collector who does
own originals, has hesitated to shoot
them, and can now retire them and
shoot to his heart's content with their
duplicates.

The sentimental appeal of the circa
'61 vintage arms is based, of course, on
their connection with kinsmen in blue
who fought at Bull Run, or kinsmen in
grey who charged Cemetery Ridge at
Gettysburg. In a way, the same appeal
holds true in a somewhat lesser degree
for the replicas; but the replicas have a
practical appeal as well, for they are
"shooting" guns, excellent in structural
strength, finely finished, effectively ac
curate. I have shot them all (Colts,
Remingtons, Kentuckys, GrIswold &
Grier pistols, Remington Zouave and
Kentucky rifles) for hunting and target
shooting. Centennial's hefty .44 caliber
"Army" was hell on alligators; Navy
Arms' .36 caliber "Yank" and "Reb"
ride the (Continzted on page 41)

Original Colt Sheriff's Special (top) is in
the Neill Carpenter collection. Below is
Colt's copy of same gun, but with one inch
shorter barrel, the Sheriff's Model Second
Issue, sold exclusively by the Centennial
Arms Co. Replica guns have numbers 1-500.
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NOT OFTEN WILL A SUCCESSFUL HUNTER SPILL HIS TRADE SECRETS, BUT

HERE ARE SOME TRICKS THAT WILL GET YOU SOME PHEASANTS

By BERT POPOWSKI T HE FEATHER-LIGHT snow had stopped, and I sat in the car, sucking on a warming
cup of coffee. My watch said that zero hour, high noon, was only minutes away, so

I finished the coffee, dropped six game loads in my pocket, .stuffed my Ithaca with five more,
and locked up the car. In 30 minutes, give or take five, I figured I'd have me a brace of cock
ringnecks.

Just as I was throwing a leg over the barbed-wire fence, a car ran up the other bank of the
Jim River, opposite me. The cover was much better there: a jumble of buck-brush, volunteer
sweet clover, and weeds. Three hunters piled out and spread out abreast to hunt that almost
ideal tangle of vegetation. I suspected that it was plumb loaded with pheasants.

Seeing how these gang hunters scrambled through the cover I rapidly revised my original

Young hunter is shown
how light snow can be
used to locate flock
of birds that moves
around, looking for
food or hiding places.

22

Using his eyes and the
instructions he received,
youngster connects easily r
with nice cock bird. Bird
hunting on snow negates
all earlier training, and Ii>
"bird sense" is useless.
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Pheasants jumped by distant hunters fly considerably further over snow than they do over other, dense cover.

estimate. In 30 minutes, I just might have my day's limit
of five burnished cock birds, instead of a mere brace.
They'd drive the birds out of that thick cover, maybe
knocking down one or two in the process, while I'd be
happily trailing mine down, one or two at a time. Where
pheasants are plentiful, the flight of one automatically
triggers a lot of others into long-range take-off. Those
flushed birds would almost certainly cross the river, and,
in the thin cover on my side, the birds would scatter, seek
ing tiny dabs of cover, hoping that I'd walk past them.
And I definitely didn't plan to do that.

I wasn't hunting by guesswork. I'd noted pheasant
tracks that had dipped through the ditch and led into the

stubble-field. That furnished the birds ample food a.nd
some cover which, although thin, also prevented any·
predator from sneaking up on them. It was cover that was
made to order for an old pheasant hunter whose very
favorite method is to get on the trail of ringnecks in a
fresh fall of snow and walk 'em down.

Walking down pheasants isn't nearly as tough as it
sounds. For, though the birds have long ago learned that
their legs are their best friends, they virtually never take
off on any straight-away sprint. They run a little ways,
then veer off, attempting to throw the pursuer off. Like
most wildlife, they're naturally lazy. They won't fly if they
can run, and they won't run iC (Continued on page 56)
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By RUSSELL TINSLEY

The above pictures were not made with telephoto lenses. They ar~. the
product of good game calling techniques, bringing predators close-in.

ANIMAL CALLING IS one of our fastest growing hunting sports. Many
.I\.. factors have contributed to its phenomenal upswing, but perhaps the
two basic ones are these: it is a shooting sport which can be enjoyed
throughout the year, and commercial calls have put predator calling within
the ability of anyone.

But, as with any other type' hunting, game calling has its finer points
and its experts. Two of the very best in the business are the Burnham
brothers, Murry and Winston, of Marble Falls, Texas. Their father pio
neered the sport. Here are some secrets that two generations of calling
have produced.

The easiest of all predators to call is the fox. Whoever coined the
phrase, "slyer than a fox," evidently had never blown a dying-rabbit game

FEBRUARY 1962GUNS

Calling at night with head lantern
is often the most productive method.
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CALLS ARE AMAZINGLY

SUCCESSFUL EVEN IN UNPRACTICED

HANDS. BUT HERE ARE SOME

TIPS FROM EXPERTS THAT WILL

PRODUCE EVEN BIGGER

HUNTING THRILLS

Coyotes are wary critters. endowed with radar eyes
and sonar hearing. Shoot fast to connect with them.

GUNS FEBRUARY 1962

To hunt predators with handgun takes gun skill
and lots of patience, plus a special method of
calling. If unsuccessful at first, vary your calls.

call. Sometimes Reynard will act downright stupid in his
eagerness to get at the source of that tantalizing racket.

Anyone can call a fox that has never been fooled by a
human before, but to outwit one a second time is doubly
tough. It doesn't take him long to learn the facts of life.
This is where more advanced know-how often spells the
difference between success and a lot of wasted effort.

There are other meat-hungry predators like coyotes and
bobcats. They'll be attracted to the rabbit-in-distress cry,
but they are more cautious than a fox and consequently
are more difficult to coax within gunshot range. A tyro
caller often fails with coyotes and bobcats, simply because
he doesn't understand their behavior and their reactions to
the game call. Fooling these cagey killers requires a sk..ill
that many hunters have neither the patience nor leisure
to master.

There is one sure-fire method of bringing a fox to you
on the double. Start blowing on the call strongly and keep
with it steadily, covering the countryside with the high
pitched banshee wail. When a fox hears this weird crying,
it comes a-running to the source as if hypnotized. But it
might come sailing in, take a brief look, turn, and take off
in high gear. That's the chance you take when you try to
trick 'em in a hurry.

This is the call beginners prefer because it gets action
quickly. But sometimes it isn't the best way, particularly
if you are hoping to lure a fox close enough to drop it with
a handgun. Then it requires a more subtle approach.
Blow on the call briefly, then pause for a few moments and
look about. Continuing this procedure with less distress in
the call than you normally use (Continued on page 44)
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Hunting in Africa means many things, such as a
broken axle on the Land Rover, or a ceremonial
sacrifice of a goat before the hunt. It is also
the moment when Kula says "there" and points out
the sleeping, man-eating lion. Author and white
hunter stalked lion like two "sweating ghosts."

By FRANK C. HIBBEN

I have known Frank Hibben (Dr. Frank Hibben, Dcpt.
of Anthropology, Univcrsity of New Mexico) for a long
time. When I saw him a few weeks after his last African
safari, his movements lacked much of his usual athletic
vigor. I asked why. He said, "A lion fell on me." This is
the story.-E.B.M.

T HE OPEN MOUTH came straight for my face. I tried
to bolt another shell into the rifle. Before I could raise

the gun, the lion struck me. The rifle spun from my hand.
A stunning weight hit my chest. I was conscious of the
taste of fur in my mouth. The blow bent me sharply back
ward. Everything went black.

I had not wanted to hunt lions. Especially, I did not
want to hunt this particular lion. I had come to Somalia,
on the east coast of Africa, by invitation. The former
colony of Italian Somaliland had become independent on

July 1st, 1960, and I arrived in Somalia some six ~weeks

later. The Somalis, realizing the commercial value of the
game within their country, had already established hunting
laws and had invited me to be the first American hunter to
try them. Lions were not included in our plans. Bl;lt even
the best laid plans go wrong.

The Somalis themselves have a hunting tradition which
goes back hundreds of years. They are rated the finest
hunters of all the Africans. My guide for this venture was
Guliano Belli del Isca, an Italian hold-over from the time
of Benito Mussolini. Guliano, a heavy-set Italian with a
pleasant smile and an engaging manner, had been district
commissioner in the southern portion of Somalia and
knew the country well. With the new era of independence,
Guliano had started a safari company. He was especially
anxious to show me some very large elephants to demon
strate the best hunting in Somalia.
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HE DIDN"T WANT A LION. LEAST OF

ALL DID HE WANT TO FEEL AND TASTE A LIVE

LlON"S FUR AS IT LANDED ON TOP

OF HIM. BUT HE GOT THEM ALL-AND LIVED

II

•



Somali, former Italian colony, offers some outstanding hunting
possibilities. The gazelle on left is found only in desert area
and Grants gazelles come big in this arid, unspoiled country.

Meat in the Somali bush is a much desired commodity and giraffe
meat is best liked by the natives who are herdsmen and hunters.

Elephant herds are plentiful and heavy ivory is not all gone.
Widely spaced watering places require much travel and tracking.
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For our trip, Belli bought a fairly creditable
Land Rover and rented an Italian truck which
was undoubtedly a relic from Mussolini's
defeat. We left the picturesque Somalia capital
of Mogadiscio and drove south towards tpe
Giuba River valley to spend three weeks for
desert elephant. We crossed the Giuba on a
bridge which the Italians had built, and set up
our camp at the small border town of Beles
Cogani, near the northern Kenya frontier.

The elephants we hunted were watering at a
pond some 20 miles south of Beles Cogani, or
at the Giuba River some 50 miles to the north.
By hunting the area in between, we hoped to
get a look at the big bulls which might be
using either of these water sources. In this
same country were a number of Somali camps
consisting of a half-dozen or so dome-shaped
grass-covered huts_ The Somalis, like the
desert animals themselves, seemed to be able
to exist on little or no water. Their goats and
cattle are driven many miles to water every
three days; their camels water about once a
week.

The Somali herdsmen were our best source
of elephant information. The Somalis used to
hunt elephants with poisoned arrows, selling
the ivory to Arab traders, so they know
elephants. From these same Arab traders, the
Somalis long ago acquired the Mohammedan
religion and the loose dress of the typical
Arab. For as far back as their tradition has
any record, the Somalis have been herdsmen.
The basis of their wealth is camels.

At a few of the Somali encampments, we
heard about elephants. Mostly, however, the
Somalis told us about lions, and particularly
about one lion which was eating their camels.
There were plenty of elephant in the country,
and plenty of lions too. We often heard the
coughing roar of hunting lions in the distance
as we sat around camp in the evening. But I
could work up little enthusiasm for the desert
lions of the Giuba country. They make a poor
trophy. Generally the desert lion is scrawny,
yellow in color, and the males have little or
no mane. Belli and I were after a big desert
elephant bull carrying a hundred pound~ or
more of ivory in each tusk. We learned finally
that the Somalis had see~ an elephant of this
size around Tabda, which is what they call the
water hole south of Beles Cogani.

For two weeks we continued to hunt ele
phants, and continued to hear about lions.
The hawk-nosed sergeant of police of Beles
Cogani came into our camp one evening and
told again of the single lion that was killing
camels. "This one lion," the sergeant said
gravely, "has killed 11 camels and a bullock
near the Tabda water." And then he added as
a clincher, "One may purchase a beautiful
young wife with six camels."

Three days later, the sergeant of police was
back at our camp (Continued on page 4,(j)
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THE OLD • THE NEW THE UNUSUAL

TBE
COLT TBIT
LID TIl
SOUTH

By J. S. WAMSLEY

AS TASTEFULLY "DRESSED" AND

RELIABLE AS ITS OWNER, LEE'S COLT

RODE WITH HIM TO THE END
GUNS • FEBRUARY 1962

Navy Colt of General Robert E. Lee was carried in
saddle holster, was probably never fired in anger.

~.

A. FTER GENERAL Robert Edward Lee died, some
fi one-probably a member of the family-took his
Navy Colt revolver outside Lee's Lexington, Virginia,
home and fired it, for what reason we do not know. All
that has come down to us about this incident is con
tained in an offhand remark in the reminiscences of
General Fitzhugh Lee, a nephew, who thought it im
portant to add that "not a barrel missed fire."

The gun that so faithfully performed its final work
was remarkably like its owner. In looks, it reflected
tastefully subdued magnificence. In performance, its
brilliance was joined with solid reliability. It would
have been strange indeed had this gun, carried for so
long and perhaps even loaded for its last shots by this
man, failed to fire. (Continued on page 60)
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By BOB WALLACK

FEBRUARY 1962GUNS

T EACHING YOUR KIDS to shoot is as much fun
for you as it is for them. Shooting helps .to give

them poise, teaches timing and coordination. Besides,
it gives the youngsters something they can hook their
thumbs in their vests and brag about to young friends.

Clay birds are very inexpensive and are carried by
most sporting goods stores. A hand trap costs little more
than a case of targets, and a bigger, practice trap can be
bought for around $35. A place to shoot is never very
hard to find. You'll need at least 200 yards of open
space in the direction you'll be shooting . . . that's
roughly the maximum range of bird shot in any gun
from .410 to 10 gauge. You can set up your "range" for
trap, or skeet, or just for shooting, as pictured here.

Practice trap is cocked by adult, bird released by ten
year old daughter. Angle of flight is easily changed.

IT STILL OTHER BENEFITS

SHOOTING IS FUN FOR EVERYONE. AND

FAMILIES WHO SHARE IT FIND IN

Author's daughter does well with 0410, will try the 20
gauge next year. Vandalia might well be her next stop.
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If the youngsters are big enough, start them with a
20 gauge gun ... a .410 throws so few shot it's really a
gun for the expert. Yet, the very young must use a .410.
You'll also find that while a youngster, and this is par
ticularly true with girls, fears recoil and noise, shooting
at a moving target seems to eliminate these fears. Be
sure they have either a shoulder-padded coat or a couple
heavy shirts and ear plugs.

Just one word of warning for dad: don't even con
sider this as a family sport unless you're willing to be
whipped! The kids learn fast, and they'll be beating you
after a few sessions. They learn other things also-that
dad and mother are fun to be with for example. ~
Once they learn that,most of your worries are over. ~

GUNS FEBRUARY 1962

Mom too takes her turn and calls for the bird. Just as
picture was snapped, she broke bird with good lead.

Practice trap, costing around $35, can mean much fun for
all members of family, gives adults good field practice.
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White House Police Corporal W. S.
Crawford demonstrates combat quick
draw that is used by elite force.

32

White House Police team is all smiles after winning top honors in team
event. Form left to right: Pvt. A. V. Kissal. Cpl. W. S. Crawford. Pvt. H. J.
Mood, and Cpl. J. E. Young. Team had little time to practice before meet.
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WIN COMBAT SHOOT

Bill Toney, inset, takes his turn as range officer. Shooting conditions on range were ideal, but weather
is never an excuse to interrupt the shooting since circumstances of actual gun fight cannot be chosen.

By W. T. TONEY, JR.

SWIFTLY, but so smoothly that it looked slow, a slender
young policeman drew a big revolver and began

methodically to puncture the center of a black silhouette.
Carter Jones was making his third try for the international
police combat pistol championship. At the same time, a
team from the White House Police, one of America's
smallest but most important enforcement agencies, was
decisively winning the team championship.

The International Police Combat Pistol Matches are
conducted annually for full-time salaried police officers by
Colt's Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company, Inc., and
Indiana University. The Colt name has been a household

GUNS FEBRUARY 1962

word in American police circles for generations, and the
company has traditionally supported police firearms train
ing. Indiana University's connection with a shooting match
grew out of their long-time educational interest in police
training.

The match is fired over a modification of the "practical
pistol course" familiar to many police officers throughout
America. It consists of 10 rounds double action hip shoot
ing at seven yards in 25 seconds; 15 rounds double action
kneeling, weak hand and strong hand, from a barricade, at
25 yards in 90 seconds; 20 rounds single action sitting,
prone, weak and strong hand, (Continued on page 51)
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JUST IN TIME TO LAUNCH THE NEW YEAR - FROM PARAGUAY - the great Mauser 98 Model 1927. All
in superbly good or better condition and in the standard 8MM caliber. ANOTHER IN THE YE OLD HUNTER
SERIES OF FAMED MAUSERS. A collector's dream in SHOOTING condition and at a BARGAIN price,
Another Mauser frontier penetrated to the consternation of our less pioneering competitors. Some in select,
very good condition only $5.00 additional. Just under 25,000 in stock so rush your order today before
these are cornered by the intrepid minutemen. Also available-bayonets with scabbard, complete only $3.95!
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Ye Old Hunter is all heart!

)'e Old lIunter illUl,tTate" all weapons btl actual URrtl
touched photoqrafJ~ so 1I0U can aee how thell RI<;ALLY look!

FIRST FOR '62 • • • RARE PAR.
ANO
oiuc

M
MAL

ONLY

ONLY

M95 (SS)
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)

The perfect little
Mauser Carbine com
plete wi til a genuine
181,4" carbine barrel
and in absolutely good
or better condi lion.
All the same desirable
feat,ures of the larger
models depicted above
and at a weijtht that
permits you to take
your son or wife hunt
ing. All these models
have the beautiful
Chilean crest on the

receiver for full
aesthetic fascina
tion. New bayo
nets wi th Scah·
hards only $1.95!
Order your ammu·"
nition \V I T H
rifle to save trans
portation c'o s t s.
See the special
7M1\{ ammo pric
es in ammo box I

Cal.8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

A specIal, exclus~ve
deal with the· Shah!
Your choice of the fa
mous B n. N 0 V~:H
with either original
B R N 0 markings or
those with the heauti·
fuI, rare }lERSIAN
SUN LION crest. 'fhe
::\1auser 98 without a
peer as any real gun
smith w i I I confirm.
Smooth. with unequal
ed machining and in
totally good condition.
One of the finest finds

of all times-don't
lose out on this
super bargf! in! 8~DI
M.C. ammo $4.00

- Sporting am
mlll1ition 0 n 1y
$5.90 per 40 rds.
Original M98

f3~bgne:~n~p~ e\~
with scahbardsl

ONLY

ONLY

'VHAT A FIND! The
ultimate, ultimate, ul
timate ~ial1ser 98
Carbine at an unprec
edented low price. The
strongest, yet trimmest
carbine cver a\'ailable
-forerunner of VZ33
and almost identicalto the famed G33 /40
~huser. In top shoot
ing shape and in ~ood
or better condition.
complete with PEH-

SIAN Sl:N LIO/\
CREST Al'D 18',4"
barrel. S 0 :\1 E
BRAND NEW IN
ORIGINAL FAC
TOR Y CO::-lDI·
TION ONLY $15.00
ADDITIONAL AN

l~(,REDmLF.
OPPORTUNITY!
Raynnets wit h
scabbarrls $3.95!

PERSIAN M98
MAUSER
CAR~INES!

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)

M95 (A)
MAUSER
RIFLES!

Cal.7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

The same rifle as the
i\195 leader in the
first picture ONLY
this model has the
racy turned down bolt
handle. The O.KLy
:M95 ~1auser in stock
without the special
THIRD locking lug,
but whe really cares
ahout this EXTItA
third lug anyway.
Special for you who
insist only on the fine
conventional M95 with
all the great conven
tional features. and
in good or hetter con-

dition. Used slings
50c and NE'V Ger
man Bavonets with
~cahhards $1.95! I
The perfect rifle to
easily sporterizel

M95 (SS)
MAUSER
RIFLES!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•Paul :Muuscr"s smooth-
est and most expen·
sive masterpiece-the
SPECIAL SS (Super
Strength) model 95.
with the THIRD lockp
log lug behind the
bolt handle. All Ger
man made. with all
mHied parts and the
beautiful Chilean Re
ceiver Crest. All good
or better-some "ery
good only ~.3.00 addi-

tional. Used mili
tary slings onLy
$.50. New German
bayonets with scab
bards only $1.95!!
Superb 7)1:\1 mil
itary ammunition
only $6.00 per 100
rounds and NOW
7MM reloarled
sPOrling ammuni-
tion only $~.4f) per
20 rounds. Probab
ly your last oppor
tunity for tnp value!

" I. I .. ! I I I " ! I I ! I " " I Ii I. I .. " " I " .. ! ,,,.:!, () •Ii I ! I "','*- HUNTERS LO'DGE-MEMBER of the •.Jnferarm

Canadian Buyers!
IVrite dire<:t to OUT CI'l1U1
(Han. Di..,tdblltor, P.O. RO.T
6!8, Peterboro. Ontt/rio.
Immediate, courteous t/nd
prompt service fluara7lteed.

ONLY

$3995!
ONLY

$1295!
II~IJ~IJI~IJUIIPWI~

your. state or city =
requires. ::

(OLLECTOR SPECIAL!

-

SMITH & WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!

World's Lowest Prices!

R.EGISTER.ED DE~I:-ERS Write on your official business letter-head for new sensational
d,sco'JOt Iosts. Vls,t HUNTERS LODGE cr YE OLD WESTERN HUNTER during
weekdays for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. A!so many choice unadvertised items!
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WESTERNERSl Save tran$fJOrtation cost$-order direct from
Ye Old Western Hunter. Sermce that now .pans 4 continentf

(In the heart of the Golden State.)

,
•

M91 MAUSER SPORTER I

,
•

ONLY

,
•

The rifle that won fame dur·
OIympJcs custom convi~iie~hetoS~~fta~a~I'iif~v~,:~~~ ONLY
that stag-gers your wildest imagination. This sturdy $1645 'masterpiece of the East now tamed for Western

use. Deshtned for flawless service in the steamin~ tropics or
1~oZ:6oJ10o'":hbe~l~7~~1ili~~n~~da~,~0~ai.~\~~~~~fi~~~~~i~~~
with forearm fin2"er-rest for fast "shotgun" type lra<.km~. •

CRYPTOGRAM OF THE MONTH (AREA A-II): "kURT,
PROTECT STOCKS AGAINST ICY EASTERN BLASTS."

• Four Groove Rifling
• Standard 8MM Caliber

• Genuine Walnut Stocks
• All Milled Parts

FINCUB 7.62 RUSSIAN SPORTER I

The I)erfect sleek, trim fast-handJinR" little car
bine that win set the design standards for decades
to come, AND IN MANNLICHEfi STYLE-usually

In-ossly more expensive. Even Ferdinand Hitter von Mann
Itcher would jump in paroxysms of delight. All in very good

or better condition with all milled parts and matching numbers.
This truly must be seen to be appreciated. Carbine design at its best.

~c~r~~~\~IlJ:'t~O'tf~~~,~':J~ri~r~~~ ONLY
timate solution to yuur shootin~ needs. The per- $2295'feet companion on hill or dale and in your favorite

~~t~scaJ~~~dr~Fi~~kis~c~n~~b~r;.ciJ~tr~Wdi,t,;c~in~::::~~~ •
guod. condition and .wood ~mplet.l>"y custom finished. Barrel only 20 inches

, -adjustable rear Sl~ht-shng SWivels-many other fealure8-(Jnly $22.95!

\ \

~,

• M93 MAUSER SPORTER I
Cal. 7MM

The fine German made Mauser M9t PROFESSION_
ALLY sporterized at the most reasonable price $2495'

features NJTe[Ouridh~mrWIhi.r~~ige"dss~~r~~~:~~~~in~\~':t1~~7. •
stocks and all milJed parts combine With craftsmanship excellence

to make this the finest of the fine without qualification. All very good or better
and some C'xcctlent or better only $4.00 additional. You owe this to yourself!

~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111' I!:= INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS ==Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rOLJnds, All prices below (except Soft Point) per 100 rounds. =
:: Shipped RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New prices! Save, save, save! ::
= PISTOL CARTRIDGES .30-40 I(RAG (M.C.) $5.00 =
= 7 62 TOKAREV (PISTOL) (M.C.) $6.00 .303 BRITISH MILITARY $7.50 =
=7·63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C.) $5.00 .303 BRITISH BLANKS $4.00 =
-7·65 MANNLICHER PISTOL (M.C.) $4.00 8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.C.) $4.00 _
=9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) (M.C.) $4.00 8MM LEBEL (M.C.) $6.00 =
=9MM LUGER (NEW, NON-CORROSIVE) $6.00 8x56 R MANNLICHER ~ $6.00 =
=9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) S4.00 .:~ rg'MTM~ERRJlr:t~t~~~E(~Mc~·l $~O.OO =
=.455 WEBLEY (M.C.) $7.50 ilMM MANNLlCHER (M.c.i : :.:::::.::::::::$tgg =
- RIFLE CARTRIDGES SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES -
=6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.)· $5.00 6.5 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 rds.) $5.90 =
=7MM MAUSER (M.C.) $6.00 7MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.l. $3.45 =
_7.35 ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.) S5.00 75 SWISS SOFT POINT (20 rds) $445 _
= 7.62x39 RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) (20 rds.) $4.95 7:62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45· ,ds:r:::::::S6:65 =
=7.62MM RUSSIAN (M.C.) $6.00 7.65 MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.l. $3.45 =
=7.62 NATO (.308 W'~.) M.C. 150 gr. .303 BRITISH SOFT POINT (45 rds.) $6.65 =
- New Factory Producl,on. Non-Cor $12.00 8MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (40 rds) $590-

= ::i~~J1; M U(.~~) MM2A~~~~_b~·~ilci·Si\i"Ei::::::::~t3g (Those few with asterisk (*) abov'- ~;~. p~,. =
= .30-06 B LA N KS . $4.00 ',olly shootable but fully componentoble.) =
~'IIII'II'IIII'I'I'IIIIIIIIIII'IIIIII'I'I'IIII'I'I'IIII'I'I'I'I'IIIIIII'I'IIIIIIII'III'IIIIIIIIIJI~

ONLY

Cal. 7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

Heralded 'Vorld "'al
I Madej 98 Mauser of
famous manufacturer~

such as Spandau, Am
berg, etc. Special
7l\lM. barrels, for spe
cial use make these
8 unique addition to
an}' collection and toP
rate for most "Korth
American game. This
special shipment from
a special arsenal, in
a special country has
Ye Old Hunter's com
petitors absoluteh'
seething with livid
ra~e due to failure to
sol\'e September's
cryptogram in time.
Plenty of 7~Df target
ammunition in stock

at only $6.00 pcr
100 rounds and
original M98 Mau
ser Bayonets wi th
Scabbard $3.951

M93 MAUSER
CARBINES!
CaL 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)

The most popular
brush gun on the
market today - and
with the now legal
short 171h" barrel
that brings the front
sight closer to your
eye for practically no
sighting e)'estrain
Also less distance to
swing on that moving
ta rget. A 11 in good
condition and ready
for immediate ship-

ment. Easy to clean
...,,\ and practically no
..... ) storage problems.
.,I Order yours today

along with either
target or hunting
ammo (or both)
listed in the Am
010 Bargain Box!

• All Good or Better Condition
• Genuine Mauser 98 Action

• Hinged Floor Plate
• Beautiful Paraguayan Receiver Crest

• Bayonet with Scabbard Available.

ONLY

ONLY

The LO\\" price bar
rier broken at last.
The absolutc finest
ever in workmanship
and on a Mauser to
boot. This really must
be seen to be appreci
ated-ask the man
who owns one! 1\O\V
at this reduced price.
it is the rifle steal of
all time without ex
ception. All in VERY

GOOD or hettcr cun
dition. Some ahso
lulel" EXCELLENT
or BETTER condo
only $4.00 additional.
Plenty at 7. 651\1M
military ammuni
tion in stock only'
$6.00 per ]00 and
i'oft point only
~3.45 pcr 20 rounds.
NE'W Bayonets with
Scabbards $1. 951

From Guatemala, a
stupendous shipment
of the world famous.
ultra rare. B U. N 0
VZ 24 )198 1'.1 auser
wit h the beautiful
Guatemalan QueLZal
"~'REEDO,f HIRD"
H.eceh"er Crest - and
in the ever - popular
iU)! Caliber. The ul
timate ~1auserdesired
b" E'VEUYOKE
there were relatively
few 98 .\Jausers made
in the 7)nI Caliber.
All milled pans, in
good or better condi-

tion only $34.95
a few in select con

. dltion anI y $5.00
) more. G e n u i n e

./ ::\1auser 98 Bayonets
with sf'ahhards
$3.95. Order yours
today from this ad!

GERMAN MADE
ARGENTINE
MAUSERS!

Cal.7.65MM
(Ammo in Stock)

@@

VZ-24
'FREEDOM BIRD'

.j M98 MAUSERS!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•

ONLY

ONLY

M93
GUATEMALAN

MAUSERS!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•Huge boatload of this
Central American
treasure just unloaded
and ready to go! The
fine. compact l1auser
)'ltl3 in ,your famrite
nDI caliber-becom
ing more popular by
the day. Let this ac
curate, potent riOe of
the day solve ALL
yuur shooting prob
lems for ALL time to
come. Plenty of su-

perb 7:\.D'r ::\1. C. am·
munition In stock
at only $6.00 per
100. Hely on this
rDIE-n;STED fa
vorite. Ali in in-
credihly ver~·" good
or botter condition,
and simple to spor
terize in whatever
length you desire.
Long on Quality and
short on p ric e J

A trim, light (Only 8
lbs.) fast - handling
genuine small ring US
.Mauser in the potent
S)Dl caliber. The per
fect rifle for target or
field and one of the
few i\.lausers with the
spot.ter type. straight
tape!.' 24" harrel. All
milled parts and
turned down bolt han
dle. Each rifle has
heen (ully ARSEX·
At reconditioned and
tomes complete with

arsenal targ-ct. A
rareopporlunity that
~'Oll can ill afford
to pass up and
at nn unprecedented
low price. Less than
thirty thousand left
so don't be caught
short. Be sure to
place order today I

~GUAYAN M98 MAUSERS
g:s® Cal. 8M·M

"''',I'!'''''.''I!., •• ,!,!,I".I.',II!''I!,'II.!,I,!,.,'I!IIII,""'II",!,IIIII.III,I,I,III

"0 GROUP: "WORLD LEADER in ARMAMENTS"- *

'HER
!NAL
'8
iER!

• UNION ST. • ALEXANDRIA 2, VA.
3 WASH IN GION BLVD.• CULVER CITY 2. CALIF.

IMPORTANT. ·SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All &UIlS and ammo shipped
HAlLWAY EXPRESS on TRUCK tShioping Chargei' Collect) frolll Alexandria. Va. or Culver City, California.
California regjdenu include ·40/0 State Sales Tax on CulYer City shipments.) Send checl, or Money Order

DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no COD's. Regret we are unable to accept any "All Heart" Sale order less than
$5.00. ")loney's \Vorth or ~Joney Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days after receipt.
Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascrimoneous letters, Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to continental United
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Glass-fronted gun cabinet dominates the utilitarian trophy
room, displays guns well, yet protects them from visitors.

(Jiu~YbtIA

#QN~A

HIJNE
By DON SHINER
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No SERIOUS hunter or gun fancier likes to store his
guns in a dusty closet. John Zeiser, who has hunted

from Pennsylvania to Alaska, gathering many fine trophies
and guns along the way, recently converted a spare room
in his home into a trophy den. To house his gun collection,
he built a separate glass-front case and fitted it against
sectional shelves that run along one wall in this room, with
pictures and mounted trophies to complete the decor.

Despite its impressive appearance, the handsome cabinet
is simply constructed. Mahogany plywood is used through
out, with sides and top plate cut from half-inch material.
Raw plywood edges are covered with redwood facing.

Two large glass panels serve as sliding doors for the gun
compartment. The back remains open, permitting the stone
veneer covering one wall to show through the cabinet. It is
not difficult to visualize this same open-back cabinet fitted
against a knotty pine or attractively painted wall so that
the wall material "filters through" the glass doors. This

feature gives the cabinet a built-in appearance rather than
the separate, solid piece of furniture that it is.

Aluminum tracks permit the glass doors and the plywood
panel doors in the base cupboard to slide freely. The gun
shelf and the single shelf inside the base are mortised to
the upright sides. The base cupboard provides ample space
for storage of ammo, gun-cleaning equipment, hand-loading
tools and other gear.

Zeiser's unique cabinet, pictured here, will house ten
guns, but the design can be changed to fit a smaller or
larger collection.

The cabinet has a massive, decidedly masculine look.
However, the design is simplicity itself, easily cut and
assembled in a basement or garage workshop. Depending
on materials selected, the completed cabinet will cost about
$30. If labor is hired, it may run three times this amount.
But even this price is moderate for a fine cabinet
which will display weapons effectively and deservingly. r.;
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SIXTEEN was the magic number in the.
k Hotel Sahara Gun Club's annual Fall
Trapshooting Tournament at Las Vegas.
Three Ford Falcons were at stake in this big
Western trap event. They were won by two
sixteen year old boys and a creaking ( ?) 32
year old adult.

Jon McKeig of Glendale, California, and
Joe Nichols of Greenwood, Missouri, are the
youngsters who should have no trouble get
ting dates after the Sahara tournament. Elmer
Siemon of Colorado Springs, Colorado, whose
age adds up to twice sixteen, drove home the
third Falcon from Las Vegas. McKeig had to
survive a hundred target shoot-off with T.
Wayne Harris in the Casbah Handicap to
earn his Falcon. Nichols gained his new car
without a struggle for his near-perfect 99 in
the Mint Handicap.

Siemon also had the only 99 in the Hotel
Sahara Handicap to become richer by one car.

To no one's surprise, Dan Orlich added the
All-Around Championship, a repeat of last
year's performance, to his incredible string of
victories, with a score of 386x400, including
100 straight in the Singles Championship.

Tournament Overall Champions by classes
were:
AA-Dan Orlich-Reno, Nevada-667x700
A-E. O. Sessions-Lafayette, Cal.-671x700
B-Lawrence Victory-Auburn, Cal.-

666x700
C-Glen Hendrickson-Watauga, South

Dakota--650x700'
D-Ernest Magee-Newport, Oregon

613x700
• • •

Shooting records, like batting records, are
made to be broken. During 1961, Kathleen
Wells Fitchett, of Baltimore, Maryland bro.ke
the long run record by women shooters in 28
gauge tournament competition set by Chi
cago's Carola Mandel in 1954. Mrs. Fitchett's
long run of 160 broken targets betters by 32
targets the record set by Mrs. Mandel.

And Peter Candy of Los Angeles was still
going strong when he reached a new record
of 1357 12 gauge consecutively broken tar
gets, in tournament competition_ At the figure
of 1357, Candy is 336 targets up on the for
mer record set by Jack Boardman of Augusta,
Georgia in 1950 and 1951. At the rate he is
shattering targets, Candy could put the 12
gauge long-run record in the same hard-to
beat category as Babe Ruth's 60 homeruns.
Pull! will keep you posted on this clay target
marathon.

• • •
The third annual Kalamazoo (Mich.) "Ga

zette" Junior Shotgun program broke all
records for participation. Nearly two hun
dred youngsters fired at five regulation trap
targets each, at the Stevens Gun Club, after

receIvmg basic instruction in shooting edu
cation provided by instructors from the host
club and other local gun clubs.

• • •
Bob Atherton, popular editor of "Cosmo

politan" magazine, represented the Fourth
Estate and Bucks County, Pa., at the 1961
Grand American. Bob broke 97 per cent of
his 16 yard targets in his first trip to the
Grand, and picked up some information
which may well get his name into these pages
as a winner in future years.

• • •
Howard Confer, Detroit, broke 'em all

(100 straight) to win the 1961 Michigan
All-Gauge skeet championship. Larry Smith
of Birmingham posted 345x350, down jUEt

five targets from a perfect score, good for
the High-Over-All trophy. Well over ten
thousand shells were fired in the Sunday
all-gauge event during the 1961 Michigan
state shoot, with only 55 shells used for proof
doubles, malfunctions, and broken targets,
which elicited special praise from the ref·
erees who handled the shoot.

Michigan's unique five man team method
of selection drew attention and praise. The
winning five man team was made up of
Howard Confer, all-gauge champion and 2
man team champion, with a score of 100;
D. Jeanne Shields, Lady Champion and 2
man Team runner-up, with a score of 99;
David Helm, with 92 broken birds; Sam
Curcuru, Class E runner-up, who posted 95;
and the Class B champ, Robert Cox with 99.
The winning team total was 485x500.

The team of Jack Pattyn, Stan Galehouse,
Joe Welch, Keith Sattler, and Robert Martin
took runner-up honors with an aggregate of
48lx500.

Only 19 targets separated high and low
scores, from an entry of eleven teams and
fifty-five shooters. Only 2.56 targets was the
difference between high and low team aver
ages.

Michigan has held 32 registered shoots in
the past three years. Frank Keffer and Larry
Smith have attended 29 of the 32 shoots. Len
Moody has been on hand for 25 tournaments.
Donovan Cutler and Ted Hannaford have
made 24 of the Michigan battles, while Chet
Crites and Howard Confer are just one shy
at 23 shooting days.

Dr. Adolph Dasler of Muskegon is pres
ident of the Michigan Skeet Association.
Marion Shields of Grand Rapids is vice
president. Stanley Galehouse of Elsie is sec
retary-treasurer. Address of the Michigan
State Association is simply Elsie, Michigan.

Newly elected directors (two years) in
addition to Shields and Galehouse are Ted
Hannaford, D. C. Cutler, Wayne De Vall.
and Wayne Somerlott.

Directors with one year remammg are:
Howard Confer, D. Jeane Shields, Dr. Dasler,
Bob Thiefels, Leon Brewer, Ralph Davis.

• • •
Two hundred and thirty boys gave up a

lunch hour and one class period to receive
basic instruction in wingshooting and a
course in shooting education at Merrillville
High School, south of Gary, Indiana. Your
Pull! columnist provided the wingshooting
instruction on the school's athletic practice
field, using a Lark station wagon with two
practice traps mounted on the luggage car
rier. Three Indiana conservation officers joined
in bringing instruction in gun care, field pro
cedures and compliance with state regula
tions at a lecture session in the school gym
nasium.

Some of the boys complained that they
were siightly hungry at the end of the two
hour session, but Principal Henry Wich.
manowski and teacher James Holderman, who
sponsored the program, report that the boys
interviewed at the conclusion of the program
were impressed and enthusiastic. Wichman
owski and Holderman labeled the activity a
successful education program.

• • •
Three boys physical education classes in

Clark High School, Hammond, Indiana, un
der the supervision of Coach Joe Franklin
recently received wingshooting instructio~
on the school athletic field, and shootin"
education classes in the Clark gym. Carl
Lyle, athletic director for the large metro
politan Hammond school system was an
observer of the program. Lyle expressed in
terest in fitting the instruction into the en
tire Hammond school system.

• • •
Waukesha (Wisconsin) Gun Club's an

nual Hunter's Special 50 target trapshoot
drew the largest crowd in ten years, includ
ing a record number of feminine entries.
Twenty-one ladies entered the Waukesha
Hunter's Special. Anette Schimenz broke a
nifty 45 to lead the ladies. Don Savatski
topped the field of 125 entries with a near
perfect 49. Attention all gun clubs: forty-one
of the Hunter's Special entries shot the open
program scheduled on the same day, and 52
of the Hunter's Special hopefuls joined the
ATA at the close of the shoot. If your club
does not schedule Hunter's Specials, it is
overlooking perhaps the best source of more
shooting and more members. Information on
conducting Hunter's Specials can be had free
from Sportsmen's Service Bureau, 250 East
43rd Street, New York 17, New York.

• • •
Mrs. Lee Mabie of Evanston, Illinois,

whose name is written large in this nation's
skeet shooting annals, is well on the way
to a new shooting career, this time in the
game of trap. Lee broke a sparkling 95 in
the Vandalia Handicap during the 1961
Grand American. Shortly afterward, she won
the Lincoln Park Gun Club 16 yard club
shoot, and was runner-up in the club handi
cap race. This takes some doing at Lincoln
Park Gun Club, where shooters are good,
and plentiful.

• • •
Bill Prell is the new trapshooting chair.

man at Chicago's Hilldale Gun Club, and
plans a very active trap schedule for the com
ing year, including some instructional ~
events for youngsters and parents. ~
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Sports Hat

OLD GUNS &SWORDS
Don't miss this fascinating t25 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please printl, mail entire ad.
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f 498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mar. I enclose $f to cover handling and poll·
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New and Improved lightweight premium
grade tan beaver fur felt. Genuine "white
hunter" styling. Smart and dashing. Ex
tremely practical for hunting, fishing,
camping, leisure wear. Wide 3" brim gives
protection from stin, wind, dust, rain. Ex
clusive patented inner construction keeps
this hat comfortably on your head, even in
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print. He's prone also to figure, "If tbe
experts do it, that's how it should be done."
Than which nothing could be further from th~

truth-and than which nothing could be
much worse for hunting.

Let's analyze this extra-long-range game
shooting for a moment. What are the impli
cations here?

It's as plain as the nose on your face tbat
the gent who is content to shoot across two
canyons is a dam' poor hunter. He is either
lazy or he isn't stalker enough to bring the
game in range. As a poor substitute for a
little real Injun ability, he whangs away at
cxtreme yardages, thereby showing up his
own sorry skill as a hunter.

The real outdoorsman approaches his game
with a ,consumate skill. He brings to bear
every last iota of his game-lands know-how,
watching the wind, studying the lay of the
land, plotting his strategy of approach, select·
ing long before he reaches the spot the pre
cise point where he will deliver the shot.
Time means nothing to him, nor distance. If
the stalk is going to use up an entire morn
ing, if he must creep on all fours for three
quarters mile, if he must risk his neck in th"
dangerous going, and finally, half-frozen,
stiff, tired, and cold, he can deliver an ab
solutely deadly shot from 65 yards, he is
happy.

This is an honest-to-God hunter in action.
The shot is only the culmination of the very
essence of the chase.

I take my hat off to this breed of Nimrod.
His ability, to me, exceeds by ten times the
knucklehead who sights his game at three fur
longs, holds over the buck's back, hauls hard
against the trigger, and then trusts to luck
that the spent bullet will somehow luck into
the poor critter's flesh.

Last year, in Africa, I took over a new
rifle, a gun which was not yet on the market.
The manufacturers and your curious corre
spondent wanted to know what it would do
on the varied fauna of the Dark Continent. I
shot 22 game critters with it, 15 of 'em with
one shot each. This gunning stint burned up
34 cartridges all together, and the average
distance for the shooting was only 142 yards.

Two years before, I'd been in Kenya for
the very same purpose. On that occasion, I
had another new shooting iron, the .338 Mag
num. It was not yet given over to the public,
and we were pretty anxious to see how it was
going to perform on Africa's varied game. It
did very well indeed. I busted a total of 19
trophies, some of the game running up to
1500 lbs., and of these, 13 succumbed to one
shot each. Thirty rounds were pooped off al
together, and the average range was only 124
yards.

When I got horne again and wrote about
this, I had a letter from an irate reader who
complained, "Why'n hell didn't you back up,
Buster, and give the game a chance?"

Jack Boone, who was then the sales man
ager for the gun firm turning out the new
models, said it was the first time in 30 years
of collecting data on the performance of his
guns and loads when any such off-the-muzzle
accounts had ever reached him. He said it
made refreshing reading.

While these shooting chores were being
tidied up, an old amigo of mine, a gun-

'\
'1

in trying to guess the range. At 600 yards,
this stretched to 34 per cent; and at distances
beyond 1000 yards, the error was 42 per cent.
You won't hit much at 1000 yards with sights
set on that bad an estimate!

These figures are based on the very first
tcsts. After our course of sprouts, which lasted
for 12 extremely intensive weeks, the error
out to 1000 yards had been reduced for both
groups to a common average of only 12 per
cent, which is extremely good; especially
good at 500 yards and beyond. It also shows
regardless of background, whether country
hayseed or city slicker, our young American
catches on quickly. These buckos, subsequent
ly, must have called down a lot of god-awful
accurate fire on the Wermacht. They had
learned their lesson well because, during the
shank end of the course, anyone who missed
a range calculation by more than 10 per ccnt
had to double time out to the target and
back!

What I am coming to after this lengthy
preamble is that the average American, whcth·
er he be a sharp young soldier out to earn
his 2nd looey's bars or a sportsman intent on
busting a big Stone ram, can't judge distances
for sour apples.

(Continued from page 17)

LONG SHOTS ARE FOR BAD HUNTERS

During World War II, author directed
an OCS course in range estimation.

These days, whether written up in the
fishing-pole-&·coon-chasing journals or re
counted over highballs in the evening, there
is a veritable plethora of strictly cock-and
bull sagas about how far the game critter is
killed. And it does not matter whether the
target is a bull moose or a West Virginia
woodchuck, the raconteur considers his legend
isn't worth the telling unless he claims to
have accomplished the mayhem at nothing
less than 500 yards.

The worst offenders on the score of these
across-the-country hits are the gun-writers.
These worthies take dead aim with their
trusty typewriters, and they simply never
miss. Now, many of these guys are friends of
mine, and they're outstanding riflemen. They
ought to be; given the best equipment and
free ammo and travel expenses plus salary for
12 months hunting per annum, a man just
naturally should be pretty good. But the
average guy who goes hunting doesn't have
those advantages or that skill; and the aver·
age guy is prone t~ believe what he sees in
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lightweight design, high Monte Carlo comb. cheek piece and %"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 450 forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
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Brevix. Mex.. Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc., 3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego, Calif.

writing hack like myself, was also on safari.
We weren't so lucky as to cross trails, but
subsequently I read his account. His shooting
ran to 300 and 400-yd. shots. I think maybe
he sent the blacks out to shoo the game off
to those yardages so he wouldn't be criticized
by his reading clientele for taking advantage.

Of course, there is also the question of
just what unit of measure the hunter-racon
teur is using when he commences to spin his
whimsies. There's the metric, and the old
English-and then there's also the Hunter's
Yard. This latter unit has no precise linear
dimension. Unlike the old English, which is
pretty well pegged to a prosaic longitudinal
of 36 inches, the Hunter's is remarkably re
silient. It contracts and expands, depending
upon the telling. This makes it an exceeding-.
ly versatile unit for the tall-tale teller.

These Munchausens-in-print would be
amusing except for the fact that they do
infinite harm. They persuade a lot of naive
souls to emulate them, attempting these im
possibly long shots. The end result is wound
ed game. And even if, luckily, the target es·
capes unscathed, the confidence and interest
of the tyro sportsman is hurt. Far better for
the writing ham to pull less of the long bow.
Let him confine his typewriter to shorter
shots and, in the long run, it will benefit the
hunting sport far more. It will earn him
greater respect from his woods-wise readers.

One of the best of our. big game cartridges
is the venerable .270 Winchester, a load
which has been around since 1926 but a
good one despite its antiquity. The best bullet
for the .270 is the 130-grain, which leaves the
muzzle at 3140 ft. per second and at 200 yards
has a trajectory of only 2 inches. But what
does the .270 look like at 500 yards? Well, if
sighted in for 200 yards, which is common,
drop at 500 yards is 43 inches.

On mountain sheep, a target sometimes
attempted at this unnecessary range, the vital
area is represented by an area some 12 inches
in height by 14 inches in breadth. We aren't
talking now about lucky hits in neck or spine
nor yet the head. We are talking concretely,
practically, getting down to cases. The 12x14
rectangle represents the useable target. A

Carved Stock $32.50
Plain $19.50
Recoil Pad InsUd $ 7.50

Please Add $1.00 Postage & Handling.

real good .270 will shoot into a minute of
angle at 100 yards. But few of them will hold
this minute angle out to 300 yards, much less
to 500. Few will hold within twice that vari
ance at close ranges. Calculate, if you can, the
fall of the bullet, the influence of the wind
which is always blowing stoutly in the high
country, plus the loss of accuracy at the
extreme distance, and you have a trio of

factors which spell out the futility of such
shots. Besides, who can describe what a 43
inch hold-over looks like at 500 long yards?

The .270 starts its 130·grain slug at 3140
fps, which is a right handsome going away
speed. But this zip and dash has sure been
watered down by the time it reaches out to
500 extra long steps. Then it is just loping
along, a bare 1250 ft. per second, no faster
actually than some of our hotted up .22 long
rifle slugs. And as for energy, while the
bullet can claim 2840 ft. Ibs. at the muzzle,
by the time it reaches this distanct target
this initial energy has wasted away to about
1000 ft. Ihs. The now thoroughly obsolete
.219 Zipper, with its peewee 56 grain bullet,
has more muzzle energy than that; it boasts
1200 foot pounds. And who is going to
seriously consider shooting a big Dall ram
with the .219?

Look at the '06. It is one of our best big
game cartridges. With the 180-grain bullet,
acknowledged the best, we drop off from a
starting speed of 2700 feet per second at the
muzzle to a dragging slowdown of only 1275
fps at 500 yards. When zeroed at 200 yards,
the fall of the bullet at 500 yards is a stagger
ing 91 inches below the line of sight. Now,
91 inches comes out to 7 ft. 7 inches, and if
that is applied to our sheep with his 12x14
inches of vital area, it is going to necessitate
some mighty fancy hold-over to hit. Energy
is down from a start of 2910 ft. Ibs. to a

...~euetu4...~?ku...
RIFLE VELOCITIES WITH YOUR HAND
GUN using Jugular jacketed Bullets, or
Game Stopper ammunition. leals. .38 
.357 - .44). Field and range tested for
over ten years.
SHOT CARTRIDGES FOR HANDGUNS,
for snakes, birds and rots. leals..38 
.357 - .44 - .44mag. - .45 ACP 
.45 LCI.
Bullets and Ammunition for new Ruger
.44 Carbine.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

BALLISTIC AND HANDlOADING DATA - 25c
Dealer and Organization inquiry invited.

c:;;... SHOOTERS SERVICE, Inc.
~ CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

piddling 700 foot pounds. The .357 six-shooter
has more muzzle energy than that.

Trainloads of deer, some elk, bear, and
even antelope are shot with the time-honored
.30-30. At decent range, this gun and load is
a truly great hunting combo. That is to say,
at ranges of 200 yards and under. But what
does the old .30 saddle cilrbine look like
when some pilgrim, all fired up by this cur·
rent schizophrenia for 400 and 500-yard shots,
trys one of these? The little .30-30, sighted
in. at 100 yards, drops below the line of
sight some 128 inches 00 ft. 8 inches) going
on out to 500. Energy stands at that distant
mark at a puny 475 ft. Ibs., just equal to
the dinky little .25-20 at the muzzle.

One of our newest numbers is the .264
Magnum. It gets off the mark at 3200 feet
per second with its 140-grain bullet. Energy
holds at 3180 ft. Ibs., muzzle measured. At
500 yards, the velocity figures to 2100 fps,
and energy is given as 1350 ft. Ibs. When
sighted in at 200 yards, the slug will fall 35
inches going on out to 500.

Do you know what 35 inches looks like
when holding over the vital area of a kingly
old ram? A target with a vital area only
12x14 inches? With a wind whipping down
off the peaks which is blowing steadily across
the path of your bullet at 20 miles an hour
and gusting to 35 miles every few minutes?

Hyper-range poppycock is by no means
confined to the rifle writers. It has its share of
bull shooters among the scattergunners too.
The current fad is to talk about 80 yard
duck-and-goose guns. One advertisement told
about a trapshot who killed ducks at 100
yards! What, really, are the facts?

To kill a goose at 80 yards, you must hit
him with not less than- 5 pellets, and these
must smack him with not less than 15 ft. Ibs.
of energy. This is the bare minimum of force
which we believe will do the job. A No. 2
pellet at 80 yards has only 1.78 ft. Ibs. of
energy. This multiplied by 5 pellets, does
not give us our required 15 ft. Ibs. of strik·
ing energy. Very obviously it is going to re
quire about 8 to 9 pellets, No.2 size, to fetch
the old gander down. Tests of the 10 gauge
super magnum, shooting the 3%·inch shell
holding a full 2 ozs. of shot, 10 rounds, got
us a total of 26 pellets on the cutout of a
goose. This is an average of 2.6 hits per
shot, and this multiplied by our per pellet
energy factor of 1.78 ft. Ibs., shows the goose
would suffer a blow of only 4.62 ft. Ibs. This
is just enough to wound the bird. And this,
gentleman, with just about the mostest gun
any jasper now shooting is likely to carry.

The point I make is double barrelled.' The
goose you. puncture at 80 yards goes away to
die, but you don't eat him-whereas if you
had waited for the one that came in to 35 or
40 yards, you'd have had a clean kill and a
fine dinner. Likewise, the buck or ram you
wound at 500 yards will die and the coyotes
will feed-but you won't. If you'd Injuned
up on him to 100 yards or less, you'd have
both meat and trophy.

You don't go hunting to prove your long.
range marksmanship; do that on a target
range. You hunt for sport, and meat, and
heads to mount-and you boast that you're a
sportsman. Prove it by rejecting those long.
long shots and making clean kills at decent
ranges.

And when you write about them, don't stretch
those ranges! Some sucker. might be- ~
lieve you and try to do likewise. ~
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THESE GUNS REFUSED TO DIE
(Continued from page 21)

POCKET CLEANER
ScrubS pockets quickly, clean &.
bright. For use in any motor or
hand-driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Kine steel
wire brush, With metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna.

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHAIIlLOTTI. H. C.

PRIMERI
only$1-':"".
Pa. Res. Add

. 40/0 Sales Tax
DEALERS &

JOBBERS
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STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VALVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

Works

frame and perfect balance, make them a joy
to behold and a joy to shoot.

The New Model (Remington) .44 caliber
Army weighs 43% ounces and measures 13Yz
inches long. It, too, is percussion, single ac
tion, and a six-shooter. It has a blade front
sight and a V-notch in the rear of the top
strap. Its stock is of two-piece walnut. It
sells for $89.95.

Forgett's model of the Remington M1863,
.58 caliber Remington Zouave rifle is another
beautiful piece of work. The original saw
service in the Civil War and was acknowl
edged to be the most accurate milit.ary rifle
of its day. In the hands of Civil War vets, it
helped open the West as a means of protec
t.ion and getting food. It has a one-piece
walnut. stock, brass barrel band, fore-end tip,
butt-plate, patchbox and trigger guard; a
case-hardened lock plat.e and hammer, bayo
net lug on the right side of the barrel, steel
ramrod, ext.ra nipple and ramrod worm in
the patchbox.

The Zouave is a percussion, single shot. rifle.
It measures 49" in length, weighs 9l;4 pounds,
and has a blade front sight and a t.hree-leaf
folding rear sight.

Forgett and Navy Arms will release soon,
or may have released by the t.ime this is pub
lished, a Sharps 4-barrel derringer, a Ken
t.ucky pistol, and a Remington pistol carbine.

In addition to their guns, NACo stocks a
complete line of accessories: powder flasks
for pistols at $20 each; for rifles, $22.50.
Holsters sell for $9.95 (black "Yank" hol-

facts and figures
According to a recent survey by

the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, 30,400,000 hunters and fisher
men combed the woods and whipped
the streams in these United States in
1960. That's 4'/2 million more than
pursued these sports in 1955.

Those hunters and fishermen trav
eled 26.4 billion miles on their hunting
and fishing trips. They spent 568 mil
lion man-days afield. And they spent
3.9 billion dollars.

That's $3.900,000,000. It's also a
figure that just might impress your
lawmakers lat any level!! next time
there's a piece of anti-gun legislation
in the hopper.

Louisiana marshes of quite a few .nutria.
These guns speak with a vengeance, a boom
that rattles your teeth. They throw a cloud of
black powder smoke that delights the nostrils.
They take awhile to reload, and they must
be cleaned often; but they hang on the hip
with authoritative weight, they are accurate,
they look the way a handgun should look,
and to a Civil War buff or a muzzle-loader
addict they are a virile relief compared to
streamlined, modern cartridge pistols of equal
or almost equal caliber.

Navy Arms Company, Inc., was first on the
scene with mass-produced replicas. Val For-'
gett, Jr., President of NACo, made a deal
with Gregorelli Vittorio, Gardone Val Trom·

The VB is a continuously variable power scope for shooting and
hunting, from short to long range. Power change from 2Y2X to
8X is instant with Y3 turn of the eyepiece. Hard-coated lenses
give a clear, sharp image at any power. Constantly centered
reticle. Compression sealed; nitrogen filled. Sold complete with
Weaver-Adjustable Mount featuring micrometer click windage
and elevation adjustments. Buy the V8 at your dealer's.

Model V8 Scope
with Weaver.Adiustable

Mount, $79.50, including mount

name _

address _

city' -zzone__state _

Q 1962 W. R. WEAVER CO.

•• I •

W. R. WEAVER CO.
DEPT. 43, EL PASO, TEXAS

Its Power Is Variable. , .
Continuously. Instantly

FREE36-page full-color
catalog ...

"' B VARIABLE POWER 2Y2X TO ax

V C WEAVEi(jJjs.CDPE

pia, Italy, back in i959 to manufacture models
of the .36 caliber M1851 Navy Colt and the
rare, brass-framed Griswold & Grier Confed
erate Colt (see cover). Although the Vittorio
firm makes parts for Beretta and other gun
makers, their license restricts their gun manu
facture to "antique replicas" only. Brescian
barrels and other gun parts manufactured in
the Gardone valley have been held in high
esteem by the world's shooters since the 16th
century. The "Yank" (Forgett's trade name
for the Navy Colt) and the "Reb" (name
given the copy of the G&G) are no exception.
Italian craftsmen responsible for interpreting
the blueprint and giving the last touches to
detail finishing have the imitations of Sam
Colt's gun perfect to a gnat's eyelash.

The "Yank" and "Reb" are percussion, sin
gle action sixshooters. They weigh 41 ounces
and are 13" long. The sights are gold bead
front and V-notch in the hammer. Stocks are
one-piece walnut. They both sell for $89.95.
The "Yank" has a color case-hardened frame.
The "Reb" is brass framed to resemble the
original, which was made from melted, recast
church bells in Macon, Georgia.

Navy Arms and Vittorio team up to manu
facture other replicas also. Their models of
the Remington .44 caliber New Model Army
Revolver and the .36 caliber New Model Belt
Revolver will cause any dedicated handgun
ner to wonder why the brothers Remington,
Sam and Eliphalet, 3rd, ever had to get into
the sewing machine and typewriter business
because of a depressed market for their
classic pistols. These revolvers are, in this
writer's opinion, amongst the "cream" of both
100-year-old guns and their 1961 counterparts.
The top strap and heavy action, the rugged
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ager said, "As to our arrangement with Cen- 'Colt's is actually making and Sig Shore & Co.
tennial Arms, the only information I c",an",-,"-,,"~;;':....~~llally selling a very valuable collector's
give you is that we agreed to specially pro- item of tomorrow.
duce the Sheriff's Model in an undisclosed Centennial's first gun was the 1860 New
(actual number later released by Centennial) Mollel Army .44 caliber cap and ball version
quantity exclusively for Centennial Arms. of the original weapon. It weighs 44 ounces,
Colt's policy is that we will do this sort of is a sixshooter, has a barrel length of 8",
a job for any company that is willing to place two-piece walnut stocks, blade fron~ sight
an order in sufficient quantity to justify our and notch in hammer, and a beautiful case-
making up a special order." hardened frame. It sells for $89.95". Those

Other shooters and collectors will certainly following this Army are: Stocked pistol car-
share my congratulations to Sig Shore, Presi- bine with a fluted cylinder, a copy of the
dent of Centennial, for choosing this mighty scarce First Model Colt Army. It sells for
midget for his "special job." This sawed off $139.95, with stock. (The stock is legal be·
model of the Single Action Army has a spe- cause the gun does, not fire a self-contained
cial appeal all its own. In addition to its aura metallic cartridge.) The fluted cylinder pistol,
of historical glamor, it is a very handy protee- sans stock, sells for $89.95. Their smooth
tion piece, and its walnut stocks, color case· frame Civilian Model has silver straps and
hardened frame, and serial numbers ranging an engraved cylinder, which brings the price
from 001 SM to 0500 SM, make it a real to a reasonable $59.95.
temptation to gun bugs. Although a few are New releases planned by Centennial are the
sold in nickle plated pairs, the standard Whitneyville·Hartford Dragoon with Walker
model retails for $139.95. There is no extra frame; the No.2 Dragoon square-back guard
charge for consecutive serial numbers. In with rectangular stops, and the No.3 Dragoon
this instance, we feel safe in saying that with 8" barrel, folding leaf rear sight, and

shoulder stock. According to Bill Emvards,
Technical Director, "w . think we can keep
our pistols under $100, wiib those with stocks
attached running a little over one-third more."

The guns are made in'; Liege, ,Belgium, by
the firm now owned by Albert and Paul
Hanquet. Paul is the great-grandson of the
Hanquet who, in the 1850-60 period signed a
letter from Sam Colt to the Liege Gun Trade
stating the conditions under which they
might manufacture revolvers according to his
1849 Belgian patent. These "conditions" spe·
cified high quality and payment of a royalty
of 10 francs (worth about $2 gold in those
days, as compared to about 20 cents now).

Hanquet is one of the premier Belgian
gunmakers. The replica barrels are made by
a barrel maker who supplies the forged,
drilled, reamed, and rifled blanks to Ron
carati, a machine shop in Liege. Roncarati
machines the barrels to shape, coins the
loading levers, and machines the frames from
solid forgings. Finished guns are assembled
and sent to the Bane d'Epreuve de la ville
de Liege. They are proof tested with a heavy
charge of shot rammed home on .a heavy,
wadded charge of fine black proof powder.
Each pistol bears the famous "Elg-Oval"
which is the mark of tQj'l Liege proof house,
and the distinctive "Perron de Liege," the
arrow-shaped mark which'is a stylized rendi·
tion of a famous water tro'ugh surmounted by
a water tower in the market place at Liege.

Centennial's good name is not only vouched
for by these famous proof marks, it' is also
backed by a man whose reputation for gun
know how and honest trading has made him
the largest individual gun dealer in the
country. The Shore Galleries, operated by
CA's president, Sig Shore, is a nationally
known auction gallery in Chicago. They hold
regular gun trading sessions every six weeks
or so, and sell upwards of a thousand guns
at each sale.

Turner Kirkland, lord and master of Dixie
Gun Works, Inc., in Union City, Tennessee,
is no arm chair executive, either! His letter
head lists the purpose of his company as
"Rare Antique Gun Supplies," but his re
markable catalogue extends this to include
many replica guns. He is a member of seven
teen gun collectors' associations, an officer
in many of them, and a Life Member of
the NRA.

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

Write today for 2a-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

For All American, Many Foreien Cuns

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn , finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete cata/ogl

FREE
CATALOG

Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leath
er'rldlng crop, with 18 Inch dagger hidden In
side. Practical collector's Item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-2, Chicago 40, III.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

THE HIDE·A·WAY
HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
Inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but availa
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2~~ oz.
top grain soft

" . cowhide, rivet-
ed nickel clip $2.95 PP.

sted and $7.50 (russet "Reb" holster).
Bullet molds are $9.95 each; percussion caps
are about $1 per box of 100; musket capper
costs $7.50; display cases, single $20 and
double $35. Centennial sells bullet molds,
flasks, and caps. Dixie sells the whole works.
These "extras" make available the needed
equipment for those who are being initiated
into the black powder clan, and are healthy
replacement items for those who have been
popping caps for quite some time.

Centennial Arms Company is another im
pressive entry into the replica field. A little
more than one year old, their present products
list includes a cartridge revolver made espe
cially for them by a company over 125
years old!

This item is the Colt's Sheriff's Model .a5.
It is a genuine Colt's Single Action Army
with a 3" barrel and is, technically, a second
issue of the gun made by Colt's in 1890 to
add diversification to its catalogue listings.
When asked about Colt's deal with Centen
nial Arms for this special run of 500 snub
nosed revolvers, Colt's Sales Promotion Man-
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less thousands of such muskets ran
the blockade and were used to ~reat
effect by the South at Pitt!"Durgh
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THE
SPEER MANUAL

MAKES
RELOADING

EASY!
Most Complete, Authen

tic Reloading Text Boole
Available. Easy-to-follow

instructions. More than 275
pages. Over two hundred pic

tures and illustrations. At your
Sporting Goods Dealer Now! Or

send $2.95. postpaid
P. o. Box Number 244

MANNLlCHER SCHONAUER

R~::::,,:, ~,ARBINES ta
Breda markings. ~

These arms are .. , except for military sto<'k

~~dthS~K~~I'ld_famo~~t~f~r~~e2~galM~~n?i~ti~
Schonauer rifles and ("arbines cUl'l'ently beinj;t

~~~u~aa~~~rf~e'{.~~~c?~:~~'f~1r:u:A~ro:~~ ~~:~~t
I'otary mag-azine, has remained practically un
chanKed for more than half a century, and is
currently being used in all modern commercial
models (Which sell for over $200.00)-N R A
Good or Better. OriJrinal Bayonets $2.95 eaCh'
Ammunition: 6.5x!l4 M.Sch. Soft Point (Non:
$~:~O~~~'~80!,el' 100. Military target amm.o

Full Satisfaction Guaranteed

REVISED AND ENLARGED
WILDC.AT LOADS ADDED
SHOTSHELL SECTION
EASY END-TAB INDEX

HISTORIC GUNS
Authentic Repl icas of Guns that

Played I mportant Roles in History!
Each ready to fire and Governmel,t
prOOf-tested, these historic I'eplicas
are a "must" for eVCI'y shooter and

f~~\'l~t~~. ~t~ep:l~tl~~t'A~~~~~,~P&~t:
est JP'owing sport, . , to actually own
and shoot safe, modern replicas of
percussion and flintlock guns that in
their day were judged the ultimate in
firearms design,"

\£

Cal. 6.5M~M~_ ""

CENTURY ARMS. INC.
54 LAKE STREET • ST. ALBANS, VERMONT

WORLD· FAMOUS MANNLlCHER· SCHONAUER ACTIONS

MATCHED SETS

1RIFLE & 1 CARBINE
Both $4950

RIFLE ONLY .. *24.50
2 for only $44.50

CARBINE ONLY.*29.50
2 for only $54.50

BRITISH
RIFLES"

,

Cal..303

"FAMOUS
MILITARY

•
ITALIAN M91 TERNI (Beretta)
RIFLES and CARBINES

in Matched Sets

tJ?

Latest issue. 303 Short Lee Enfield
No.4, 10-Shot, detachable maga·
zinc, Precision calibrated sights,
World's fastest bolt action. Cur-

f:;;rVl d~e~s:re~s~is bi~S~~~~~~i~I~~
Only $12.95, 2 for $24.50, Selec
ted models $2.50 ea, additional.
I O-shot Maga~ine: $2.75 ea. 2 for
~~rgO$I~~~i~1:.1~arO~~$~.;~~h scab-

Issued by the British Gov't to Royal
Irish Constabulary. Used in the
Irish Rebellion, both by the R.LC.
and the Black and Tans. Each with
ol'iKinal R.LC, markings. Bdl.
201/2". det.lchable, 6-::;l1ot magazine.
Similar to model used by Royal
NOl'thwest l\"Iounted Police. A raJ'e
collector's Item and an excellent
shooter. Shoots standard .303
ammo. $19,95 each. :.:: for 535.00.
Selected models $3.50 additional.

These famous arms were standard
issue of the Italian Army in both
WOI'ld Wars!
Carbin,. and Rifle full stocked; other
Car:bine with Original foldinK

~~~~nJr e:r· Ma~~hc~e;~a~lio~:
owerful.

wi~:iI~~a~~I~cher. , . $8.50

Carbine \vi'tit· Si)l':in~' $8.50
AMMUNITION; 6,5mm Italian, non
corrosive, mfg. by Western Cart-

~~~A"1ogii~~~~8~rb'erl?,~~b. $7,50

.303 Lee Enfield Model 1896
SPECIAL CL05EOUT OFFERING

Bllyonet ... " ..... , .. , $9.50

CAVALRY CARBINE!

pi

• Thr~tching models

For only $22.50

Offered for the first time in America. genuine MannI iehel'
Schonauer actions. This popular turning--!?Olt ac.tion with
front luA's utilizes the time-tested Mannl1cher~Schonauer
fUlly.enclosed 5-shot rotary magazine with time-savinI{
unloading- !';tud. These actions arc the original Mannlicher-

I
l!!m.~"I\IIDlii!l!!!!!!!!!l!!9r"'lSchonauer de'siWl on which the latest commercial M.S.sporting- rifles and carbines are currently being built.

\Vith new barrels and stocks, these actions make up

:~I~~et~~rreit~h~~tc~~~~~%.l'~~~ iJ~otth:a;~O~~u~~~s::;m~ 5 for $62.50.
sporter built on this rugged, dependable M.S. Action.Add $1.50 postage.

BIG r¥I RWi.\f7 5PEER00 LS \JV RELOADING MANUAL

NEW
NEW
NEW

One look at the delicately beautiful, Bel
gian-made "Dixie" percussion rifle, flint rifle,
half-stock target rifle, and Kentucky pistols
causes gasps of admiration from connoisseurs
of this genre. Turner Kirkland has devdoped
replica guns that accomplish a more realistic
purpose than serving as magnificent decorator
pieces for any home. His guns shoot, and he
himself is a perfect example of the hundreds
of gun buffs who buy his guns for shooting.

He told me, "When I was a boy during the
thirties, living in West Tennessee, the only
gun I had was a muzzle loading shotgun. At
that time, there was little appreciation for
muzzle loading weapons, but my bags of doves,
quail, ducks, squirrels, and rabbits stimulated
plenty of attention amongst the older men
who were shooting the modern guns. During
recent years, I have prolonged the fun of
black powder hunting with the replicas we
sell. I have hunted large and small game
throughout the United States, including a
session with elk in Idaho. I killed a tiger
with one of my "Dixie" rifles on a hunt in the
Yucatan. I've put a .40 caliber ball from a
flintlock all the way through a deer at 100
yards. Honestly, there is something about
the muzzle loader's 'one shot' chance for
success that has a strong appeal to any
sportsman who tries it."

He is so right! It takes a special skill to
handle a muzzle loader efficiently enough to
kill a tiger in a tense situatioh. As one per
ceptive writer stated recently, "The long rifle
was a weapon designed specifically to tame
the American w:Jderness and has approached
the honor of becoming the most accepted his
torical implement-emblem of that era. Our
long rifles must be accorded the very highest
honors in any appraisal of folklore. They are
uniquely American and are wrapped in the
legendary spirit of the' early America. In
terms of daily usefulness to thousands of
ordinary people, the Kentuckys proved the
most accurate long-range, high-velocity weap
on in the world!"

What more reason for owning a Kentucky
replica than historical glamor, meeting the
same challenge as a buckskin clad ancestor
and enjoying the same rewards?

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing
Company, Inc., in the truest tradition of its
125·year-old history which includes the in
vention and manufacture of the originals of
the majority of today's replica handguns, has
not ignored its dealers and its customers in
the current revival of interest in old guns.
They have left the rejuvenation of their cap
and ball guns to the newer companies, and
have concentrated on re-establishing the
models that are universally accepted as the
symbol of the American West. The Single
Action Army ... the Frontier Model the
Buntline ... The Sheriff's Special along
with their derringers, are enjoying a most
successful comeback.

In September, 1961 Colt's offered, for the
first time in their history, a revolver that can
be called a copy instead of being categorized
as a duplicate issue. They are selling, through
their dealers, a Civil War Centennial Model
Colt. It is a reproduction of the Famous Colt
.44 M1860 Army. It is a modified replica that
will find a tremendous market amongst hand·
gunners who are infatuated with the look, the
feel, and the historical significance of a gun
that marched with the Blue and the Gray
from 'Manassas to Appomattox, but who are
Mt black powder enthusiasts! The Centennial •
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The new, fully·auto·
motic J66 Model.

START COLLECTING NOW

JORDAN HOLSTER

And for those who can't find the books
above mentioned, GUNS will carry in an early
issue an article on the care and feeding oj
muzzle loading revolvers, ancient or replica.

slight but distinguishable differences in de
sign and by permanent stamped· in indentifica
tion markings.

If I were to have any criticism of the
muzzle loader manufacturers, it would be in
the form of a reminder that not all of their
customers know the "ins and outs" of loading
and breaking down the replica guns. Many
novices buy some of these items, whi~h are
shipped without instructions, and then find it
necessary to hunt up a collector or an old
timer to get a briefing on how to arm and
clean them.

Oddly enough, this oversight can furnish
irrefutable proof of the unerring work and
attention to detail that has gone into the
making of the "Copy Colts." Any new owner
who fails to get loading and cleaning in
structions with his gun can go to the nearest
library, borrow any volume that deals with
Colt's history, turn to the page topped by an
illustration of the .44 Army and, following
100-year·old instructions below the illustra
tion, correctly and safely load and break
down the M1961 .44 caliber and .36 caliber
guns.

Where gun lovers are concerned, history is
repeating itself. New generations of shooters
are "discovering" the sporting pleasure found
in firing at targets or game with the same
type weapons which won their heritage of
independence, freedom, and the respect of
those who, figuratively speaking, still hesitate
to face an angry American with a~
loaded sixshooter! ~

(Continued from page 25)

be looking and listening, ready to react in
stantly to the slightest blunder of the game
caller. One can run up close, take a split
second look and be gone before the caller
comprehends what is happening.

I recall an incident last fall which is typ
ical behavior for the coyote. The Burnham
brothers and I were snuggled behind a streak
of brush angling across a South Texas prairie
near the crossroads community of Encinal.
We were in camouflage clothing and well
hidden in some tall grass. Soon after Winston
started calling, two of the gaunt critters
popped from the thorny brush on the distant
side of the clearing, lopped out into the
open a couple of dozen yards. Then, for
some inexplicable reason, they wheeled and
jumped back into the brush. No amount of
coaxing would bring them out again. What
alarmed them, I still don't understand. The
only logical explanation is that a super-sly
predator like the coyote has a sort of sixth
sense which forewarns it of danger. In the
everlasting struggle for survival in our ani
mal kingdom, predators have to be doubly
sly to live to an old age.

In calling coyotes for many years, the
Burnhams have learned a few tricks for out
witting the critters. One thing they discov
ered, for example, was that a coyote can
take in what's happening on the ground with
one sweeping glance. But it seldom looks up.
Climbing to the top of a vehicle, or into a
treetop, gives the caller a commanding view
of the surrounding country, and he is up

when calling steadily.
This deliberate stop-and-go approach wj]]

lure a fox more slowly, with the animal cir
cling and looking and smelling. But when it
does get close, it stays close longer, and with
some muffled coaxing on the call, it can be
tempted right to your feet.

The hunter who prefers the steady, loud
call should move frequently, at least a half
mile or more between each stop. About ten
minutes in one place is sufficient. The stop
and-go method, however, requires longer, at
least twenty minutes or maybe even thirty.
There always is that tendency to rush, so
check your watch regularly to give the crit
ters ample time to answer.

The dividends of this meticulous pause
and-go approach often are quite rewarding.
The longer you remain in one spot, the better
are your chances of outwitting a lingering
bobcat, or perhaps a rare bonus of a moun
tain lion if you live in the right country. A
wildcat takes its time about answering a
call, and it comes slinking through the brush
as if to sneak up on what is at the source of
the crying. But there is no calling thrill
which can quite match that magic moment
when one comes sidling out of the cover, cat
footing along like a big tomcat stalking a
mouse.

One of the most difficult critters to fool is
a coyote. It has sonar hearing and radar eyes.
There are times when you'll cross paths
with eager coyotes that come rushing in like
a wind-whipped forest fire, but usually they'll •

SECRETS OF GAME CALLING

Model is scaled to %" size, and its sixshooter
type cylinder is fitted with one chamber that
accommodates a .22 Short rim fire cartridge.
The loading lever is an authentic decoration,
the hammer is equipped with a firing pin,
and the cylinder pin has been lengthened to
serve as an ejector.

This single-shot Copy Colt by Colt's has
the famous royal blue finish, gold-plated
strap, hammer, and trigger guard, and is
packaged in a "politically neutral" presenta·
tion case which includes lining of both the
traditional blue and gray colors. It is stamped
"Colt's Civil War Centennial Model" in gold
lettering. It is packaged in singles and in
matched pairs. The price is certain to appeal
to gun fanciers, collectors, and antique lovers,
or anyone looking for lhe perfect gift for any
occasion. The single sells for $32.50 and
matched pairs, with consecutive serial num
bers, sell for only S59.50!

There are other replica makers and other
companies attempting to mass produce
"copy" guns, but they have not as yet made a
strong bid for public acceptance. This can be
attributed to one of two things, either they
are individuals who handmake every gun
from "a to izzard" and who have more orders
than they can handle, or they are firms whose
products have failed to bring a sufficiently
profitable demand to support advertising ex
penditures. Guns made to order by gifted
craftsmen are very expensive-and they are
frequently frowned upon by legitimate collec
tors and manufacturers alike because they
are, in some cases at least, more nearly
"counterfeits" than honest "duplicates." That
is, they may be palmed off as high-priced
originals by unscrupulous owners. The com
panies herein mentioned prevent this by

He-man trophie'i
for Den. Rumpus
Room. Cabin. Etc.

Free with
$100 Account

DEBUTANTE 2-in-1
HAIR DRYER

Free with
$1,000 Account

PHILCO SLlM~L1NE

CLOCK RADIO
New 1962 Model. UL
approved. AC on Iy.

Are You Getting What You Want'? 20 Years

~fha"';r::1F~S~.T~:'Fi~tC~~;~:~::'BtE~olster
Jordan Holstcr-Constructed from hC3\'Y English
Bridle Leather. Metal 1n holster extends into

~~~e~~Ynen\\~I:ea~d.~~~~..a.~e..~~~~:~~i.t~~.c.~9\~~~
River Belt-Heavy skirting. SOUt.! brass burkle.
Wlrllh 2" only. Give waist size 57.20

~~:~r(':i~~~ ~:f'&~I~i~a~fd~~.:.~.': .~I:.~~\iS.9S
f:~~Ol 3~~st~J'~fu~~~ °tt~n~t~:s1~~~t~e~~~ I.r~~ir~:~

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Van Horn Street La Mesa, California

"Nationolly !{llown as the II"Qrld's llegt"

Authentic Replicas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Solid Cast Alumi
num. Finished in
Gunmetal Black.

Derringer Mauser 7.65mm Auto
Frontier Colt .44 German P-3B
Italian Brevettata Colt Cobra .38
Belgium Automatic German Luger
Colt .45 Automatic German Mauser
Czechoslovakian Pistol Spanish Moxley
S & W .3B Police Spec. Russian Tokarev
Iver Johnson Cadet 55S Japanese Nambu

Send cash, check or money order only.
Add 4% sales tax in California.

Add 15c for illustrated folder.

LYTLE NOVELTY COMPANY,Dept.G2
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, PO. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.

u.l}.;~gPat.
Office
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where the coyote won't readily detect his
whereabouts.

Another time, we were floating along the
shoreline of Lake Falcon near the Texas
Mexico border, calling. Coyotes evidently
never expected the cry to come from the
water, for they trotted right down to water's
edge with no visible fear whatsoever. We've
tried the same trick while drifting down a
slow-moving Mexican river, and the coyotes
would run right along the shore to see what
was causing the ruckus.

Frequently is is something a little differ
ent, acquired thr9ugh experimentation, which
proves the secret of an outstanding calling
success. Once on a Mexico game-calling

. safari, the Bilrnhams and I were finding the
cooperative coyotes few and far between.
Then Murry suggested that we try something
new-all blow on our game calls simultan
eously to see what would happen. It was the
most awful racket you can imagine, but it
was a real golden idea. Coyotes literally tried
to crawl all over us. Since then, we've used
the trick successfully on foxes and bobcats
in our central Texas bailiwick.

The basic rabbit-in-distress cry with a
commercial call is fairly easy to master. But
it usually isn't the call itself which makes
a difference anyway. It is the variety in tone.
Many hunters find it difficult to tone their
calling down quietly without losing some of
the life-like effect. Of course, there are dif
ferent calls designed for both long-range and
short-range calling. Yet one of the most ef
fective calls for close-in work is improvised
merely by sucking against the palm of the
hand with compressed lips. Try it. You may
have some trouble in keeping a steady call at
first, but a little practice will soon help you
to fool the critters.

When you first detect incoming animals
or eyes, if you are calling at night-tone your
call down softly, very softly. Put all the dis
tress possible into it. This is what prompts
animals to come real close to see what is
going on.

In long-range calling, there are two dis
tinctively different calls which have worked
for the Burnhams and me. One is the dying
rabbit call; another is something like a crip
pled bird shrilling. This latter call can be
made with a conventional crying-rabbit call
by trilling the tip of your tongue against the
mouth of the call as you blow.

Two of the cardinal rules of game calling
are-remain still and hidden-and be sure
the breeze is blowing into your face so that
incoming game won't detect your scent. The
wind is one of the real important considera
tions in calling. Still, cool days and nights are
best, since the call will carry a long way
under optimum conditions. The more wind
velocity, the more of a handicap it becomes.
It keeps the call from carrying for long dis
tances in alI directions. To keep hidden we've·.
found camouflage clothing to be helpful, even
at night. Many callers associate hiding only
with daytime calling. During nightfall it is
equally as important, particularly in moon
light when the animals can spot the caller's
silhouette. When the moon is up, even if it
is only a faint sliver of orange in the black
sky overhead, back up against a tree or bush
to break your silhouette.

Unnatural noises, like talking, also work
against the caller. I remember one night
when I climbed from the pickup and started
to push the door shut. Murry grabbed my
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"A LION FELL ON ME"
(Continued from page 28)

again. "This same lion has killed a woman get an arrow into one. If a Somali hunter
and her daughter between here and the gets brave enough to stick a poisoned arrow
water of Tabda," he said gravely. "The lion into an elephant, rhino buffalo, or a lion,
has eaten the young girL She was 12 years he becomes "alghen" which is the highest
old.... You have the greatest hunter in all grade of hunter. A very few Somali hunters
of Somalia here at your camp," the sergeant, have killed all of the dangerous animals,
added. "He is the man who can kill the killer including a giraffe. The giraffe is not danger·
lion." ous but is the most difficult animal of all to

I swelled with pride. If my hunting ac- approach because, from the elevated position
complishments had reached to Beles Cogani, of his head, he can see everything. If a
this was news indeed. But my egotism was Somali has killed all of the dangerous animals
punctured abruptly the next morning, when including a giraffe, he becomes "arganti."
it developed that the great hunter to whom Kula, Belli explained to me, had been arganti
the sergeant referred was not myself at all, for ten years. Kula, I would guess, was about
but our head elephant tracker, Kula. 35 years old.

Kula, an ageless kind of man with clean-cut Perhaps to salvage my deflated ego, Kula
features and a very dark skin, we had picked did not carry his bow and quiver of poisoned
up at the town of Afmadu on our way south arrows when we started out after the killer
to Beles Cogani. I had liked Kula immediate- lion of Tabda. Kula was very much impressed
Iy, and I hoped that he liked me. He had a with my .375 Weatherby. Perhaps he felt this
marvelous sense of humor, and the joke was was enough insurance for a killer lion. But
usually on me. He certainly could track even if I held the rifle, there was no doubt
elephants. Often after we had tracked 20 that Kula was in charge of the hunt.
miles or so to have a look at some big-footcd We drove at daylight towards the Tabda
bull, and the elephant turned out to have water. One of the native policemen took us
tusks with the dimensions of knitting needles, to the spot where the lion had killed. The
we had a good laugh together as we walked policeman told us that the woman and the
back to wherever we had left the Land Rover. girl had been driving goats down to Tabda

It now developed that, in addition to his when the lion had attacked. From the blood
tracking ability, Kula was "arganti." Belli on the ground and the tracks of the lion, we
explained to me that the Somalis recognize deduced that he had killed the girl first.
several grades of hunters. When a Somali The woman had then rushed to aid her
kills his first animal with a bow and arrow, daughter or tried to drive the lion off. The
he becomes "irin." The Somalis use poison cat had killed her as well. By a single blow
made from a tall grass called "uabahayo." of his paw, he had practically broken the
If an animal is struck with this potent poison, woman in two. The lion had then squatted
he dies in an hour or so. The trick is to get on his belly and eaten the entire body of the
close enough to a kudu or a hartebeest to young girl excepting the head and part of
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shoulder, took the door and gently closed it.
"If there's a fox within 500 yards of us, that
slamming door would alarm him and he
wouldn't answer a call," Murry whispered.
"You never know where you'll stumble on to
one of the critters."

Noise, as I found out later, affects game
calling in several ways. Once I suggested to
the Burnhams that we try calling near a swift·
running stream near my horne where I'd dis·
covered the tracks of both foxes and racoons.
Winston explained that it would be much
better to get away from the stream a half
mile or so to calL This way we'd be inter·
cepting the animals on their way to water,
yet we'd be away from distracting noise of
running water. "For best results your call
should be loud and clear," he added, "and
the running stream would only muffie it and
cut down on the effective calling range."

A shotgun is a good game·calling gun for
the beginner. It handles fast and is deadly
at short ranges. I prefer a 12 gauge with
No.4 shotshells. For all calling, it probably
is the most effective gun. But I prefer to use
a rifle or handgun, because these two give the
sport more of a challenge.

Any varmint rifle with open, peep, or scope
sights is okay for day calling. Our !Dinimum
loads are .22 WRF Magnum for foxes and
racoons; the .222 for coyotes and bobcats
with something in the .243 or .244 class being
better; or a .357 Magnum if the handgun
is chosen.

At night, a scope sight is a necessity. It
must be a quality scope which captures and
intensifies the light. A post or dot is better
than crosshairs, since. either shows up more

readily when the only light source is a head
lamp. Although it is bulky to carry and han·
dIe, a handgun equipped with a scope is par·
ticularly effective for night shooting, and
after nightfall is the easier time to outwit the
prowling predators in search of food. Most
hunters, particularly those just starting at the
sport, call either late in the afternoon or at
night because these are the most convenient
times.

The Burnhams once showed me a new twist
to calling that has paid dividends ever since.
We were coyote hunting in the brush country
around Laredo and having only fair-to·mid·
dlin' success. The brothers suggested we try
early-morning calling, around daybreak. The
initial attempt the following morning brought
in four coyotes, and we nailed a pair at
ranges of less than 25 yards. This period of
the day is especially effective because the
countryside is quiet, because there is seldom
any wind, and the predators haven't yet bed·
ded down for the day. Often the Burnhams
sleep until around midnight before starting
to hunt. They've found this span between
midnight to around sun-up to be· the peak
moving period for predators.

Game calling has many fascinating facets,
each one bringing a new and different thrill.
Any hunter appreciates most the offbeat tricks
he learns for himself, and the only way of
gaining such intimate knowledge is to hunt
regularly. But often this process of learning
is long and drawn-out, much too lengthy for
the hunter who gets afield only once or twicc
a month. Perhaps these secrets we've out·
lined here will give you a short·cut to ~.
success. ~
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one arm. As we came up to the place, the
goats which the women had been driving to
water, were stilI scattered in the brush on
both sides of the trail. Four Somalis with
spears were gathering up the body of the
woman to prepare her for burial.

Kula ignored the men and the goats and
circled through the brush like a hunting
hound. The attack had taken place the pre
vious afternoon. The bloody sign which the
lion had left behind him was now more than
twelve hours old. In spite of this, Kula found
the tracks where the lion had crouched be
side the game trail. He pointed out to me the
imprints where the cat had lunged forward
to attack. In a few minutes, he found the
tracks where the lion had left the body of
the girl and walked northeast.

Tracking a soft·footed lion unde!: any
circumstances is a difficult business. On the
gravelly ground of the cattle trails around
Tabda, it was impossible. But Kula did it.
For the first few yards from the pathetic
remnants of the girl's body, I could see an

Kula, our native guide, congratulates me
on my escape from the man-eating cat.

occasional drop of dried blood or the partial
outline of the lion's big paws. After that,
usually I saw nothing. But Kula saw. The
lion, after eating his grisly meal, had walked
back towards Beles Cogani. We found where
he had laid on his belly and lapped water
from an open cistern near the camel corral.
Sometime about daylight he completed the
circuit of Beles Cogani to our camp. Kula
showed us the big round imprints where the
lion had stood in front of my open tent door
and looked in. The tracks, now mostly ob
scured by the comings and goings of the
camp boys, led past the carcass of the
gerenuk which hung in a tree by the cooking
fire. The cook reported that just at daylight
he had heard "a hyena" trying to' get at the
gerenuk meat and had thrown a piece of
wood at the animal. Kula showed the cook
the tracks of the lion, and grinned.

Kula circled camp to pick up the tracks
to the north of camp. With a full belly, the
killer lion was leaving the country. We were
hours behind him, and although Kula moved
with a steady pace on the track, we were
losing ground. The lion had walked this
way about sunup. We were even farther
behind on his track about the middle of the
afternoon. Sherif, our helper who carried the
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water bottles, now had a light load. Belli
was certain that we would never catch up
to the lion. If the beast was leaving the
country, it wouldn't matter anyway and we
could get back to our elephant hunting. To
make matters worse, we came to an open
area in the thorny brush where the Somalis
had driven a large herd of camels some
time that morning.

Belli and I crouched in the scanty shade
of a little tree and called up Sherif. We drank
the last of the water. Kula circled beyond
the broad band of pockmarked dust where
the camels had passed. In a few moments, he
came trotting back, grinning broadly. "The
lion is there, sleeping," he said pointing
behind him.

Belli didn't translate. He jumped to his
feet and clutched his rifle, a .375 Magnum
with which he had killed several elephants.
I also saw to my Weatherby. I had carricd
a shell in the chamber the whole time any
way, but I looked at it just the same.

"Kula says the lion sleeps in that thicket
over there," Belli whispered, pointing to a
clump of sanseveria and cactus perhaps 200
yards beyond the camel trail.

Still grinning, Kula led us in a half circle
around the thicket. Twice he tested the wind
by dropping a pinch of dust between his
fingers. In the middle of the hot afternoon,
there was no movement of air. Twice Kula
cautioned us to be silent. It was unnecessary.
Belli and I were moving like sweating
shadows across the open ground. On tip toe,
we avoided every stick and thorn. Kula's
bare feet made no sound as he moved for·
ward at a half crouch.

At the edge of the thicket Kula stooped
and pointed. I moved up behind his shoulder.
Through an opening in the spines and thorns
I could see a tawny something that looked
like a well filled laundry bag. The thing rose
and fell with regular breathing. I stared for
several seconds. Kula pulled back.

I thrust the rifle forward. The safety was
already off. The thing that rose and fell
was the stomach of the lion, distended with
the meat of the Somali girl. I could not
see the head of the sleeping lion. I could not
see his paws. I jerked the muzzle of the
rifle a little to the right. The head was that
way. No! The head must lie to the left.

In that instant the lion awoke. He did not
awaken slowly. He did not raise his head to
stare. I do not know what slight sound or
smell betrayed us. That lion had lived with
humans and with death too long to do
anything by half measures. There was a
coughing grunt. He reared up. There was no
doubt now which end the head was on. I
jerked the muzzle of the rifle and fired point
blank at the broad chest. The lion roared and
jumped sideways. The brush crackled as he
thrashed through the spines and stems. In
a few seconds there was silence.

Belli loked at me questioningly. I nodded
with confidence. Kula and I forced the spiny
branches aside and stepped into the opening
where the lion had been asleep. There was
blood everywhere. The branches were sprayed
with bright red blood. To our left was a swath
of broken limbs and spines whcre the lion
had staggered in his death agony. A bull
dozer could not have cleared a better path,
and I never saw a bloodier one.

I checked the Weatherby to make sure I
had put in another shell. In a minute we

(Continued on page 50)
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Type Mark I Reloading dies we have made these
for years. Hard chrome plat~d.

~8 II
Shpg. wgt. 2 Ibs.

Price per set: 2 pc. rifle
die sets $4.79: 3 pc. pistol
!li~ sets $6.49.

m
8
II



$47.50

PANZER
MODEL

.22 LONG
RIFLE CAL.

AUTOMATIC
Finest steel
construction

Finest steel
construction

chrome
Cal. Blue Chrome Engraved
.32 $47.50 $49.95 $54.95
.380 $47.50 $49.95 $54.95
.22 $47.50 $49.95 $54.95

SPECIAL SALE!

Chrome finish, $29.95. Ch'rome e.rigraved
finish, $32.95. Capacity, 8 rounds.

STUKA
MODEL
.22 SHORT
or LONG CAL.
AUTOMATIC

Finest steel
construction

Chrome finish, $28.95. Chrome engraved
finish, $31.95. Capacity, 6 rounds.

MAXIM
MODEL

.25 A.C.P.
CALIBER

Finest steel
construction

Chrome finish, $26.95. Chrome engraved
finish, $29.95. Capacity. 8 rounds.

DERRINGER
MODEL 1873
.22 long Rifle Caliber
The great little lIace-in-the~hole"

of the Indian war era now beau
tifully reproduced. Fires .22 short, long or
long rifle (Special steel construction). Three
styles: Gold, chrome or blue, same price.
Single gun cased $21.95
2 guns cased ...••.••••.••••••...... $43.90

THE
"GREAT"

.DOUBLE ACTION
Big, 24 oz. military style automatic. Choice
of .32 or .380 cal. The Militar features the
latest and safest double action principle.
The hammer is not held in a cocked position
when the chamber is loaded as in older
model automatics. Upon releasing the safety,
a trigger pull cocks the hammer and fires
the piece.

TO ORDER:
Send check, cash or money orders. $5 deposit brings you any gun.
Shipped F.O.B. Hollywood. EASY PAYMENT PLAN. Just $2 down, up
to a year to pay. DEALER iNQUIRIES INVITED.

$84.95
REDUCED FROM $125.00

BOLOMAUSER
MACHINE PISTOL

$49.95

HY
HUNTER'S

ORIGINAL FRONTIER

DERRINGERS

FAMOUS
ORIGINAL
FRONTIER

SIX SHOOTERS

MAILBY

Ml CARBINE! $49.95
.22 Long Rifle Cal. 8-shot, semi-automatic.
Complete with one magazine
Extras: 16-shot over-and-under magazine,
$6.00. 4-power telescopic sight and mount,
$12.50. Compensator, $4.00.

.22 Long Rifle Cal. Semi-automatic 8-shot,
7'12" barrel. Extras: 12" barrel (manually
interchangeable), $12.00. 16-shot over·and
under magazine, $6.00. Special pistol
scope and mount, $14.95.

Exact shooting replicas of the 1800's over.
and-under Frontier Derringer.
.22 sh, L., L. R. Blued finish .....•.. $16.95
.22 sh, L., L. R. Deluxe chrome ..... $19.95
.22 Magnum, blued ...........•... $21.95
.22 Magnum, Deluxe chrome $24.95
.38 Special Deluxe chrome . $39.95

HY HUNTER
Firearms Mfg. Co., Inc.
318 HY HUNTER BLDG.
8255 SUNSET STRIP
HallYWOOD 46, CALIF.

A modern shooting reproduction of the gun that won the Civil War.
Beautiful Walnut Oiled stock. Brass patch box and barrel bands.

.22 Long Rifle Cal. 8-shot, semi-automatic.
Complete with one magazine. Extras
(shown mounted): 16-shot over-and-under
magazine, $6.00. 4-power telescopic sight
and mount, $12.50. Compensator, $4.00.

BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS SPECIAL SALE
REMINGTON MODEL 1863 .58 CAL. RIFLE

Finest blue
finish

6-shot revolver of 1890's era in .22 short
caliber. A unique collector's item never
before offered. In chrome finish, $19.95.

CHICAGO CUB
FOLDING TRIGGER

REVOLVER

ORDER ANY OF HY HUNTERS GREAT NEW GUNS$5 DELIVERS ANY GUN
ON THIS PAGE. 100% GUARANTEED

THE LATEST IN SUPERIOR FIREARMS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.
ALL NEW MINT GUNS!



MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I:~PAID
SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS

Badges in Stock:
PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER
RIFLE MARKSMAN
PISTOL EXPERT
MARKSMAN BAR
PISTOL MARKSMAN

Expert Riflemanls
Badge

(Continued from page 48)
would see just how big the man-eater was.
I wondered how Kula could get through the
torn cactus with his bare feet. He didn't even
look down. I stepped forward confidently. A
few yards along the blood-spattered path of
the dying lion, the cleared swath through
the cactus turned a corner. I stepped around
this. There was a roar, and the lion wa.s in
the air in front of my face.

In that one glimpse, I saw everything as .
though a camera recorded the scene on a
negative in my mind-the open mouth, the
ears laid back, the paws spread on both
sides with the claws out. I even saw the
bloody shoulder where my first shot had hit
too far to one side.

I do not remember aiming or shooting. The
lion hit me in the face and chest. My gun
spun out of my hand at the impact. Belli and
I went down together. I tasted fur in my
mouth-hot, stinking lion fur. I was under
neath the lion. I struggled beneath the thrash·
ing body. I pushed him off. Half on my knees
and elbows, I rolled away to escape the
thrashing claws. My back and· shoulders
were full of cactus, but I did not notice' that
at the time.

Kula was looking down at me. He was
grinning and chuckling. He said something
in Somali, but I didn't get the joke. Belli
was getting dazedly to his feet as I got up.
Belli was on one side of the lion and I on
the other. The massive body twitched a little
and then lay still.

Kula shook my hand and said several
things which sounded like congratulations.
Apparently Kula thought the whole business
had been a wonderful show, that this was
exactly the way to polish off a lion. Belli and
I did not agree. I picked up my rifle. I was
amazed to find that a fresh shell was half
way into the chamber, although the bolt
was not closed. Remember it or not I had
fired at the lion in mid-air and my shot had
caught him at the base of the neck, killing
him almost instantly. I had started to crank
another shell into the gun when the lion
struck me. I had no memory of any of these
events. The whole thing had happened in
one second or less.

My only wounds were in my back, and
they were from spiny cactus points, not from
the lion's claws or teeth. Belli also was
punctured in a hundred places when the lion
had knocked him sideways' into the cactus:

I found later that I h'ild two fractured
vertebrae where the weight of the lion had
bent me sharply backward. I was lucky. Belli
and I solemnly agreed over the body of the
killer that, next time, we would let~
sleeping lions lie. ~

••MORE FUN.
with YOUR GUNS

The wotld of guns ond shooting is tho,oughly cove,ed in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt; amateur gunsmithing and reload·
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

.All :J/'e~e NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FIT S /0,. Onl'} ~ille 2)olla,.~

A Year's Subscription to
... THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

WORLD'S SMALLEST REAL DERRINGER
"LITTLE ACE"

SHOOTS .22 SHORTS
BB & CB CAPS

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 400,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low·
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such fireorms as the
Springfield and M1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost·to-government
prices. You cdn participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.

WEIGHT 3 OZ.

ONLY 3Ys/l OVERALl.

GENUINE SOLID BRONZE FRAME.

BLUED STEEl BARREl. REAL

MINIATURE DERRINGER FOR

COLLECTOR OR TACKLE BOX
Send check or money order.

A-B DISTRIBUTOR, 4243 N. Harlem Avenue, Chicago 34, Illinois

1lL_;6"'J_~~. f@_11
Please enter my subscription 0 $5.00 Enclosed ~\.

I to THE AMERICAN RIFLE-
MAN. enroll me as an NRA \A.\J.
MEMBER and send my lapel 0 Bill me please I' nO"

: button.· '1

~
~:::~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::=::=:::::::::::~:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I f~£~~~~~h]~£.~~~;
CITY·STATE..........._........................................................................ regularly for $1.50-yours

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603.021 at~~~~tr~~:~
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C. ~ APPLICATION

I~~. *Co>::rming application & de;ils wiU also bemailed.iv· ~ TODAYlR_......~_.,.. ....L~=:...:..: -I
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V10 "RAINOEXPORT"

Greatest firearms advance since progressive burn.HUSK BULLETS ing powder. HUSK BULLETS, a 22 calibre bullet in

r---~::----1r4ji~ai3i08;ciailib~re Husk. Pat. Pend., 100% USA made.

~ ~~ _. -. ~
0'/.

HUSK, 18 G,ains HUSK 8ULLET, no Grains BORE EXIT
.220" ID .220 cal. bullet Husk releases 92 gr. bullet
.30b" 00 .308 cal. Husk perfectly every time.

When fired, Husk is squeezed around bullet and both spin down the bore. At muzzle, centrifugal force expands
Husk increasing its drag, causing disengagement from bullet. The 22/308 Husk Bullet's low sectional density
in bore (lbb) results in high M.V. The .22 cal. bullet with Husks removed has high sectional density (270),
maintains high velocity.
Flat shooting .22 cal. bullet from 30-0b cartridge gives point blank range of 400 yards or better. For most
.308 Cal. cartridge-bore combinations, 30-40 Krag, 308 Win., 30-06, 300 H&H, etc. NO ALTERATION
REQUIRED OF RIFLE, CARTRIDGE CASE OR RELOADING TOOLS TO LOAD THE 22/308 HUSK BULLET.

TRY OUR 30-06 MILITARY AMMO LOADED WITH THIS NEW .ULLET!

51t.'. '0;'

Amtorg Trading Corporation
355 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, New York
Tel.: MU 2-7921

MU 2-7919
MU 2-7404

MALTER ARMS COMPANY
22S WEST 34th STREET NEW YORK 1, N. Y•

or

, '

ORO." DIRECT. Send $3.95 for box 0' fifty
22/308 Husk .ullets or box of twenty 30-0.
Husk .ullet Military Ammo. We pay delivery

. charg••••••Iere Inquit'e.

v/0 "RAINOEXPORT"
5 Kalyayevskaya
Moscow K-6, USSR

.. ~ .".

EXPORT -IMPORT
ORGANIZAliON

offers a variety of shoot
ing and sporting guns for
hunters and sportsmen,
produced at the Tula and
lihevsk plants in the USSR.

The high quality of the
sports weapons, which are
known the world over,
have won them fame at
the biggest international
contests. Especially great
was the success achieved
by the USSR trap-shooters
at the last world cham
pionship in the United
Arabic Republic where
they took the first four
prizes.

There are many suit
able models for amateur
and professional hunters
such as Izh-58, Izh-54, Izh-56-3 ("Squirrel"), "Sputnik" and
others which can measure up to any test.

The shooting and sporting weapons made in the Soviet
Union are of very high quality and fine appearance.
Please address your inquiries to:

POLICE PISTOL MATCH

GUNS' 0'" -"'.Uo\ll""Z

(Continued from page 33)

from barricade, at 50 yards in two minutes
and 45 seconds; and 5 rounds single action
prone at 60 yards in 35 seconds. Revol vers of
.38 caliber with barrels not over six inches
are used.

In the 1961 match, held on the University's
police pistol range at Bloomington, Indiana,
348 individuals and 74 teams fired. Up to 24
men fired in each relay. At each stage, each
competitor on the relay took his place, loaded
upon command, holstered his revolver, and at
the command, signalled by a whistle, drew
and began firing. He reloaded when neces·
sary for that stage without further command.
Timing was by stopwatch and a whistle sig
nalled, "cease fire." Competitors were penal
ized for early or late shots.

The Colt Silhouette target was used, but it
had added to it two vertical lines three and
one-half inches apart extending from the chin
to the lower abdomen, and a six-inch circle in
the center of the chest. This is the "X" area
and is used to break ties among competitors
with the same numerical score_

The match is fired combat fashion. No
"alibis" are allowed for faulty ammunition or
malfunction of a revolver-none would be
allowed in a gunfight. Nor is a competitor
permitted to change his gun durit:lg the firing
of a relay. If the gun he starts with becomes
disabled, he is out of the match.

In 1959, Carter Jones was on his way
toward a record score in the match. All hi,
hits were in the "possible" area, which scores
five points each, and 43 of them were in the
"X" area. But one cartridge misfired, thus
scoring one miss. This placed Jones far down
the list of shooters. In 1960, he had no mis
fires, but about halfway through the individ
ual championship a chilly rain began. In a
combat match, you do not stop for rain or
wind as long as the targets stay in the frames.
Jones finished with a score of loa per cent,
with 38 X's-in third place. Later in the
tournament, he fired the course with another
100 per cent, with 44 X's, but that was in the
team match. That score had no effect on the
individual match, and Jones' team was no
match for the White House Police.

In 1961, he finally got his break. When hc
stepped up to the firing line in the individual
event the third day of the match, 17 competi
tors had scores of 99.6 per cent. He scored
100 per cent, with 43 X's. Detective Charles
Crawford of Flint, Michigan, had scored 99.6
per cent with 43 X's in the individual match
for third place, and came through with 100
per cent and 43 X's in the team event. How
ever, Jones fired 100 per cent with 46 X's in
the team match. Now this hard-luck kid had
the honor of holding both the International
Police Combat Pistol Championship and the
record over the match course of fire.

The White House Police, defending cham
pions of 1960, closed their ranks tightly with
three out 'of the four men firing scores of 100
per cent. Their 200 shots scored 994 out of a
possible 1000 points, and 153 of them were
in the slender, elusive "X" area of the target.

Second, third, fourth, and fifth places in
the team event went to the Police Department
of Flint, Michigan; Columbus, Ohio; Her
mosa Beach, California; and Richmond
Heights, Missouri.

Carter Jones has been interested in shoot
ing most of his life. When he was 16,. he
bought his first handgun, a .32-20 Smith and



BRAND NEW!

ORDER YOUR COpy TODAY!

Wesson revolver, and a Lyman 310 Hand
Loader.

In the Army, he became a member of the.
82nd Airborne Division pistol team where he
was trained by Dukes, Ratliff, and others in
an intensive program of eight hours a day.
five days a week on the target range, with
about half the time devoted to coaching.·

Military pistol teams seem to specialize in
National Match Course type competition, and
Jones himself prefers the National Match
Course to all others. In 1956, he won the
Military Service Pistol event in the Southeast·
ern Regional Pistol Matches at Fort Ben·
ning, Georgia, with a score of 277. He also
competed in the National Matches at Camp
Perry, Ohio, that year.

In 1957, at the age of 22, Jones became a
patrolman in the Champaign, Illinois, police
department, and is still so employed. He is
required to fire 20 rounds per month at 50
feet into a 25 yard rapid fire target. From
this 20 round monthly practice session, his
department selects a team to compete every
month in the Central Illinois Police Pistol
Circuit Match. Twelve Central Illinois police
departments comprise the circuit. His depart·
ment also sends the team to the Policeman's
Benevolent and Protective Association Match
each year.

His salary after living expenses will not
support as much shooting as he would like,
but he makes enough money from reloading
ammunition for the city and for individuals
to pay for his ammo. His wife Donna takes
pride in his pistol victories and is happy to
see her husband enjoy himself.

Jones usually shoots in a local mont.hly
pistol mat.ch, his annual st.at.e championship,
the Illinois Police Associat.ion mat.ch, and t.he
Policeman's Benevolent and Protect.ive Asso
ciat.ion match. He has won t.he P.B.P.A.
event. t.he past. t.wo years. The Colt.'s·Indiana
Universit.y mat.ch at. Bloomington is the only
combat mat.ch which he attends.

He had hoped t.o practice intensely for t.his
event., but. various things prevented it.. During
t.he two weeks preceding t.he 1961 mat.ch, he
managed to fire over the course t.hree t.imes
for pract.ice. Since he practices combat. shoot.·
ing so litt.le, he hesitat.es t.o recommend any
particular procedure or met.hod for it. He
feels that anyone who shoots the bullseye
course fairly well can shoot. t.he combat
course, because the fundamentals of sight
alignment, t.rigger control, and gun handling
are identical.

His favorit.e revolver is a Colt. Pyt.hon with
a six inch barrel. He used it to win t.he·1961
Colt's·Indiana Universit.y combat match and
t.he gun is used by him in all bullseye
mat.ches. Sometimes he carries and shoots a
Colt .357.

The Whit.e House Police is t.he uniformed
force charged with protection of t.he White
House under control and supervision of the
Chief of t.he U. S. Secret Service. This small
force is organized along military lines. The
journeyman grade officers earning from $5400
to $7000 per annum are called privates.
Supervisors, including Major Ralph C. Stover,
the commanding officer, have corresponding
intermediate military titles and higher sal·
aries. Vacancies that occur from time to time
are filled by specially selected applicants
from the Metropolitan Police and the Park
Police in the District of Columbia. They take
particular pride in their role as police officers
in the protection of the President, his family
and guests, and other duties pertinent to the

G-66 BRAND ~\

COMPLETE ~)
GUN TREATMENT
The most complete firearms product
ever made. Cleans, Lubricates and
Preserves in one application. A
development of missile research.

Prevents ·Ieading in shotguns. Now
odor free. Will not freeze, oxidize,
or evaporate. 5 oz. can $1.39 pp.

<. ....:' If Ask your dealer for other G 00 products
~ ..';"u~~~e.. ' , Sefler Sports Through Research'

-~ I\Jet·Aer Corporation Potersor.4, N. JNORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-2

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAIO
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from a II over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books. etc.• a II differ·
ent each issue. Widest se
lection avai table anywhere!

T::.t:i:>---"- Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

Deal with Confidence

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to;

H-· lfeHEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. o. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

AMERICA'S
FINEST

ANTIQUE
ARMS

SERVICE

,

From the publishers of GUNS Magazine
comes the all new, 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values. Every price complete
ly revised and adjusted for the year. This
fact-filled guide lists the latest, up-to-date
prices for more than 2,000 famous weapons
according to excellent, good and fair condi
tion. Every weapon described in detail as to
type, make and model. Gun stocks, inlay
designs, barrel, size of bore, year of make
and other unique features are listed for quick
identification.

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-2a
Send me my copy of the brand new 1962
Redbook of Used Gun Values immediately.
$2 enclosed to be refunded if not com
pletely satisfied.

Name _ .

Address _.. __ __ .

City Zone State _

~-------------------

ONLY $2

REVISED EDITION

1962
REDBOOK

OF
USED GUN

VA'LUES

.-------------------
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CENTURY ARMS INC.
52 Lake Street • St. Albans, Vermont

Hand forged and individually engraved heavy steel blade. Hand-made EAGLE
grip with genuine horn inserts. These knives are imported by us a!1d are made ~ne
at a time far in the Mexican interior. 12%" overall. Perfect for huntIng and campmg.
You can't find this knife in any collection outside of a museum. Check, cash or
money order. No C.O.D. please. California residents add 4% state tax.
MERCHANTEER5 INC., DEPT. GM-2, 1221 So. Grand Ave., L. A. IS, Calif.

OTHER CALIBERS
.45 Long Colt., .. .,.,., .,$69.95
.357 Magnum •••••••..••. 74.95
.44 Magnum •••••..••••. 79.95

FRONTIER DERRINGER
Mfg. in Europe. Exact Shooting Replica

of the old Remington O/U Derringer.

.22 LR Blue Finish , $16.95

.22 Magnum Blue Finish 21.95

.22 LR Chrome ........•.. " 19.95

.22 Magnum Chrome ...••••.•... 24.95

.22 LR Gold , .. , . . . .. 26.95

.38 Special Chrome : ..•.... 39.95

SINGLE ACTION GREAT WESTERN KITS
Finish it Yourself Revolver

All machine operations have been completed. Only assembly
and blueing remain to be done..22 Cal•.22 Hornet .3B Spl.
.357 Mag..44 Spl. .44 Mag••44-40 .45 Long Colt 43/4"
5V2" - 7V2" Barrels.

ONLY $59 95 Kit is complete with all parts
• and assembly, instructions.

E & M FIREARMS CO., INC. P'~;'UBD~~ ~~~~, ~~~F.O

ONLY $3995
.22 Long Rifle •. .22 Magnum

Blue Finish, Stag Grips 5 liz" Bbl. Mfg. in Germany
by Sauer & Son. Full Size Frontier Revolver. Wt.
40 oz.

Militory Collectors' FIND!
FAMOUS BRITISH ~~

PlAT ~'f&

PANZER BUSTERSl
BRITAIN'S ORIGINAL BAZOOKA! CHURCHILL'S SECRET WEAPON!

In the dark days of World War II, during the Dunkirk debacle, the British Army put its trust in
this versatile little tank buster. The famous PlAT mortar was the British predecessor of the
Bazoo~a. Pri"!'larily inter'!ded as an easily portable, lightweight weapon - to give close-quarter
protection against tanks, It also doubled as a mortar to launch smoke and anti-personnel bombs.
This unique and versatile transition weapon makes a fascinating addition to every military gun
collection, den, or hunting camp.

N.R.A. Good to Excellent. Packed three to original box

ONLY $19.95 each.
Two for $35.00
Three for $43.50

SEND
ORDERS TO-

conduct of business at the White House.
Hundreds of Treasury Agents have been

trained on the combat target range of the
White House Police. Their training and quali
fication firing with revolvers includes both
bullseye and combat style shooting. The semi
annual revolver qualification firing is con
ducted on the indoor U. S. Treasury range
under the supervision of U. S. Coast Guard
range officers. Slow and timed fire are shot at
SO feet on a target with a 2%, inch black
bullseye containing the 10, 9, and 8 scoring
rings. Rapid fire is shot on the Colt sil
houette activated as a three second bobber.
The minimum qualifying score is 210 out of
a possible 300,

Their combat course of fire for .38 caliber
revolvers consists of 12 rounds double action
from hip level at 7 yards in 40 seconds; 12
rounds double action from a barricade at 25
yards in 75 seconds; six rounds kneeling and
6 rounds sitting at 35 yards in 90 seconds;
and 6 rounds single action prone at 50 yards
in 40 seconds. The seven and 25 yard stages
are fired half with the right hand and half
with the left. The revolver is holstered at the
beginning of each stage and drawn upon the
signal to commence firing. Reloading is per
formed as necessary. A stationary Army "E"
silhouette target is used.

Following the stages described above, a
moving target phase is carried out upon a
silhouette making a round trip over a 36 foot
course. This phase consists of 6 shots double
action in the off-hand position with the strong
hand at 25 yards in 20 seconds, six shots dou
ble action pointillg from the shoulder at 15
yards in 12 seconds, and six shots in the off
hand position with the weak hand at 15 yards
in 20 seconds. Strong-hand stages begin with
the revolver holstered. Hits count 5 points,
but two bystander targets are interposed with
the moving target, and a hit on a bystander
draws a five point penalty.

A notable feature of this course is the
firing of six-shot strings rather than the cus
tomary five-shot strings. Finely trained com
petition shots accustomed to five-shot strings
have been known to fire five shots in moments
of excitement and eject the sixth cartridge
with the empty shells. The course includes
both right and left hand, single and double
action, short and long range firing on still
and moving targets.

This pistol team has no secret short-cut to
pistol superiority. Their doctrine of good
marksmanship technique is summed up in,
"Diligent attention to sight picture and trig
ger squeeze while in the steadiest position
are considered to be the prime factors in
attaining best scores."

Close attention is paid to stance, grip, and
analysis of hits, but individuals are permitted
considerable leeway in the use of techniques
and methods best suited to themselves. Some
of their routine training practices that have
merit are:

1. Double hand grip at 7 yard hipshooting
and 25 yards barricade positions.

2. Precise timing of all stages.
3. Concentration on weakest stages for in

tensive training.
4. Lining holsters with metal, smoking

sights, and smoothing revolver actions.
Whenever time and duty permit, practice

with .22 and .38 caliber pistols over both
Lullseye and combat type courses is sched
uled for the pistol team. However, instructors
are team members, and training and qualifi-
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cation sessions for the various U. S. Treasury
Agencies in the area or special agent groups
in area schools take precedence over team
activities. Consequently, because of other
commitments, no intensive or regular prac·
tice was indulged in just before the Colt's·
Indiana University match.

White House Police officers, including the
pistol team, are armed with good quality,
commercially available .38 caliber revolvers.
Some have four-inch and some six-inch
barrels. Some are intended primarily for servo
ice use. Others have target refinements. As a
spokesman of the organization expressed it,
"We employ the weapons issued and author
ized to the best of our ability." They are not
overly sensitive to any make, model, weight,
size, or length.

The controversy over barrel length is one
that has gone on for years and will continue
to go on for many more. The White House
Police found that the five and six inch
barrels with their accompanying longer sight
radii appeared to deliver tighter shot groups
at the longer ranges. However, they believe
that the advantage of the six inch barrel as
compared to the four inch barrel is reduced,
if not completely reversed, at the shorter
ranges and in quick draw handling. There·
fore, whereas many departments select four
inch service grade revolvers purely because
of their low cost, the White House Police give
their officers a regulated option of long or
short barrels. For very sound reasons they
prefer adjustable sights over fixed sights.

The team decided the course of fire in the
Colt's-Indiana University match, where the
time element was not critical but every point
was important, called for the longer barrels.
They made the gun part of the scoring rna·
chine, and their success proved the soundness
of their judgment.

In a similar match, where the extreme
range was 25 yards instead of 60, and six
shots were fired in the time usually allotted
for five, they used four inch barreled reo
volvers because of their easier handling under
accelerated conditions. And-they won again.

They are effective off the target range, too.
On November 1, 1950, the taut, orderly rou·
tine of the White House Police was rent
asunder by gunfire. The first attempted assas
sination of a President in residence was in
progress. President Truman was residing in
Blair House, had just returned there from his
office in the White House grounds at 2 :25
P.M. when two Puerto Rican Nationalists
opened fire simultaneously on the officers
stationed at the west end and main entrance
to the security area.

The attempt was foiled in less than a min·
ute by agents and officers of the security
detail on duty. One officer was mortally
wounded but killed his assailant. Two other
officers and the other assailant were seriously
wounded. The would·be assassin stood trial
after recovery and is now serving a life sen
tence in prison.

Carter Jones and the White House Police
pistol team are now preparing for next year's
meetings. Perhaps these straight·shooting
policemen can maintain their superiority
over their colleagues, but a lot of policemen
all over the country are practicing hard to
beat them. Pistol shooting is that way-the
only thing you can be certain of when you
enter the match is that you'll meet competi·
tion, and plenty of it. The outcome is~
anybody's guess. ~

.22 Cal. AutoLoader-SO rds.
(Rem.) ••.•••••••••••••••. $2.00

.30 U.S. Carbine. 100 rds $7.50

.30 Cal. Luger-60 cds S3.60

.25/20 Cal.-SO cds $3.60

ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43
, r

One of the
"Hottest Sellers"

in the Western Hemisphere

BORE-LITES
Slo0 po~t

- paid
w/curved Lucite

Heads & Batteries

over 100,000 in use and a multitude
sold at almost double the price.
Smartly finished in chrome w/red
black & green.black patterns.

DEALERS-WHOLESALE
25 for $17.00 ppd.

100 for $62.00 ppd.

Our brand new fully illustrated
catalogue is out. Featuring: Civil

War Muskets & Carbines; Winchesters; Ken
tuckies; Springfields; Flintlocks & Percussions;
Swords; Accoutrements and Loads More.
Price SOc.

WESTCHESTER TRADING CO.
G-2478, Arthur Avenue, Bronx 58, New York

_iIJ
...........- Cal.7MM Only $18.95

We've just uncovered these genuine German-made Mau.
sers with poor barrels. some pitting on receivers; interior
of all actions guaranteed usable. A real find for pro
gressive gunsmiths who recognize the built-in value of
usable German-made Mauser actions at such low cost
Only S18.95 for complete rifle. Ideal for rebarreling to
7M M or orther popular calibers. (Mfg. by OBERN
DORF/Nl.

Another GUNSM IT H's Special

M1910 COSTA RICAN MAUSER
7MM LARGE RING ACTION

The Ultra Supreme
ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE only $8.95

A fast handling, Ii.htweilht carbine in good condition.
Caliber 6.5 Italian. The ideal inexpensive "shooter,"
priced moderately at only $8.95. Military Ammo (cal.
6.5) that shoots. $7.50 per 100. 6.5 hunting ammo that
shoots. $3.95 per box of 20.

only $12.95
'93 MAUSER SPORTER

A sporting rifle within the reach of all. Model '93 of
the Famed Mauser system, sporterized as shown for
lightness of weight and ease in handling. This 7mm
Mauser comes ready to use. Condition re-blued and fair
-$12.95. Military ammo (cal. 7MM) that shoots. $6.50
per 100. 7M M hunting ammo that shoots, $3.95 per box
of 20.

The Famed Hi-Power

REMINGTON

t!!=
R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions, with forearm $9.95
R.R.8., complete Barreled Actions, less forearm $8.95
R. R. B., complete Actions, $5.95; Barrels $4.95
R.R.B., Semi-finished butt stocks, mil. type, new

mfg. (Sold only with barreled a.lions) $5.95
Receiver, stripped, $2.50; Block. $1.00; Firing pin,
$1.75: Firing pin retainer, SOc; Hammer, $1.00; Main
SIJring, $2.25; Receiver pins, sac; Trigger, 75c; Trigger

W:~~~~'gt?t~c~1.~5i;9~:-iv:~~~r~ac~,1·38c;;1~~~els1'"::ds,$~a~~:
SOc. Orig. .43 Spanish Ammo. (Some misfires), $5.00
per 100: $37.50 oer 1000 rd•.

LEWIS

Sele.t $39.95

POINTER
PUPS

LANCHESTER
Rare British sub machine gun cal 9 mm
complete. $29.95: Sele.t. $39.95.' .

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

USED BY
BRITISH NAVY

WW II

UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

BROWNING
British air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as U.8.
Browning except .303 British caliber.

Com lete rice onl 59.95

USED BY
U.S. & BRITAIN

light machine gun, cal. .303.
Complete $29.95

Accessory kit $9.95

U. S. M-3 GREASE GUN Cal••45 ACP

·Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

A "must" for collectors of military weapons. The only
speci.mens available anywhere--and they are in unused
condition. While they last OnlY 549.95.

LAHTI
ANTI TANK RIFLE

Caliber 20M M and gas op-
eratod. Made in Finland and LONG

frne:, b:tf~rei~~a~afe~m:t,.~~s v.::-:'~~~t~r~~s:~c:~ll r~d~~r:i~~l BARREL FLARE PISTOLS
heavy duty chest. with essential replacement parts and Ideal for boats or for celebration. Surplus

}C6~S~~ii~~ ~~~t:dt~d~y I~:ti.p~~~: $;:.i:~tAa,r~t i5~A~r: ~:;:~n~te~~fu1~er~epnpc~y~:e.re$d6.0~a~~~ Only _.
ABLE: 20MM armor pier.ing rounds, $84.95 per 100. S15.00 per dozen with paper eases: $21.00 $6.95
Minimum order. 10 rounds for $9.95. per dozen with aluminum cases.

K~RDISTAN BRIGAND SABE~ t.NAVAL CUTLASS of Solingen St~el

'Cf . D § (k}\~'S $ :6'.)

... 2 52 - ~~S;f &~
Used extensively by warriors at the famous j. Kyber Pass"
stand. Brass handle, steel scabbard. as illustrated- Naval Cutlass with Scabbard. Excellent:=:1 N$a~:15'c:ll~sSS 8~:thPf:r: on~yurtn~~~ p,~;a;~~25 8::d~ condition. Crest removed. Only $7.25 plus SOc Post.

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COllECT. Send $20.00 minimum AMMO SPECIAL
for COD's.

Compression molded Imitation Sta~.
For most American Tar~et Guns, $4.50

pro Yes. for Hi-Std. Double 9 too. Orl~inators

g~J'J>rWl~~L~lJ'TC~~Rc'~},fhs.fP,'t;W.~-~~~l'nu~~~
sin~le 6 &: Coit SAA new model $9. Also most
complete stock of quality ~enulne Pearl, Ivory,

and Sta~ ~rips.

ORDER NOW! REMEMBER. IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP
WE'VE GOT IT! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd .. Montebello 15. Calif.

For hlJ:h scores &: greater shock absorp
tion. crack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Slocks. hnl)rovcd back Slrap built Into
slock, additional len~lh, width &: bceadth,
form fittlnJt non-slip In"ip: ALL combine
Lo insure you positive control &: Rreater
!:<1100l!llJ: accuracy. Thou~h often copied, nothlnl! can com
pare to the reel &: service of Pointer Stocks. UNCONDI·
TIONACr.y GUARANTEEDl Will never warp, flare-up or
hUI·n. Will never lose its ori .... luster. Easy to install.
~~~b~:fW'Atl~~Por~~g~~s$7~~g~ce of finishesl IVORY.

Pointer
STOCKS
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AT ABOUT 50%'
SAVING .

BLOCKS

LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

8 ONLY $2.95
~

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber call
given wleL magazine•

QuicklY installed
sight set. Stream·
lined front ramp
with sight. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built In. Both in·
stalled by simply As found on Colt
Ul:"htenln~ AlJen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
"d., rear .775 I.ei
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu..
Jar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY 52.95
for complete set!

~
Brond new, either right or left.. State which.
S3.75. SPECIAL! Pair fo, $6.50.

inner mag. tUbes, .22 caL, unused, complete, 53.4S ppd.

WINCHESTER

FIRING PINS L ~
'92 Model ...............•••••.....•.... $2.95
'73-38 & 4"4/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls $3.75
Hi & Low Wall. state if rim or center fire .. $2.95

WINCHESTER MODEL 90 & 06

'.'

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

(;()(;MONOI¥IIIKri-tl¥RJf

~~
Simply insert in your. bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall
and cock an closing design. Our unit reo
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of the bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives for better, (and faster)
feeding, for better extraction. Regular
lafety workl 01 ulual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-Itate which-not for Britilh SMLE)

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, flts
flush with Guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are seiling 52.45

• 15 shot, In original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo.'"

~J)))))))}))jjjjJ}j}j; oth;; i ~~~::.I •

FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES
~:}:t ~':~~13:f~~ t~~t~fi. p~r;,' l';~~~i~~SPta'm~~ al~;~t ~1tt~~
firin~ pin. Really safe. does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0· Speed mainsprin~ of.special Austrian steel $3.75

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield, Jap. & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport- .
er. appearance. Takes only
mInutes & prcd uces a far
better job than cutting &
weldil'ie;J. No need to cool
bolt wIth water-blocks ab

sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundreds,
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
520 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions, ONLY $9.95
plus SSe pp.

barrels are
in the same

our now fa-

These
rifled
way
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
b roo ch e d or "but·
toned" but actually
, if led. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot.
ers, the very best
blanks available any
where.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ;::;

C
MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
514.85 + 85t - OR
FULL 42" long • • •
519.50 + 51.10 ship
ping.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
(n

.22 R.F. MAGNUM
borrel blonks-22" long, 19/32" on shonk, %"
shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered,
blued. Mode by one of the World's largest ba.rrel
makers, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢
Post.

Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight., rifted blank-6
~ro()ve for super accuracy. 27" IUIlR'-lal'ge diameter
makes adapt.able for Illf'st rim or center fire actions.
1 tum in 14" only 57.95 plus 70¢

(Chambering: for .22 L.R. only, add $1.00)

!1lO&Wg&W@~~t?~

088 !iJ&l11lU/W

ROUND
MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS

FULL 48'" long-.45 cali her. rifled 1 turn in 56.....
straight length hlanks. Ilk .... O.D. These barrels
are rit1ed-(KOT hultoncd or hrollthed) which is
the only way to ohtain !lroner KrOO\'e denlh. Eight
grooves make for sUller accuracy. 0 NLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 Oil. & hdlg.
SA M E. ON LY 32" LON Guu __ $9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight ritled lellA"lhs, 3:!'" long, 1%.... o.d. 1 turn
in :!:!.... heautiful 4 ~roove rittins:, used for re
harreling \\"incheslers. )Iarlins. "·hilneys. Spring
fields etc. Unheard of price of $9.60 plus 95¢.

§+

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS. for )lse

~~,!>ali;~:g~la~l~~10J""ondi~~~t~::.l°'iIF~I:~h~e ::!:l ~~:~'I
chambered for 22 I. r .• 6 Itrouve rifling. Each barre
trued. t.ested and serial numbered by Remington. The
pride of Reminstton's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for rebarreling. you will in the future
-may we su~est you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
excepthlllal price before they are gone? High strengt.h
Sleel. suitable for center fire calibers. fine for t.arget
pistol balTels. Orlltlnally made for the 513 Targetrifles Special $4.95 plus 50¢; post.

(FULL OCTAGONAL)
45-70 BARREL BLANKS

For use in reharreling \Vlnchesters. Marlins, Sprlng
fields, Kennerly's. \Vhitney's, Remington RoBing
Blocks, Hepburns. Ballards. etc.. etc._4 groove,
1 turn in 22". IS/IIl" across flats. Full 32" long

ONLY 514.50 plus S5¢.

=~~~~~~RDUST COVERS
~ complete with llide &

Of~~ Icr.w •••••••••• $3.75

NUMRICH ARMS ;E:::~R~::
CORPORATION ---

27" long x 15/16" dia. Used for .44 Special, Mag
num, 44/40 HI~h alloy steel, adaptable to Wm
chester '92, 187:1. Marlin models. 12 groove rifling,
Ideal for custom pistol barrels etc. $8.50 plus 70¢
p:>st.

S8 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

BeautifUl 6 groove, .357 groove dia., I turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. 58.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

FLINT FRISSEN SPRINGS
for 1819, 1826 & 1836 U. S. Martial
Flint Pistols. Also fits many Ken·
tucky's & others. Illustration exact 1h
size---center to center screw hole to pin
3/4", unused. minor rust ... $5.95 ppd.

REMINGTON MODEL 24
.22 Automatic Extractors-Un-
available for Years 53.75

HEW HICH SPEED FORMULA takes second.
to apply ... beautifies. protects. Deep blue
permane.,t finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every.
where. Guaranteed to be the bed cold blue
you ever u.ed-or ·your money back.

3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ~ .
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1"Pint $7.st~ .

Now you can join in America's
fastest growing sport-Shoot
ing the "old smokers". Reason
ably priced - all American
made. Lowest cost big bore
shooting possible - less than
.22 L.R.

You Get-ready to shoot
immediately

• The fine Hopkins & Allen
underhammer percussion rifle '~

• A.45 caliber bullet mold :
• Flask with quarter pound of '

black powder
• Box of 100 percussion caps
• Powder measure - maple

ramrod
• Instruction booklet on "how"

, " ~ tn¥A'rIYM Muml
HOPKINS &. ALLEN I.~~~~

ll;STANT GUN BLUE

lUJm~~~@ !1®IDillumw ~lli®®ilibnw ~M
IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTlNG
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

TRADES?-SURE!
All American Made. Discounts to dealers of 3 or
more. Send long, self-addressed, stamped enve
lope for additional free information.

POWDER HORNS
w/50 Grain Measure

Specially made &

~
. S-. priced to go with

~._ ~~ PJ our Hopkins &
.~~ Allen Rifles & oth-

ers. Natural horn
beautifully polished & marbled. With carry strap,
measure--12 to 14", ready to use 55.95 ppd.

NEW OFF-HAND
MODEL )

(Full Octagonal barrel)
lighter weight - only 7'/2 Ibs.
better for hunting and plinking,
32" barrel, hunting sights. Com
plete with all equipment as listed
above.

SPECIFICATIONS
* 45 Caliber 32" 8 groove

super accu.rate barrel
round or octagonal, as
shown.
* Walnut stock* Signts - open

rear, lyman
#4 f,ont '

* Brass ferrules,
cap protector

ROUND BARRel OCTG. BARRel

,.COMPLETE KIT,.' • • ..f' Rifle and every- • • . ~ .
. . thing needed I •
: ~ • for i~mediate ~ •

1 1 shooting . . .
(shipped Exp.

, chgs. collect)



PHEASANTS ON SNOW
(Continued from page 23)

let the pursuer go swinging up in readiness. My sudden stop
told the bird he'd been discovered, and now
literally exploded as he flushed. I knocked
him down and, as the gun banged, the other
cock exploded into flight from an identical
hideout scarcely 20 feet away. No one could
miss two such wide-open shots, and within 15
minutes of starting, I had the brace of cock
birds I'd wanted.

I was unwilling to believe that the rest of
the flock consisted only of hens. I cut a 150
yard arc to where the cocks' trails had left
the flock, and examined the tracks of the
remaining birds. A couple of them had the
right stride length.

The tracks of that flock, very shortly after
I'd turned off in pursuit of the two cocks,
had turned almost directly away from that
point of separation. They were probably be
tween 200 and 300 yards away from the spot
of shooting, amply distant so my two shots
didn't appreciably disturb them.

Not being pursued, the birds had merely
ambled along, interweaving their tracks so
that keeping individual trails separated was
almost impossible. I just had to follow the
flock trail until the birds, hearing or seeing
me behind them, would separate according to
individual inclinations. Only then would it
be sensible to try to select the tracks which
indicated the longer-striding cocks.

Before that happened, I lucked into a freak
break. A burst of gunfire on the opposite
bank of the Jim river halted me in Illy
tracks. Seconds later, I saw a flight of birds
coming toward me. Since their eyesight
equaled mine, and since I bulked a helluva
lot larger, it was silly to think of trying to
move out of their sight; if they saw me move
they'd merely flare wide of shotgun range.
So I stood still, my Ithaca at the ready, and
only my eyes moving.

Two cock birds in the flight of eight
pheasants that came toward me along a 100
yard front might offer shooting. One was
coming right at me, while the other would
pass at perhaps 35 yards.

As even the greenest tyro shotgunner
knows, the easy shot is the straight incomer,
or the straightaway outgoer. But it takes a
heap of hunting to learn that the smart way
to score doubles is to take the long bird
first, where the shot pattern has opened
sufficiently to kill cleanly without mangling
meat, and then switch to the close-in bird,
which has then moved far enough away so
it, in turn, is killed with a spreading pattern.
This order of shots can be taken quite leisure
ly, whereas the reverse order risks mangling
the close bird and then having to hustle to
catch the second within killing range.

Having previously doubled on a consider·
able assortment of game, I chose the former
methods. But this turned into an extra
ordinary situation. Five seconds later, I was
still holding my shotgun at the ready, but I
hadn't yet fired a shot; nor did I have any
live targets within shotgun range.

The first bird, which I had planned to
shoot at some 35 yards, had simply rolled
out of the sky before my finger ever tightened
on the trigger. And that shook me so that I
didn't even swing around to take the second
bird, after he had passed me and offered a
cinch straightaway shot. I merely stared at
the slowly settling powder snow that the

they can turn aside and
by while they hide.

Thus, if you start to trail a mature cock,
he isn't going to run either very fast or
very far. I'd guess the average distance you'll
have to walk will tally up to about 400 yards
per bird. Frequently, two or three cocks will
branch off together and, eventually, can be
jumped in close proximity of each other.

Firm snow, but soft enough to show
pheasant tracks clearly, allows the hunter to
sort out cocks from hens by their regularly
larger feet. The hens may stay right with
the cocks, but they're much more likely to
veer off in separate directions. In fluffy snow,
where the flakes partially fill the tracks, the
length of stride separates the cocks from

hens. The hens, being considerably shorter·
legged, take strides only about two-thirds as
long as those of the cock birds. Hens, if the
snow is soft and deep enough, may also show
a certain amount of body-brushing of the
snow, due to their shorter legs.

I soon found tracks of perhaps a dozen
pheasants. After their initial sprint, I
selected two that, because of their longer
strides, indicated they were cock birds. After
some 60 yards of zigzagging, they turned
sharply away from the tracks left by the
rest of the flock. That was fine with me. It
would just insure that I wouldn't first come
upon the shorter-legged hens, flush them,
and possibly have their flight trigger the
cocks into flushing at long range.

After another 60 to 70 yards, the two
tracks began to zigzag very sharply; a half
dozen yards in one direction, then ten feet
in another, occasionally crossing over each
other. That's what I was waiting for. This
meant that the cocks were seeking some dabs
of cover in which to crouch.

This is when my Ithaca came up in readi·
ness. My eyes flicked the trail just often
enough to keep me along its main direction.
The rest of the time, I was watching ahead,
trying to spot a suspicious·looking hump of
feathers in the snow. But those two cocks
surprised me with a new dodge. They hadn't
found any cover dense enough to hide them.
So they merely ducked under the fluffy snow
and tunnelled in it for perhaps three feet
far enough so that their tail-feathers were
also concealed.

The sun had come out thinly while I'd
been trailing, and the first indication I had
that I was within a dozen feet of my game
was the sight of a cock bird's wild yellow eye,
peering out at me from under the snow cap
the bird wore. Once he had tunneled into the
snow, he'd lifted his head just high enough
to be able to see me. On a dull day, I might
have missed seeing him.

This sight brought me up short, my Ithaca

HUNTING TRAILS
Edited by Raymond R. Camp

(Appleton-Century-Crofts,
New York, N.Y., 1961. $7.95) .

An anthology of hunting stories is always a
pleasure, but when it is compiled by Ray
Camp, it is bound to be delightful. This
volume is no exception and Ray's writings, as
well as those of the contributors, will make
many evenings go pleasantly fast during the
time when last year's hunt is but a memory
and plans are being made for next year's
excursions afield. Among the contributors are
Russel Annabel, Ed Zern, Nash Buckingham,
Havilah Babcock, and, of course, Ray Camp.
Comment: A choice book of hunting lore.
-R.A.S.

PACIFIC AND NORTHWEST HUNTING
By Alfred J. Goerg

(Mail order only, from author, 3009 S. Laurel
St., Port Angeles, Wash., $3.50)

Written by a hunter, for hunters, this book
holds much of interest to all hunters and es·
pecially to hunters planning trips into the
title area. Here are detailed descriptions of
experiences with the game, big and small, of
that region, plus advice on guns, gear, and
specific locales. Hunting with handguns is
one of the author's pet interests, and this is
well covered in his book.-E.B.M.

THE AMERICAN CARTRIDGE
By Charles R. Suydam

(Santa Ana Gunroom, Santa Ana, Cal.)
This fully illustrated volume is outstanding

in that it covers practically all of the known
rimfire cartridges made at one time or an·
other in the United States. From the .56-56
Spencer loads right down to today's .22 rim
fire loads, the cartridge collector or the casual
browser is bound to find interesting reading
matter. For the student of firearms develop·
ment this volume is indispensible and truly a
find. Photographing cartridges can be a
thankless task, but the pictures in this small
volume are of the highest quality. This is a
book that should be in the library of every
serious student of firearms and cartridge
development.-R.A.s.

DECOYS AT SHELBURNE MUSEUM
David S. Webster and Wm. Kehoe

(The Shelburne Museum,
Shelburne, Vt., 1961. $3.00)

I have been more or less intimately familiar
with wildfowl decoys most of my life, but I
know more about them now than ever before,
thanks to this fascinating and profusely illus·
trated little book. I didn't know, for example,
that Indians made decoys more than a thou
sand years ago; made them of reeds bound
together with rushes, and painted with primi.
tive pigments. Here are more than a thou·
sand decoys for wildfowl and shorebirds of
many kinds, some roughly primitive, some
are works of art and craftsmanship. There is
a chapter too on "The Making of Decoys."
And in the text is information not only about
the decoys but about the birds themselves. In
all, a pleasant book to read and own.-E.B.M.
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HOLLYWOOD
Automatic

Reloads J800 Shotshells an hour
Here is a production tool of speed,
accuracy and durability that com
bines the perfection of material,

design and workmanship so
greatly desired by shotshell
reloaders today. $575.00 com
plete FOB Hollywood, Cali
fornia.

Write for free literature
Dealer Discounts

HOLLYWOOD GUN SHOP
Dept. G, 6116 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Colifornia

FOR YOUR HANDGUN STOCKS

HERREll'S SlOCKS
BOX 741, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

New!
BEAUTIFUL

A new service in High Relief Hand
Carvings and 2-Color Art Engrav
ings. finest work, finest walnut
woods. Get our Free Brochure
full Qf actual pictures.

• CARVINGS
• ENGRAVINGS

YOU GET ALL THESE

ADVANTAGES
WITH THE DOUGLAS

ULTRARIFLED*

BARREL

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G· 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

~4 Acre Homesite in Florida - private lake.
free country club privlleges, beaches at prop
erty. fishing. Lovely homes. paved roads under
construction. Pure water, utilities. all available.
Guaranteed hjgh, dry land. $795 complete.
Free photos. booklet. No obligation. Write to:
Rainbow Lakes Estat·es, Dept. K-25
817 Silver S!>rin~s Blvd., Ocala. Florida

with
1shell$695
Express
Collect

Additional shells $.50 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent
injury. Highly polished heavy nickel case! spring
steel clip. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors· Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

cock's fall had lifted in an explosive puff.
It wasn't until I retrieved the bird that its

sudden collapse began to make sense. A thin
stain of lung blood dribbled out of its beak.
That bird had been lung-shot, but had man·
aged to fly some hundreds of yards before it
had drowned in its own blood and collapsed.

The flock I had been trailing had gained
100 yards by this time, but I resumed the
trail. I did not hurry; the surest way to make
pheasants flush wildly is to rush after them.
If they don't find suitable cover, they take to
their wings as a last resort.

I suppose I followed that flock for nearly
300 yards before the trails abandoned their
inter-weaving pattern and began to spread
out. But the only two trails I could positively
identify as having been made by cocks then
separated. It was one or the other-in this
instance I couldn't follow them both.

I swung to the right of the trail by two or
three paces and followed its windings with
my eyes, with ears cocked for the flush. As
any experienced bird hunter knows, it's
easier to swing on a bird that gets up some
what to the left of a right handed gunner.
The swing then has a far greater flexibility.

But there was an even more important rea·
son for my moving outside of the flock trail.
While following this flanking cock, I would
also be making a circling approach on the
rest of the birds and one of ~hem was another
cock. Thus, I was working on the strong
possibility of flushing and killing the cock I
was after, and then being in excellent position
to move in on the balance of the flock.

These birds had been followed for some
hundreds of yards. They'd be getting tired of

. . . direct to you from the

"RIFLE BARREL CAPITOL OF THE WORLD"
High quality production and continued excellence of Douglas
barrels have led a leading market survey to refer to Crosslanes
(Charleston 2), West Virginia, the home of the G. R. Douglas Co., as
"the rifle barrel capitol of the world."

Now Available.
BUTTON RIFLED*

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS
We now have muzzle loader barrel blanks avall

able for delivery. These blanks wtll be supplled In
three sizes of octagon shaped steel-%", 1". and 11,~"

across the flats. They wtll flnlsh up to 42" long. All
blanks have a high quality coldflntshed outstde sur
face. Calibers avatlable are 32. 36, 40, 45. and 50. We
at the Douglas Co. feel that our experience In pro-·
duclng some of the world's flnest rifle barrels wlll
enab'e us to make a muzzle loader second to none In
quallty and performance. Price wlll be $32.50. subject
to regular gunsmiths discount. Please wrtte for com
plete Informatlon on these barrels, sent free. 'Those
barrels of larger callbel' made tn the smaller steel
wtll be cut rifled since tt Is Impractlcal to use the
button process In this Instance.

• Highest Quality • Button Rifled since 19S3
• Low Cost • Finest Inside Finish
• Best Discount to Gunsmith • Record Holding Barrels
• Stainless Steel • Straightest Sporters
• Chrome-Moly Steel • Most Calibers 20 to 4S0.
• Timken (17-22-AS) Steel world's longest wearing barrel

steel for express cartridges.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled"
barrel is the finest production made barrel obtainable
today. Day after day these barrels insure the attain
ment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least
trouble and the most profitable for the dealer-gun-
smith. You can depend on Douglas. .

Write for free descriptive data.
*Patented T. M. Reg. Made Exclusively by G. R. Douglas.
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JIFFY-SHOT MITTENS an ideal gift to
answer year-round hunter's needs. Exclusive
fingerflap design gives complete protection
from icy cold of winter trail or duck blind,
but permits instant use of warm trigger
finger. Strong, supple, genuine deerskin with
full, blizzard-wool lining, even under elasti·
cized wrist band. Small, medium, large in
bright red or natural, $7.45 per pair. Avail
able for lefthanded shooters at no extra
charge. From G. F. Sweet. & Co., Inc., 10
Allyn St., Hartford 3, Conn.

NEW CATALOG from E. C. Bishop & Son,
Inc., Warsaw, Mo., features Bishop line of
custom finished rifle stocks. Catalog No. 612
pictures t.he custom-finished "Sporter" Stocks,
"Mannlicher," "Varminter" and "Chucker"

Stocks, as well as finished st.ocks and forends
for Lever and Automatic Repeating Rifles.
Mailed with each catalog request is exclusive
Bishop Custom Fitting Chl!,!"t.

ROOMY CAMPER MODEL called Skylark,
reasonably priced at $498.00. Other popular
models include the Mescalero 30-8 at $598
retail and the Eagle 20·10 at $698.00 re
tail. All three are of unitized construction.
Rugged, light, easy-to-tow, roomy models
easy to set up. Manufaetured by E-Z .Kamper
Inc., Loyal, Wis.

SHOPPING

NEW "MINI-GOAT" sired by Trail Goat
out of Mini-Cycle now gives sportsmen a
new light weight trail cycle that rides easily
on trails or across rugged terrain. Powered
by Briggs and Stratton 4 cycle engine,
pushed by the large 5" wide 16" tractor
tires on a wide base wheel, this 84-pound
"cross breed" gives lightness and mobility
of a Mini-Cycle plus the power and rugged:
ness of the Trail Goat. Tests have shown
over 300 pounds can be brought out of the
most rugged terrain by Indian style travois.
Further details available from Luther En
gineering & Mfg. Company, 542 No. Fairoaks
Ave., Dept. P41, Pasadena, Calif.

THE COLT PATERSON. First successful
revolver produced by Samuel Colt manufac
tured at Paterson, N.J. Scarce revolver along
with over 1500 other interesting, hard-to-find,
authentic weapons for sale in thick, over 200
page catalog-reference book of The Museum
of Historical Arms. All items in new catalog
are photo-illustrated, completely and accu
rately described, and priced. Send $1 for val
uable book, refunded with first purchase to
THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS,
1038 Alton Road, Dept. G-2, Miami Beach,
Fla.

G-7 HAWK CALL has proven invaluable to
quail hunters plagued by scarry coveys of
quail. Reports show that when hunter's dog
goes down on a point indicating quail in
area, several blasts from Hawk Call will
freeze covey allowing hunter to get closer
before the birds flush. Proved true even later
in season after they have been pursued by
other hunters. G-7 Call available from P. S.
OIt Co., Pekin, Ill.

MASTER PISTOL shooters around the
world are enthusiastic about this Hammerli
"Single" C02 handgun for practice and com
petition. Shoots waisted .177 cal. pellets with •
fine 25' accuracy. Trigger pull is sensitive,
adjustable to eliminate take-up and to ad
just pull-weight. Single shot, length 12"
overall (sight radius 10"), weight 2.2 pounds
including C02 cartridge. Click adjustable
target sights. Plastic thumb-rest grips. Ideal
training gun for serious competitive shooters;
fine for instruction; great for plinking, in
door fun. Price $49 with 10 C02 cartridges
and 100 pellets. From J]. S. Distributor,
H. F. Grieder, P.O. Box 487, Knoxville, Ill.

1962 GUN DIGEST. 16th Annual Edition of
great gun book. Edited by famed John T.
Amber. Giant publication contains every
thing about modern and antique handguns,
rifles, shotguns, scopes, all accessories, plus
ballistics and complete illustrated catalog
(with prices) of world's available guns. 384
giant pages. Rare Civil War Centennial Fire
arms Catalog of 1864 included free. All for
only $3.95 at your local dealer or postpaid
from The Gun Digest Association, Dept.
G-ll, 4540 W. Madison St., Chicago 24, Ill.

HAACK SHOOTING GLASSES designed
to protect eyes from top and front with
out impairing vision. Sportsmen will appre
ciate these tough, lightweight, distortion-free
glasses. Easily fit over personal prescription
glasses. Made with "universal bridge" and
"library temples", there is no size problem,
regardless of face or nose shape. Originally
designed for skeet shooting, Haack glasses
quickly accepted among hunters, fishermen,
skiers, and other outdoorsmen. Available in
green, yellow, or clear, glasses are priced at
$1.98 from Haack Enterprises, 259 Muenter
Ave_, Fond du Lac, Wis.

SHOOTERS GUN CASES. High quality
carrying case offers top protection for all
size and makes, Lever Action, Pumps, Bolt
Action Rifles, Automatics, Single and Double
Barreled Shotguns. Cases feature heavy duty
20" Talon zipper opening with protective
welting; separate adj ustable carrying sling;
fine water repellent duck material with
saddle leather trimming; sturdy long wear;
and attractive embossed design of two deer
in crimson red. Additional information avail
able from International Firearms Co., Ltd.,
lOll Bleury St., Montreal 1, Canada.
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CROSMAN V-350 Slide Action BB Air Rifle
hailed as new concept in BB gun design.
Features new barrel slide action cocking at
the shoulder, making V-350 Slide Action
fastest, easiest, safest cocking BB Air Rifle
ever. No strain, no struggle against heavy
pulling pumps and levers. Just slide barrel
back to cock and load-slide barrel forward,
then shoot. New gun has a 90-day uncondi
tional guarantee against any defect of 'man
ufacture or materials; built-in visual loading
magazine for greater safety; heavy duty 0/16"
precision drawn steel barrel; non-slip hand
grip for cocking; heavy sport-styled hard
wood stock; leaf type rear sight adjustable
for windage and elevation; heavy duty ramp
front sight; and real gun bluing on all metal
surfaces. Priced at $12.95 from Crosman
Arms Co., Inc., Fairport, N.Y.

from Norm Thompson, 1805 N.W. Thurman,
Portland 9, Ore. 1000/0 pure virgin wool
sweater coat serves every season of the year.
Ideal for sportsmen, for all sports wear. Full·
zippered front converts neckline from shawl
collar to cozy turtle neck. Wear either way,
open collar for mild weather, hugging turtle
neck for full protection in cold or windy
weather. Available direct by mail order for
$19.95, postpaid.

"MATCH SHOOTERS" HANDGUN CASES
designed by Frank A. Pachmayr. Include a
place for everything: rack for 3, 4, or 5
handguns, space for ammo, shooting acces
sories, and brackets for spotting scope. Cus
tom-made by skilled craftsmen from first
grade California white pine plywood for
lightness, strength and rugged use. Features
removable padded bridge for holding hand
guns, choice of coated simulated ostrich,
cordovan and poncho pig leather in choice
of colors, finished inside and out; all joints
hand-glued for a lifetime of use, and built-in
lock with two sets of keys. Priced from
$27.50 up. New exclusive Lok-Grip adjust
able handgun bridge available. Prevents guns
from wiggling, falling out or being marred in
any way. Adjusts to fit and hold any hand
gun. For complete details and beautiful 4-col
or brochure, write: Pachmayr Gun Works,
Inc.. 1220 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles
15, Calif.

cradle in the water. Head kept afloat even
if wearer is unconscious or unable to swim.
The neck-piece is out of the way under
normal conditions. Shoulder-straps are un
padded so there is no interference with
shooting. Stearns model helps keep wearer
warm; is lightweight, brush-green in color.

NEW LIFE-COAT for waterfowl hunters
recently developed by Stearns Mfg. Co., St.
Cloud, Minn. Jacket designed oversize fits
over hunting clothes, is adjustable for per
sonal fit. It has broad kapok-filled chest-and
back panels, and features a large lay-back
collar or neck-piece which becomes a head-

trap body heat and assure warm feet with
only one pair of cotton socks. Variety of
styles and colors available. All details from
The Servus Rubber Co., Rock Island, Ill.

CORTINA SWEATER comfortable, heavy
weight long-sleeve zipper cardigan available

TOP QUALITY BOOT keeps feet dry, warm,
comfortable even in sub-zero weather. Perfect
for all kinds of hunting and camping. Spe
cial design based on "Thermos bottle" prin
ciple. Cellular foam enclosed around foot to

WITH

GUN CASE of full grain, heavy leather, with
hand tooled wild life figure. No plastic trim.
Solid brass hardware. Deep, rich, pile lining
made like a carpet, completely neutral. Cases
make ideal gift, trophy, presentation items.
May be personalized with hand-tooled letter
ing. Available in widths for rifle with scope
and shot-gun. From: The Boyt Company,
Des Moines, Iowa.

IC-SNO TRACTION PLATES pull cars out
when stuck in ice, snow, sand or mud. Plates
are plated and made of high grade steel to
give a lifetime of dependable service. Re
versible, have 340 fins on each side for max
imum traction. Fins will not harm tires. Easy
to use. With Ic·Sno Traction Plates, car
owners can pull out or back out in seconds.
Save winter sportsmen time and effort.
Priced at $4.78 a pair, postage paid. From:
Ic·Sno Traction Plate Sales, 2532 Lincoln
Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

INTERMOUNT has been added to fit Weaver
B4 Scope with Tip-off Mount for Silver
Streak and Blue Streak models of Sheridan
Products, Inc., 1234 13th St., Racine, Wis.
Intermount permits best possible use of Sher
idan's ballistically correct ammunition and
controlled power. Rifle is easier to aim and
assures X-ring accuracy by providing better
vision under all lighting conditions. Rugged,
dependable mount fits all Sheridan rifles,
can be had with either a right- or left-hand
loading port. Easy to install.
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Antique 4 ft. dress
swords have hand

guard. Some with and
some without scabbards. Only

$6.95. Pair only $11.95. Send cash,
check or M.O. to-day Money back guaran
tee. Calif. res. add 40/0 state tax.

MERCHANTEERS. INC.
1221 S. Grand Avenue, Dept. GM-2. los Angeles 15. Cailf.

SPANISH OFFICER'S $695SWORDS. • • • • ..d.
ft~~tl!~eu~.e~t1~~~e~h·ls ):i;l\cSO~~~
l£'ctlon of swords that have
ent their way through Spanish
Riston'.

• Dallas, Texas: Wakened by a flashlight
shining in his eyes, John Nelson grabbed his
1873 Winchester rifle and blazed away. The
four men who had burglarized his home fled,
but one of Nelson's shots scored and all four
were arrested when they turned the wounded
man in at a hospital. They failed to get the
$508 dollars Nelson had cached in his home.
John Nelson is 100 years old. The rifle he
used is younger-only 86.

* * *• Washington, D. C.: A western judge thinks
it might be a good idea to allow more people
to wear guns, a la the old west. Superior
Court Judge Bartlett Rummel of Tacoma,
Wash., told a meeting of the National Rifle
Association that "with the increase of crime,
it might well be said that a gun is still a
man's best friend."

LEE'S COLT
(Continued from page 29)

Robert Lee's Navy Colt has been in the Con
federate Museum in Richmond, Virginia,
since 1896, when it was donated by his son
Custis, and it can be seen there in the
dimly-lit Virginia Room where ghosts walk
among the tattered battleflags. Its action is
as smooth and crisp as the day-a century
ago-when Lee first placed a pair of saddle
holsters on his favorite mount, the gray
Traveller.

Lee always kept the Colt in the left saddle
holster, where it could be drawn quickly
when he dismounted. In the right holster he
kept only the .36 caliber paper cartridge
ammunition. Contemporary observers said
Lee never carried a firearm on his person,
and rarely a sword. The gun is marked
"Engraved by W. L. Ormsby" and carries the
latter's New York address.

"He generally wore a long gray jacket,"
said Fitzhug Lee, a cavalry commander under
his famous uncle, "with three stars on the
collar, blue pants tucked into his Wellington
boots, and a high felt hat. He never carried
arms."

But in its holster on the faithful Traveller,
Lee's Colt followed him to the Confederacy',;
scenes of epic destiny, from the day after
Seven Pines when he first took command of
the Army of Northern Virginia, then turning
back McClellan in the Seven Days, whipping
Pope at Second Manassas, standing off
McClellan at Antietam, to triumph at Fred
ericksburg and Chancellorsville and disaster
at Gettysburg, slugging it out with Grant at
Spotsylvania and Cold Harbor, yet losing it
all in the starvation trenches at Petersburg,
and brought to bay at last at Appomattox.

Then the quiet years came, when Lee, then
president of Washington College at Lexing
ton, hung the Navy Colt on his bedpost in
his new campus home. Perhaps the habits of
war were too strong to break, and he wanted
the pistol close at hand. So the gun that was
at his side in life was nearby on October 12,
1870, when Lee lay beyond pain at ~
his last sunrise. ~

such long-continued footwork and would be
inclined to flush somewhat more wildly than
normal. Consequently, if a shot was offered,
it might have to be taken rapidly.

Within 50 yards, I had my flush. But it was
a hen that had tired out and hidden behind
a tumbleweed the size of a derby hat. I
pushed on, moving a bit more rapidly now.
The cock birds would have moved faster and
farther because of their longer legs.

Ten seconds and 30 yards further, I saw
the trailing tail of the cock I was after, pro
j ecting from behind another tiny tumbleweed.
I turned right at him, trying to get as close
to the center of the hidden flock as possible.
When he jumped, I dropped him. And when
the flock jumped at the bang of the gun, I
had another.

This gave me my limit of cock birds for the
day. I had enjoyed a leisurely walk through
a couple of fields, had some exciting shooting,
and had not even worked up a sweat. Do you
wonder now that walking pheasants up out
of light snow is my favorite method?

I had simply cashed in on my knowledge of
pheasant behavior. You say, "Sure, but that',;
a knowledge gained only from many years of
hunting experience"-and you are right. I
wasn't born with the knowledge· of how to
read pheasant tracks in snow, of what pheas
ants will do under a given set of conditions;
I walked a lot of hard miles to get those bits
of leg-saving savvy. You say, "But I haven't
got those years of experience." So? You've
read this article; you know my secrets!

Well, maybe I've held back a trick or two,
but-there's enough here so that, if enough of
you learn them, and many of you hunt in my
bailiwick, I may regret letting my ~
typewriter brag quite so freely! ~

BARGAINSGUN

PER 100 $7.50
$ 6.00

8.00
17.50
10.00
8.00

17.50
10.00
10.00

8.00
10.00
10.00

5.00
12.50
17.50'
17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

SALE
~

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
~~~;~~:sT~u~~~~raLo~~~ct~~ed
feels like real In)n.

Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe poltshed
$6.00. Add-SOc 8htppln~.

VAllEY GUN SHOP ~~~.:'nQ~.ooJ~m:

SEND $5.00 ON ANY GUN FOR C.O.D.
- GUN CATALOG $1.00 -

A. S & W 38 SPL. REV.. 5" Bbl.. $39.95. Snub Nose 2" Bbl.. $39.95. .45 Cal.
1917. $34.95.

B. ENFIELD 38 S & W COMMANDO. $19.95.
C. COLT 1917• .45 Cal.. $31.00.
D. ARGENTINA .45 AUTO. Brand New. $39.95. Ammo. $3.50 Box. Holster. $8.00.
E. LLAMA .32 or .380 Auto. Brand New. $45.00.
F. HUNGARIAN P-37 9MM AUTO. Very rare. Shoots 380 USA cartridge. Exel.

Condo $24.95. Near Mint $29.95. Holster $4.00.
G. MAB .380 AUTO; $15.00. Browning .380 Auto. $19.95.
H. WEBLEY .45 Cal. Exel. Cond.. $19.95. Near mint. $24.95. Ammo $3.50 Box.
I. MANNLICHER MILITARY PISTOL. 7.65MM. Near Mint. $29.95. Ammo

$4.00 Box. Loading Clip $1.00.
J. SPRINGFIELD 30-06 ARMY RIFLES. Like new. $46.00. va Cond.• $39.95.
K. ANTIQUE RE1UINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE. llMM. Exel.. $25.00.
L. ANTIQUE PERCUSSION CONV. CARBINE. 577 Cal.. $24.95.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
E & M FIREARMS CO., PO Box 1248, Dept. G, Studio City, Calif.

Cal ••41 RF Short for Derringer-
SO rds. . •••.••..•••••••••••••

.351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch
Per 100-Value $14.00 ••••••••••

250-3000 Savage Soft Point
Per 100 .. • .........••••••••••

6.5 Italian Rifle Cartridges
Military-per 100 ...•••.•••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.
Per 100 ..........••.•.••.•••

•35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 ..............•••••••

•45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
Factory loads, per 100 ..••••••••

762 Russian Military Rifle
Cartridqes. per 100 ....•..•.•••

.25-20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 .............•••.•••••

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ............••••.••••

30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 .......•..••••••••••

32 Long R F Cartridges
Per 100 ..•..•..•.••••••••••••

32-40 Soft Point,
Per 100 ...........••.••••••••

270 Winchester Soft Point,
Per 100 .............•••••••••

30-40 Krag Silver Tip,
Per 100 .............•••••••••

32 R~~:npJon.S.o.f~ ~~~n.t: •........••••
Eal'" Defenders MSA fol'" the Shooter. Bl"'and
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid ••
Bon~ Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus; Post.

paid .•.•....•.......•..••••••

AMMUNITION
30.06 C~~W~RJES

••
: RUBBER

:RECOIL•: for shotgun

: or rifle
•
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(Continued from page IS)

GUN RACK

HALF JACKETS FOR
HANDGUN BULLETS
The original high quality specifications of
JIM HARVEY who developed the half
jacket handgun bullet.

Complete information
all products - 25c

LAKEVILLE ARMS Inc., LAKEVILLE, CONN.

38-357 CALIBER
$5.40 for 500 $10.75 for 1000

44 CALIBER
$6.20 for 500 $12.35 for 1000

$995
ACCU-RISER

FITZ GRIPS
ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Right Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT
.45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS

Brochure 25c
Free ONLY to Dealers

See them at NSGA & NRA Shows

FITZ -Box 49702, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Standard
Reloading Press

All rifle and pistol cartridges.

$lt.OO

but three dollars for honing out the necks
of the dies to your specifications seems most
reasonable. Ted's shop, by the way, is~
the "Home of the Little Dripper." ~

Buck-O's in .38's
Shooters Service, Clinton Corners, New

York, has recently made available to us
some of their Buck-O's and their .38 hulls
filled with #71J2 shot. Using factory primed
cases, the Buck-O's contain 2 pellets of shot
h.eld in place by a wadcutter bullet that is
seated fairly far out of the case. At a dis
tance of IS feet, these loads will do fear
some things to snakes. The hulls loaded with
# 7Y2 shot are not far behind the Buck-O's
in destruction of bothersome rodents. The
wadcutter in the Buck-O ammo is a zinc
base bullet, while the covering over the num
ber 7Y2 shot is a tricky arrangement of an
inverted gas check. With the increased in
terest in handgun hunting, especially with
the .357 Magnum, these new creations by
Mason Williams should be welcome additions.
As snake eliminators, the shot loads are
bound to become very popular ~

with hunters come spring. ..

barrel off, and removing cylinder forward.
The cylinder pin also serves to eject or
rather push out the fired brass. This is a
collectors item and a decorative gun in its
nicely finished case and as such should be
of great interest to those of us interested in
handguns.

Duckblind Heater
Being addicted to duck hunting and other

somewhat bone-chilling, outdoor sports, we
found two heaters very much to our liking.
The Seater Heater is a small" highly portable
unit that can serve to keep a hunter warm
while giving him a seat, and if the ducks
stop flying, can be used to cook up a warm
lunch. The Hot-Ter Heater is the bigger
edition, also portable, weighing about 6
pounds with fuel. This heater heats a tent
or a station wagon easily, and can keep a
duckblind. if there is enough space for it,
very comfortable. The fuel for both heaters
is denatured alcohol or shellack thinner, and
like all flames of this kind, it is smoke-free
and odorless. These heaters are made as
self-contained units and can take a lot of
hard use.

Speer Manual
This long recognized loading bench es

sential, once again re-issued and up-dated,
contains'some interesting data. This latest
edition features loads for the .22 Jet, the .44
Ruger carbine, and the .308 Belted Norma
Magnum. Fifty-five standard and wildcat
cartridges plus several pistol loads are again
to be found, but the best feature of the new
Speer Reloading Manual lies in the index
tabs that make using the book a lot easier.
The price is only $2.95, and as reloaders
know, it is a worthwhile investment.

Troublesome Dies
Loading dies, even of the highest quality.

are made to a close standard tolerance of
the caliber, as we all know. We also know
that a good many rifles have tight or loose
chambers, and that brass fired in one gun
does not necessarily chamber in another gun
of the same caliber and make. Dies often
neck cases down too far, and that is hard on
the brass. These cases often require some
lubricant in the neck in order to permit
removal of the expansion plug. Another fact
often forgotten is that different lots of brass
from different manufacturers work differ
ently, and thus loaders often encounter prob
lems with perfectly well made dies.

Ted Smith of Shooters Accessory Supply,
North Bend, Oregon, has been doing some
custom honing on such dies. He requires .4
or 5 fired cases, plus information as to what
brass is to be used and the exact dimensions
desired. If the shooter does not know the
dimensions, Ted will work them up for the
specific caliber. Die honing is a tedious job,
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A
$3.00

VALUE

Here's the book gun dealers all across the country
use as a guide for buying and selling used guns. And,
this brand new, 1962 edition is bigger and better than
ever before. You'll find the latest, up-to-date price
values for over 2,000 famous firearms, according to
. excellent, good and fair condition. Each one is

described in detail as to type, make and model. Gun

stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of bore, year of
make and other unique features are listed to readily
identify each weapon. Here's a gold mine of
information you can't find anywhere else in one
book-and it's yours free!

4th COMPLETELY REVISED
REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES

rite guns Magazine
£,ibrarv Of gun £,ore

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave ..
Skokie, Illinois

Send me my free copies of the 1962 Redbook of Used Gun
Values plus the 3-book Library of Gun Lore and start my
14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS im
mediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not completely
satisfied.

A

$2.00
VALUE

Kent Bellah on HANDLOADING •.. Elmer Keith on HANDGUNS ... Bert
Popowski on BIG GAME HUNTING! Never before has any firearms magazine
offered such an authoritative collection of gun information absolutely free.
Here is a veritable encyclopedia of helpful hints and advice to make you
a better handloader, big game hunter and handgun expert-all written by the
most renowned authorities in the field. Over 96 pages, complete with dramatic
photos and illustrations to make the printed word come alive. You get this whole
exciting set of Redbooks free, together with the brand new 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values to introduce you to GUNS Magazine.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Name _

: Address _

I City Zone__State _L _
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ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER .__ ...$10.95

WITH KICK-OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Action (no others),
$4.00 more. Ace Single
Set-Trigger. $10.95.

GENUINE HORN

11t119'S
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

Basket Weave Butt Plates,
size 1%" x 5", $2.50 each.

Solid Horn Blocks far Fore
end, size 2" x 1Y2", Un

polished, $2.50 each.

1. Fancy Oregon Myrtle~' 2. Rare Ji'a,.~
Oregon Myrtle; 3. Rare Flaked Maple~' 4.
Fancy Curly Ma.ple; 5. Rare Birdseye Mftple.
NOTE: In Mannlicher length, rifle blanks or
turned and semj-inletted stocks cost $5.00
more than prl ces shown.

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted I
to your action. (Win..70, Enfield, HiJ."!'h No. Spring
field, FN or 98 Mauser-no others).
Head spac~d and test fired ...........•... $40.00
If we furmsh FN Deluxe Action 84.00
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action .......• 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and t~ist when ordering Ace
barrels.

I

I

I
Olam. at \ Olam. at I Lgth. at \ w· ht

Barre. B«ech _~uzzl~ ~uzz'.!...~ _
Lightweight ~~flL- _ .600_1~ 2 lb. 6 0%
Sporter.Weight _1 1/ 8__,615__24"_~
Med. Hvy. Wgt. 11/8 .700 26" 4 lb. 4 oz.

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal 243 257 270. 7MM, .25-06, 280, 338 and 30·06,
1-10. CaL 244, 250, 300 and 308, 1-12. Cal. 22-250,

~2~ a~~e22B2ar:';I~~' Action (White)l $72.50-Add $5.00
f<ir 'F.N. Supreme (Series 400) Action.
Fitting Service: Flaig's will fit any ACE Barrel to your

r{(iA\':~ricat~~:b.c~1tP:~ie~~~~~~~I~S~n~0~~:~efi~~l1~s~~a~~c
remittance is enclosed.

Never be
fore has an
achromatic tel e·
scope sold for any
Where near this amazing
low price! You ~et clear
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari-

~~~e~~et~~gratj~~:~leei~erl~nt4~oror~~et
~~~ol~~~ ~:;gv::i~t;da~~t~o~~~~;~Gu~:i~[:ego~e~~ot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring

g~~-:l~~eO~j~ti~sris.P1~r~eme~I~~e~ieae~Ctn:Obr~~~~~~:~i~'iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon
ditionally g"uaranteed. CarryinJ."!' ca8e included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay po~taJ!e.
Criterion CO.,313 Church st., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-73

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors,
beautiful desi~s, hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

(Milled Steel)

Made for Flaig's by Sako, fea
turing Sako's smooth-working

hinged floor plate, with floor-plate

:oe~epar~~e~~ttgru~d~ld~i~~igRtragn~ar~_
1903 Springfield. including .03·A3.

Increases resale value to your Sporter
ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN PARTS • SCOPES
• AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

M..d. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 au.

----- ~'" ...._- -------------
---~---------_. ------ ----

•

Actions only. V.G., all milled
parts, $25.00; Barreled actions,
$5.00 addItional; 8MM Issue
barrels - NEW. $6.00; Excel
lent, $4.00; Complete bolts.
NEW.$Il.l){i; Trigger Guards
with mllled floor plate. fol
lower and spring, $10.00;
Bolts with Extractor Col
lar, $6.00; Receivers. NEW,
stripped, (Limited), $9.00.

'98 MAUSER ACTIONS

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns
and handguris.
Specify gun.

•

OREGON MYRTLE
Turned and semi·inletted stocks. (rare) •••••••••••••• $20.00 to $75.00
Rifle blanks. (rare) ........•.••.•....•••••••••• " 15.00 to 75.00

~r~~~~~i~la~l:'~kS'{pah:)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: l~:gg t: 3~:gg

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT
Turned and semi-inletted stocks ........•.••••....•. $ 7.50 to $40.00
Rifle blanks ......................•..••..•..... 5.00 to 30.00
Shot~un blanks .................•.....•.....•.. 2.00 to 20.00
Pistol Wlp blanks (pair) .......•........•...•.... 2.00 to 7.50

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
(Imported, distinctivC!ly altractive, lij:tht welJ."!'ht, yet very close grained
walnut. Takes smooth finish and sharp clle'ckering,)
~rJ~eglaannk~ s.e~i:i.n.I~t.t~~.S:~C.k.S. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $t~:gg ~: $~g:gg

~r~t~fl~ri~acl~tk'S' (p'ah:)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: Ig:gg~: 5~:gg

CLARO WALNUT (CALIFORNIA)
Turned and semi-inletted stocks ......••.••..•..... $20.00 to $50.00

~~~~~~a~6Y1nkS' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :. tg:gg ~~ ~~:gg
Pistol grip blanks (pair) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00 to 6.00

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.

Made exclusively for Flai~'s by a nationally known
barrel maker. Each barrel IS best quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged IIbutton ll patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and .264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
~ally priced: Ace 8arrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 cal. ($2.00 more for Enfield barrel.)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and ofter a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. Barrel should be head-spaced before
use by a competent gunsmith.

TURNED & SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stock wood is both air dried and kiln dried to below 7% moisture content. All blanks are
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in lots.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE
Turned and semi·inletted stocks .•.......•....•.... $20.00 to $40.00
Rifle blanks ................•••..•••..•........ 15.00 to 35.00

~l~~~~~ri~lagl~trikS. {pair)' : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:gg:: 2g:gg

slow or erratic with some makes of pis
tol primers, and was worse with reduced
charges. The factory primed Super-X cascs
worked perfectly, and so. did reloads with
CCI Magnum primers. The powder was def
initely not made for moderate pressure or
for weak primers. Loads had to be in thc
best burning range of the powder, with fast.,
posit.ive ignit.ion. On t.ha t basis I was on t.he
verge of giving 295HP Ball my recommen
dation. Then like a shot in t.he night WoW
recalled t.he powder from their dealers!

A flood of inquiries from Hi-V fans want.ed
t.o know why. One of t.he people with WoW
explained it. The quotation is not verbat.im,

• but. close enough to be clear:
"A few handloaders were using reduced

charges or bullet weights, with a weak crimp

(Continued on page 65)

Contains finest pre-measured, "" N
Epoxy-Glass Bedding materials. _I;'
Natural or Walnut color, with 
Parting Agent & Instructions. $400'
See Jour Deller or order direct from

NORTHEAST ENGINEERING, INC.
3013 Dixw.1l Av•., Hamden 18, Conn.

Free to WRITERS
seeking a book publisher

Two fact-filled, illustrated brochures
tell how to publish your book, get
400/0 royalties, national advertising.
publicity and promotion. Free edi..
torial appraisal. Write Dept. G.

~xpositio.n Press, 3B6 Park Ave. S.,N.Y.16

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 9)

Unlike black powders, ball types permit
higher velocity and/or lower pressure in
small capacity cases. The .308 and .30 Car
bine, using different types of course, are
examples. The stuff meters extremely well,
flows through a measure as slick as an eel.
Even the flat types, such as 230P, meters
accurately for 25 yard target charges of 2.7
grains with the usual wadcutter bullets in
.38 Specials. It isn't as sticky as some older
powders.

When G.1. stocks of .30 Carbine ammo
were first released, with few guns to shoot
it, we hull fillers started breaking down the
ammo. The light bullets were fairly good for
plinking in larger .30's. With no data avail
able, many lads wasted the powder. Others,
like this scribe, saved it like a miser saves
money. Breaking down about 2,000 rounds
of the same year and lot number, I had a
little for a working sample, and fun shooting.
In working up loads for the .357 Magnum,
I settled on 13.5 grains with the Hensley
& Gibbs No. 51 Sharpe pill cast hard, in
WoW cases. It about duplicated the factory
Super-X load in charge weight, accuracy,
chronographed velocity, and center of im
pact. Super-X is the hottest commercial load.
My loads with one of the last No. 51 H.P.
moulds made by James Gibbs about doubled
the actual shocking power of factory stuff.

When Hensley & Gibbs discontinued all
single and double cavity moulds, and all
hollow point designs, casters called the day
Black Friday. It wasn't so bad. Their 4, 6 and
lO-hole jobs made extremely uniform bullets.
The hollow point was another problem.

To solve it, I requested Forster-Appelt,
the makers of the fine Forster Precision Case
Trimmer, to make a gismo to hollow point
bullets accurately in loaded ammo, using
their trimmer. They liked my idea, and soon
had the accessory in production. Bullets
expand faster with the drilled cavity. Cast
ing is greatly speeded. You can drill only
the loads you intend to use for hunting or
defense. Factory ammo can also be hollow
pointed, to exceed any ammo on the market.
Super-X once made the most potent .357
H.P. ammo in the world, but discontinued it.
The 13.5 grains of ball powder was quite
similar to the .30 Carbine powder I salvaged,
and the WoW 295HP.

Tests with three lot numbers of 295HP
(RK8, RN8, and one not clearly marked)
worked beautifully in several .357 and .44
Magnum revolvers, and carbines in both cal
ibers. We found that ignition was apt to be
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date April 1962 issue (on

sale March 1) is January 16. Print ad carefully and mail ta GUNS
Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

AUTHORS & PUBLISHERS

'VIUTEltS !-FHEE list of top-notch USA markets for
short stories. articles, hooks and play~. "'rite for )"our free
COP)' today! Literary Agent Mead. 915 Broadway. N. Y. 10.

COLLECTORS

MAUSER MILI'l'ARY. Mauser Lugers and scarce auto
matic pistols wanted. Quick cash for any QuantiiY. Send
complete description allt! price. James Belford. Stuttgart.
Ark.

MEDALS! \VWII & newly authorized \Vest German
mllitaC)' medals & miniatures. Also Nazi & other sou
YCllir$. List, 25c. The Medalist. 318 Rilla Street. Elmira••
New York.

SILVElt-T'VO Select, Brilliant Uncirculated Mexican
Silver Dollars-$1.00 (Refundablc). lini\'crsal. Box 866,
Sun Antonio 6-AC2, Texas.

GUNS-SWOIlDS-Knives-Daggers-Flasks. Big list
25c cuin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

FOR SALE

NEW BllOWNING Auto's at closeout prices. New 'Vinch.
12-10 gao :W gao $8U 50; Hem Spts 48-:!:0 ga, $84.GO;
Hem 8'{M-12 ga, $10!UJ5, Win 1:!:-12 ga Duck V.G.
$65.00. All Pild. Sterling Brandt. 3525 California, Alton.
Ill.

l'l.;UF·li:CT SAltASQUE'l'A 475 Double, 375 Double Extra
Sct :WO Barrels \Vith Intercl1angeable Hensoldt 4x,
J. Saire 404 Holt, Smith 12 Double. "'rite n. G. Hentun.
Uq. Easlaf, .:\lcGuire AIi'B, N. J.

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft.. $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller. KeB
Hw.\' .. Hudson, Mich.

10 ACHES Central ~evada, minerals included, owner
must sell. $300 full price, $40 down. $10 monthly. F.
Lewis, 140-11 Sylvan St., Van Nu~'s, Calif.

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCUEWS, 6/4S or 8/40 assorted lengths 50¢ per
dozen. l'rofessional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢. All postpaid. Semi for Catalog 16GC on all
Huehler mounts (including New AHcro-Dial" Low Safetys.
~1a)'nafll .Buchler Inc., Orinda. Calif.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

U,S. ~O-06 high number ,Springtield rifles. Very good
$3!J.D5. Excellent-$44.!J5. l'encct-$49.5U. U.S. :.W-06
Enfield nfles. Very good-$2!:U.J5. Excellent-$34.50. U.S.
M1 au cal. carbines. Exeellent-:}i·/9.95. U.S. 45-70 Spring
field rifles. Good-~3U.U5, J!..:xceJlent-$55.00. Hritish MK.5
au::: Lee-Enfield jungle tarlJines. VCI'Y good-$24.95. Ex
cellent-$:,w.95. British MK.& 303 Lee-Enfield rifles.
"cry goOd-;j;l2.95. llritish Mk.1 303 Lee-Enficld cavalry
carbines. Very good-$34.95. British Mk.4 303 Lee-Enfield
ritles! Very good-$15.U5. German Mod.U8 8mm Mauser
rifles. Very good-$34.D5. Persian Mod.US 8:nm Abuser
rifles (Czech made.) Good $29.U5. Very Good-$34.95. Per
sian Mod.U8 Smm Mamcr rifles. (Ir'.N. made) Good-$34.95.
Very good-$3U. U5. Persian .:\:l.o<.1.!:.IS 8rum Mauser carbines.
Good-$34.95. Very guoo-$3~UJ5. New-$4!U)5. Guate
malan 1\100.98 7rum .:\lauser rifles. (Czech made) Good
$34.U5. Very good-$30.!J5. Chilean Mod.95 7mm Mauser
carbines. short & long rifles. Good-$24.95. Very good
$2i.95. Swedish :\'lod.!.J4 6.5_:\'lauscr carbines. Very gooo-
$2D.95. Excellent-$34.!J5. Perfect-$39.50. Russian Mod.
38 & 40 i.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic ritles. Very
good-MH.!lfi. J~xcellent-$54.!)5. 30-06, 303 British. 8mm
~lauser, imm Mauser, 7.65mm Mauser. 6.5mm Swedish.
6.5mm Italian, 7.35mm Italian, 7.62mm Hussian, militarY
:Ullmunition at $7.50 per 100 rds. I~'ree ::tun list. Freedland
Arms Co., 34 Park Uow. ~ew York 38, N. Y.

MAN1\LICIIEtl SCHOENAUER Sen'ice Rifles and Car
bines witll famous i)-shot rotary magazine. Identical in
design to world famous sporting Mannlicher Schoenauer
arms manufactured toctay. Rifle $2!l.50, carlJine $34.GO.
order yours today. Century Arms Inc., 54 Lalte, St. Albans,
Vermont.

NE\'" YELLO\V Fall Catalog Now Ready! Hundreds oC
war surplus guns. ammunition. accessories, relics. 25c.
HETTI!\G. 11029 \Vashington. Culver City 9. California.

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly prflservcs and
renews steels and iron sur·
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heatina necessary
Comes complete with all nee·
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years bY'.
repeat sales to satlsfted
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ftiEwMETHOD' MFG.co7"'I G.14, Bradford. Po. I
IName I
IAddress I
I I
!..C!!!;;;;;·::;·;;;;;·=2~·.;;;;·=J,

lUFLE BARREL, brand new Gov't surplus value $20.00
for Springfield 30-06 rifle $3.00 each. Rifle Covers of

simUlated leather and trim, hean' leather handle and
shoulder strap. Hust preventative lining. Value $10.00
Special $5.95. State length dcsired. Public Sport Shops,
11 S. 16th Street, Phila., 2, Pa.

RIFLE or Carbine, Mannlicher Schoenauer, Cal. 30-06 or
270, model 1!J56, fancy walnut cheek piece, high comb.
sporting full pistol grip stock, set triggers, ('pen fleW
sights. new condition. Special $165.00. Public Sport Shops.
11 S. 16th Street. Phila. 2. Pa.

MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER Actions with the famous
5-shot built in rot.ary magazine. 'Vith new stocks and
barrels these actions malte into the finest custom rifles
in the world. in a wide variety of calibers. $16.50, 2 for
$30.00. Adl1 $1.50 postage. Century Arms Inc., 54 Lake,
St. Alban:;, Vermont.

CASES-FIRED -5c ea.-IJostpaid. 30.06-30.40-30
Rem-30.30-30 Carb-8mm-270 Formed-32 'Virl'-33
llem-22 I-lornet-38 Spec-45ACP..,-1\ficaroni-65 Taylor
Ave.-E. Meadow-I..I.. N.Y.

HAKDLOADF;RS: CARTB.IDGE Boxes with partitions
and data labels ... 38 Spec., 45 ACP. etc. $1.60 dozen
-30-06, 30·30, etc, $1.40 dozen prepaid. J. Everett
Bridgman, Box 2502, Kansas City, 42. Mo.

:MODEL 141 ItE).UKG'l'ON Gamemaster 35 Cal. Nevcr
becn shot-wHh six boxes ammo. IJrice $10U.00 Plus
Postag;c. Donald Ratledge, Scarborough Ave. Ext.. Reho
both Beath, DeL

NE\V FIREA R~IS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick SCT\'icc-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"·alter Oll"er, Box 55, Auburn, Indiana.

NE\V GUNS anel reloading supplies at large discount,
prepaid. .2;)(' fo!' catalog, refunda!)le. Alamo Arms.
P. O. Box 85SG. Alamogordo, K. )1ex.

.303 LEIi; ENFIELD Ca\'alry Carbines. :\'lodel 1898. Issued
to the Royal Iri3h Constabulary. All (Higinal marking'S.
5-shot magazine. A rare collectors item anel an excellent
shooter. Only $29.50. 2 for $49.50. Century Arms Inc..
54 Lake. St. Albans. Vermont.

RIli'LF.S, MODEHN )<Iilitary Surplus $5.95. Pistols $6.95.
'Vholesale Catalog $1.00. Hefundable. Armsco, Box 286
GM-2, Santa Rosa. ('alif.

CA n.TRIDGES FOR Collectors. New list No.2, illus
trated catalo~ now readY. 50c. James '£illinghasl. Box 507.
Marlow. N. H.

GUNS ALL Kinds. ~one over $20.00. Bargain Catalog
.25c. Consolidated. Box 34. Fulton. Calif.

GUNS, NEW. 'Modern, Antique, Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell. Gunmaker. Reigate, England.

CUNSMITHINC

BLU-BLAI<: BLUING, scopes and sights mounted,
barrels, barreled actions. chamhering for popular standard
and improved cartrhlges. Model 92 'Vinchester conversions
including 22 .Tet and 256 'Magnum. Send for new price
sheet on complete gunsmithing ser\·ices. Don Mott. Here
ford. Arizona.

SPECIAL 45 Auto Accuracy links. Made o,'ersize from
.004 to .030. Designed to improve accuracy. Precision
made of the finest material. $2.50 each. Dealer inouiries
invited. Duane & Bob's Gunsmith Service. 1069 E. 'Vard
low Bd.• Long neach 7, Calif.

BLU-BLAK Blueinci. Bolts ,Jeweled Restockin~. Sights.
Rcopes ~Iount.ed. All 'Vork Guaranteed. Send Parcel
Post. Art Cumins Enterprises, GreenVille, ('aIiC.

GENERAI.J GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebIlling, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Hock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaliC.

CVSTOM .22 TARGET Pistol built in your home shop,
Send 4c stamp for illustrated information. Guns, Box 362~

Terre Haute, Indiana.

SHOTGUN SPECIALIS'£: refinishing, rebJuing, restock
ing, rehoring, repair all maltcs. Franlt LeFe\'er & Sons,
Inc.. Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort, New YorlL

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND 10c FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
CHET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

SICHTS & SCOPES

A)IAZING NEW Hand-Held Windmeter $4.95, Hunting
Lodg'e .Model ~19.05. -± Power Hifiescope $9.99, Hinocular:;,
7x5fJ non-prism $13.1.3, 8x30 center focus $~;).95, all items
guaranteed. 'l'ax and postage paid., free catalogue. Uni
versity Optics, llox 1205-A. Ann Arobr, Michigan,

BARGAINS ... VAlUABLE Power 2.5X to 8X snlper
scope; $34.!HJ; Spotting Scopes, Binoculars. Free Catalog.
~i. l'arker. Quality Optics, 13571 Kentucky, Detroit 38,
.Michigan.

ZGIllO HIFLE Scopes 4x $27.50. 6x ~2!).50. 3x-9x $35.50.
write for catalogue to "WEICO", 2118 North Boulevard.
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

WANTED

WAK'1'ED-GUNSMl'l'H. I'osition open in one country's
finest stores, All-American Sporting Goods Co., Inc., 10~5

Chapala St., Santa llarbara. California. Guarantee IJius
cummis3ion. Excellent l'eferenres rcquired.

'VAl\TI~;D. gold. silver. platinum, scrap (any form). In
formation free. 'Vilmot's. 1067 -G:\'I Bridge St., Grand
Hapids 4. Michigan.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES·

:\IAKlt; .MONEY l\'laking Leathergoods. 11'18 Ideas. Free
Information. 'l'andy Leather Co. Box 791-1'1. Forth 'Vorth,
Texas.

SELL OR TRADE

KAZI 'VEAPONS. Bought. Sold, Traded, Top Dollar For
Your Lugers, Mauser .Pistols, Sniper Rifles, Daggers.
~ist 25c. Lindy's Guns, 318-57th St., 'Yest l'\ew York.
1\ew Jerse)'.

LEATHERCRAFT

FHEE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. '.randy
Leat.her Company, Hox 791-K42, Fort Worth. Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

D.EAL1!;RS SEND license 1'\0. for large price list Kew
Flrearms-Scopcs-Mounts-Ueloading 'l'ools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop Tools. 3821 different
items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland Haroware,
Hoag!and. Indiana.

"·9BLD·,s. FI?\ES'.r Custom Engraving, InlaYing, hory
Gnps at % U.:S.A. Prices. Also Hi-Fi, Hecordcrs, Cam
eras, l'rojectors. Custom Yachts and Electronic Equip
il\l~nL State Your HequirellHmt to Interengpro. Box-2S,
Denenrhot'u, Tokyo.

BUY 'VHOLESALE:-Guns, Long or Short. Stope's
Mounts. All other Sporting Goods. Become Dealer, In
structions $1.00. Deposit Refundable. "·eaver's Below
'Y~ol~sale. Berkshire 'Yholesale Sporting Goods, Six Lakes.
)'iu:lugan.

"HO:\1.KBUEWED 'VINES. Beers"-Highest Powered In
structlOns-$1.110. Testers (Hydrometers)-$3.U5. Dean'~
10!)-Gl'\S West 42nd. l"ew Yorlt 36, N. Y.

l.JEG IHONS, $7.fl5; Handcuffs, $i.95: Thumbcllffs, $9.05.
Leather Restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G. Newblll'yport, Mass.

FASCINA'l'ING ~IUJ.TI-Colored Map of 'Manassas (~am
paig;ns. 24" x 36". $1.50 Postpaid. Troop 6iO, Box 329.
Manassas, Virginia.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c": Lenke!. 812 Anderson, Palisades. N. ,1.

CHOSSROWS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Din-ct-Vrices!
Jay Co.. Box 1355, '''ichita, Kansas.

IMPORTS-DROP Shipped to you. Send stamp for list.
Stanforth, Box 951. Lancaster. Calif.

HANDCUF'S
LEG-IRONS.
Modern & antique \'
rest raints, crime '

\....IIIIIIIIkL books bou\1ht, sold. \
IIlus. catalog, 25c• .di.....1IIil

PRTTERson SmITH
269.Q Shepard
E. Orange, N.J.

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES
• II,.

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS her.'•• top Quality orig.
G.!. S~IPER SCOPE tor sptg. or military ritle. 2,*X
coated opt lcs. 51h'" e)'e reliet post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled. %- tuhe $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANACUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.
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(Fl\EE FOLDER)

NEW!
ClJSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
CASES

ORDER FROM THIS AD-OR WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

Manufacturers of

Exclusive Products For Shooters

DELUXE PISTOL CASES

No. 1-Four-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope as illustrated above ..... $31.75

No. 2-Five-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope $39.95

No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Balscope
Sr. (New B & L Spotscope) $39.95

No. 4-Five-gun Case for the
Balscope Sr. type Scope _ 543.50

Extra EQuipment for Pistol Cases
• Adjustable leather carrying- strap 55.50
• O'Dell elevating' ~cope mount, fastens on

open lid. eliminates scope stand $4.50
• Carrying- strap $5.50
• Lid holder (not (or Jr. Box) $7.50

All prices Quoted are LO.b. Laredo.

Various Types-$19.95 up.
Here's BeckelhYmer's answer to the demand
for a dependable, but inexpensive pistol carry
ing case. This new "JUNIOR" box is made of
the same top Quality materials as used in our
larger and more costly boxes. Same enduring
beauty, ruggedness and appearance. Just the
thing for keeping and carrYIng your guns,
plus any of the small-type draw-tube spotting
scopes. Holds 4 guns_ ONLY $19.95.

Made of good water repellent duck with
zipper running almost the full length.
Shaped much the same as a regular travel
ing bag. Double leather handles. The handi
est duffle bag that can be made. Once you
have tried it you will never go back to the
old style. Two Sizes: Length 27", diameter
16'12", Price $12.85. Length 21", diameter
11", Price $10.85 postpaid. Prices include
10% Luggage Tax. Send for new Free Cata-·
log.

L L Bean, Inc., 242 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Mfrs. Fishing, Hunting and

Camping Specialties

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

J1ean/.j Zipper
(04 Duffle Bag

~'?!.e;!.~~~ LAREDO. TEXAS

._-------------------------"
THE

~ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream tOne Complete job as shown
for Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe tttat is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
(ountsa

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~p~;,;~to~~~',".r.
Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN 5. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9, B. C.

MEC 500 Shotshell Reloader
MEC's 500 progressive loader is simple

and sturdy, thrashing out up to 500 quality
shells per hour. At $89.95 it's a real buy.
You'll save loading time that can be spent
shooting. You'll never have a complaint if
you follow directions with each machine.

with Illinois Swag-O-Matic pure lead wire,
into semi-wadcutters. They functioned per
fectly in the Ruger carbine, ripping great
gaping holes in everything they hit. You
have to test this light, fast handling little
spasmatic carbine to believe how much dam
age it does! I've seen stuff shot with a .30-06
that was damaged less. The same charge
worked dandy with Speer's 225 grain H.P.

The 230P Ball Powder is for light and
moderate loads. Like Bull's-eye, or other pow
ders, charges must be in the best burning
range. WOW listed loads are excellent. Lo-V
charges work well, and it holds accuracy for
normal .38 Special loads. The balls are f1at-

• tened like flake powders, so the name doesn't
seem very appropriate.

Target shooters will use about 3 grains
for 50 yard work in .38 Specials, perhaps
adj usting the charge a few tenths down or
up, depending on their particular bulJet and
gun. Ignition was excellent in new WoW
primed cases, and with CCI Magnum No. 550
primers in reloads. 2.7 grains is very accur
ate with H & G No. 50-BB cast pills.

The .45 ACP fans will have to work up
their own charge from WoW listed loads for
their particular gun and bullet. I can't list
specific charges for the paper punchers iu
this caliber. Use 3.5 grains with hard cast
185 grain bullets. It works well, and the
charge can be varied to work best in your
gun with your bullet.

Following WOW instructions for shotshell,
ball powders gave "factory equivalent" re
sults. The WoW chaps worked out the best
loads and technique long ago and you can't
improve on it. ever use 450LS (Standard
Velocity) for Hi-V. You can't use 540MS
(Magnum) and 500RS (IIi-Speed) for light
loads. Our proving test loads were made with
a $59.95 Kodiak Loader. It's a sturdy ma
chine loading about 85 shells per hour, ade
quate speed for many lads.

Canister grade ball rifle powders have not
yet been released. Perhaps it's because load
ing is critical, as with some other powders,
and the company has no control over your
reloads. Certainly they can't be responsible
for unsatisfactory results, when their factory
stuff is darn good. I trust Lhey release iL
soon. We found that as with many other
powders, excessive loads open groups, and
low loads are lousy.

PREMIER
WEATHER

CAPS

(Continued from page 63)

or none at all. This contributed to malfunc
tions, incomplete burning, and other troubles.
We had many excellent reports on the use
of this powder, but a small percentage of
people had unsatisfactory results. Because
295HP was so critical of loading variables,
we withdrew it."

That was a sad day. The powder was
worthy of the famous WoW name, and a
stepping stone to handloading progress. Let's
hope it's back on the market before long!
It's a shame for the "small percentage of
people" to prevent the vast majority of hull
fillers from enjoying l'li-V performance. I'JI
bet my last Magnum that the majority of
that "small percentage" do not subscribe
to GUNS!

Some dealers rat-holed some 295HP. Many
chaps have a supply. WoW listed 13.5 grains
with 158 grain factory .357 Magnum bullets

for 1400 fps. I had fine results with 16 grains
in new primed Super-X cases, or the same
hulls reprimed with CCI Magnum No. 550
primers, using Speer's 146 grain Jacketed
H.P., Harvey's 156 grain Jacketed Jugular,
or 145 grain hand swaged pills made in the
C-H Swag-O-Matic press. Note that primers,
cases and bullets are specified. Any change
in components may' .change the results!
Velocity is about 1500 fps. You can cut this
heavy charge one grain without loss of ac
curacy, and lose about 75 feet per second.
Use a heavy crimp.

A 127 grain C-H Swag-O-Matic half-jack
eted pilI backed with 17.3 grains 295HP is
a heller. It's potent as pure poison, but is
below maximum pressure. It shot so well I
decided it was adequate, and did not work
up, but J proof fired 18 grains. Loads were
fired in a 4" Colt Python, a new Colt Single
Action Army, a .357 Smith & Wesson Mag
num, and a Winchester M92 conversion by
Ward O. Koozer. Ward is noted for his fine
rebore and conversion work. He moved from
Arizona to a new shop in Waterville, Oregon.

S & W's .44 Magnum and Ruger's new Deer
stalker self-loading carbine really shucked
out the lead. We settled on 23 grains 295 RP
in Remington cases, CCI No. 350 Magnum
primers, and 220 grain half-jacketed C-H
Swag-O-Matic pills. Bullets were swaged
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"TROOPER"
Handgun Stocks

THE BULLET POUCH
P. O. BOX 42B5, LONG' BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

literature on request

Talking Turkey
There are two species of wild tur

key in North America. One. the Agro
charis ocellata, is more numerous in
Central America. The more familiar
Me/eagris gallopavo is a larlJer bird
and has five subspecies: Rio Grande
!tail feathers are frinlJed with a red
dish-brown); Mexican (white feather
tips) ; Merriam (tipped with lilJht
brown); Florida (darker colored. with
less white): Eastern. larlJest and most
widely distributed (bronze edlJed with
black),

Wild turkeys ranlJe from Pennsyl
vania to Florida. west to Colorado
and Arizona. and south to central
Mexico. The population is increasinlJ.
Pennsylvania, Missouri and YirlJinia
reportedly are exertinlJ controls on
predation and poachinlJ, and improv
inlJ natural habitat. MichilJan has
taken steps to repopulate ran.lJes.

Turkeys are difficult .lJame to hunt.
and the season limit requires skill.
perseverance and "turkey sense:' For
althoulJh they are noisy and leave
tell-tale silJns of their whereabouts,
these wild. wary birds have an ex
traordinary sense of silJht and hearinlJ
and can outrun some of the fleetest
four.lelJlJed animals. Before dusk each
day. turkeys return to their roost for
the nilJht. In the old days. hunters
stalked the lJame at roostinlJ time.
Today. sportsmen prefer to use a
blind. waitinlJ patiently. silently and
hopefully for hours. Experts use a
"call" in conjunction with the blind,
but often even the expert scares off
more lJame than he can decoy. Best
load for the lJame is BB, 2's or 4's.

-from "Winchester Proof"

New Manual
Speer has a brand new enlarged Re

loading Manual, 280 pages, covering loads
and loading details for most popular rifle
and pistol cartridges, including wildcats, the
.22 Jet, .308 Norma, and Ruger's .44 Carbine.
A new section covers shotshell reloading.
This No.5 Manual has index tabs. It's~
a "must." Price is $2.95. ~

It's factory adjusted for perfect performance,
and more simple to use than single stage
tools. But more attention must be paid to
details. A big advantage is the manual opera
tion of shot and powder charges.

Sort shells for the make and wad column
used. You can run a single shell in all
stages to insure correct adjustments and wad
column. This is another good feature. All
stations must be adjusted correctly. Switch·
ing to Federal or Canuck target hulls reo
quires a primer adjustment. Lower the tube
just enough to seat primers, to avoid read
justing depriming and crimping stations.
You can actually exceed the listed speed for
short runs, after practice, but about 350
s.p.h. is a good speed. Keep components
handy. Learn to pick up a hull and primer
in the left hand, and complete wad column
in the right. Insert all at once, and operate
the handle. This simple routine eliminates
goofs, and speeds production.

Reloads patterned better in a Hi·Standard
Trophy than factory stuff. This is a fine test
gun. Wads were Alcan's Air-Wedge in WoW
hulls, No. 7Y2 copper plated shot. Pattern
Paint, by Elwyn Sprague, Ostego, Michigan,
works dandy, and never dries. Paint a steel
plate, shoot and check your pattern, then
brush out shot marks and shoot again. The
brush stays wet, and there is no need to add
extra paint for a long time. Store the
plate wet side up. A wooden carrier, similar
to target frames, makes moving the plate
easy.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for bargain year round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept.G. &844 Gorsten SI..Philadelphiall. Pa

AN INVITATION!
I.

Twin Falls, Idaho

TRY _ COMPARE

WITH ANY LUBE ON THE MARKET

YOU WILL BE MORE THAN PLEASED

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - 50c
WRAPPED DUST PROOF

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
or Direct - Postage exira

Cosh or Money Order - No C.O.D.·s

Box 741

They're filled I. fil'
• • • genuine select
Walnut wood! Law En~

forcement, Hunters get
free Brochure.

"Choice of Champions"
HERREll'S SlOCKS
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CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL

FAIRBANKS WHITNEY

DEDICATED TO

AND THE GRAY

From Manassas to Gettysburg to Appomattox,
both Yank and Johnny Reb saw their duty

and did it ... more often than not with the Colt .44
1860 Army. So, a hundred years later it is fitting that a replica

of that gun become the Civil War Centennial Model now offered by Colt.
Scaled Ys size in single shot, .22 cal. short, the Centennial

Model is presented in royal blue with gold-plated strap,
and trigger guard ... the single $32.50. Consecutive

serial numbered matched pair $59.50.
See your Colt Registered Dealer or write ...

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. Co., INC.

HARTFORD 15, CONNECTICUT

THE = LU
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